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Reprinted from the "journal of lhe Mysore Agricultural and 
Experimental Union", Vol. X, Nos. I & 2. 

Note on the Report of the Royal Commission on 
Agriculture in India. 

nY 

Dr. Leslie C. Coleman, M.A., Ph.D., 

pirecto·r of Agriculture in Mysore, Bangalore. 

The purpose of this note is to consider the recommendations of 
the Commission in the light of Mysore conditions, to indicate how far 
those recommendations have already been carried into effect and 
what changes in the organization or policy of the Mysore Agricultural 
and related Departments are required. The Report will be considered 
chapter by chapter.' The space devoted to the respective chapters 
of the Report is not to be taken to indicate my conception of their 
relative importance. It indicates rather my familiarity with the 

various subjects discussed: 

CHAPTER I. 

Introduction. 

This introductory chapter describes briefly the conditions govern
ing life in the Indian village and the changes which have been brought 
about by the establishment of a definite system of land revenue, 
improvement of internal and external communications and the 
development of irrigation works. It then discusses the present 
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agricultural position pointing out that the undoubted increMe in 
agricultural production which has taken place during the past fifty 
years has been largely the result of the spread of cultivation although 
the expansion of irrigation and, to a much lesser extent, the introduc
tion of improved varieties have played a part in this increase. 

The last paragraph of this chapter indicates the scope of the 
enquiry as being much wider than that of the organization and work 
of the agricultural departments. The eny_uiry was extended to the 
activities of all departn1ents which are concerned with rural welfare. 

CHAPTER II. 

Historical Retrospect. 

This chapter traces the development of work connected with the 
improvement of agriculture in British India. This historical discus
sion ignores entirely the pioneer work done in Indian States of which 

Mysore must be considered a leader. However, as a short historical 
account of agricultural development in this State has already b~en 
printed, it is unnecessary for me to deal with the question here. 

CHAPTER III. 

The Organization of Agricultural Research. 

In chapter III, the Commission, after a consideration of the organi
zation of agricultural research in Canada, Australia and the Cnited 
States, consider the question as applied to India. The proposals 
for the formation of an Imperial Council of Agricultural Research 
and other organizations connected with it would seem to have for us, 
at present, little more than academic interest as it is by no means 
certain that Indian States will have any representatives on the 

various bodies proposed. 
The proposal to form provincial committees to serve as co· ordi

nating agencies between the Imperial Council and the provincial 
departments of agriculture might possibly be considered by us were 
there any likelihood of our having representation upon the Imrerial 
Council. We have, it is true, our Board of Agriculture but it hardly 
corresponds either in personnel or functions with the provincial com
mittees proposed. The suggl.'sted pl.'rsonnel, consisting as it does of 
the Director of Agriculture, the Director of Veterinary ~ervices, 

Principals of Agricultural and Veterinary Colleges where these exist, 
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scientific experts from the staff of the agricultural and veterinary 
departments, a representative of pure ·science from the provincial 
university and one or more non-official members indicates a smaller 
and more technical body than our Board of Agriculture. The sug
gested function of preparing a programme of research to be laid before 
the Imperial Council is one which, I think, hardly comes within the 
soope of the present Board of Agriculture. In fact unless our agricul
tural development work is to be. co-ordinated with that in British 
India, there does not seem to me much purpose in the formation of 
a separate committee here and I shall therefore not deal further 
with the matter. 

For us probably the most important section of this chapter is that 
which deals with the position of the Universities in regard to Agricul
tural Research. Briefly stated, the Commission consider that an 
association of the science departments of the universities in agricul
tural research should lead to very valuable results. It may be said 
that practically nothing is being done in this direction in Mywre at 
present. This is not to indicate that. there is no intercourse between 
the research staff of the Agricultural Department and the scientific 
department of the University. As a matter of fact, almost every 
year for the past twenty years stndents have come from science 
departmentJS of the Central College to work as voluntary assistants 
in our laboratories with the avowed object of obtaining higher train
ing. Among these may be mentioned two who have since become 
professors in the University-Dr. M. A. Sarupathkumaran a.nd 
Dr. A. Subba Rao. 

This intercourse has been of a rather casual and at the same time 
of a quite unofficial character and the question as to whether a defi
l_lite scheme of co-operation could be developed is, I think, worthy of 
serious consideration. I have already discussed this in a preliminary 
manner ~ith Dr. Metcalfe and with the heads of scientific sections of 
this department and have found a general agreement that a closer 
co-operation between the University and the Agricultural Department 
in research work should lead to valuable results. 

The subject may be considered under three heads: (a) Team 
work by members of the staff of this department and the scientific 
staff of the University on problems where such combined effort seems 
to be desirable ; (b) r~search work on scientific problems connected 
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with <tsrieultur.e by members of the scientific staff of the University; 
and (c) research work by g-raduate students of the University on 
similar problems. 

In regard to (a), I believe there are a number of problems upon 
which team work might lead to fruitful results. Thus there are many 
soil problems where the help of the phyiiicist would be highly advan
tageous and, as a matter of fact, at least one department of agricul-

. ture in India ha<> already a soil physicist on its scientific staff. While 

we have an excellent chemistry section it seems quite probable that 
in connection with some problems, more rapid results would be ob

tained by an aRsociation of the chemical staff of the lJniversity in 
the work. 

Quite possibly similar team work in connection with problems 
in entomology, plant pathology and botany might be advantageous 
while it seems also likely that an association of the economics staff of 

the University with the staff of the Agricultural Department in the 
investigation of problems connected with agricultural economics 

might lead to valuable results. That such an association might 
benefit the University itself by bringing it more closely into touch 
with problems of vital importance to the economic life of the State 
seems certain. I am doubtful, however, if it would be possible or 
advisable to lay down rules to govern such co-operative research 
work. Possibly the formation of a research committee on which the 

staff of the University and the Agricultural Department would be 
represented might serve a useful purpose in this connection. I shall 

refer to this later. 
In regard to (b), I am given to understand that the staffs of the 

scientificdepartments of the University and. more especially, the 
junior members, are being encouraged to take up more or less inde

pendent research work. From my own recent experience as a research 
professor in Canada and from conversation wit_h Dr. Metcalfe I am led 
to believe that thrre is at times difficulty in the selection of suitable 
problems and that the problems chosen have frequently very little 

reference to the needs of the country. I fully appreciate the value of 
work in pure science which has no immediate relation to practical 

problems and I would not for a moment suggest that any restriction 
should be placed on the choice of subjects for research work in the 

scientific departments of the Univf'rsity, but I feel strongly that 
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where the s~ientific problems connected with agricultural improve
ment are so many and scientific workers so few as they are in India, 
the attention of scientific workers in the universities should be drawn 
to these problem11. I would suggest, therefore, that a list of problems 
should be prepared by the scientific staff of the Agricultural Depart
ment for consideration by the scientific departments of the University 
in connection with the choice of research problems. 

In regard to (c) while I 'am aware that the University does not 
at present provide courses leading to higher degrees, I understand 
that some students· do commence their graduate studies in the 
University and they thereby are enabled to shorten considerably the 
time required for study in Indian universities which grant higher 
degrees. 1 believe also that the University provides graduate scholar
ships for such men. 

The facilities available in the laboratories of the Mysore Agricul
tural Department for research work in science as applied to agricul· 
ture are, I consider, excellent. It has occurred to me, therefore, that 
the University might be able to send graduate students to the depart
ment for training in research providing scholarships for the purpose. 
These young men could be placed at work on some of the many prob
lems upon which at present no work can be done owing to insuffi
ciency of staff. I believe that the scientific reputation of the depart
ment is sufficiently high to ensure the acceptance of such work as part 
fulfilment of the requirements for higher degrees in universities such 
as Bombay and Calcutta. Such an arrangement would, I believe, 
react favourably on the work of the science departments of the 
University while it would at the same time bring the Agricultural 
Department into close touch with some of the most promising young 
men trained in the University. The problems we have to face in 
connection with agricultural development in Mysore demand the 
very best material in the way of research workers that our University 
can produce and an arrangement such as I suggest. should considera
bly widen our field of choice for men to fill scientific posts in the . 
department. 

I have already suggested that it would be .necessary to form a 
research committee to regulate and control the proposed research 
activities. Such a committee would consider the research problems 
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from the standpoint of their relative importance and from that of the 
facilities available either in the laboratories of the University or in 
those of the department for their investigation. They could also 

make recommendations as to the a.ward of scholarships to graduate 
students. It might, I think, properly consist of the Principal, Ctmtral 
College, the Director of Agriculture, the professors in charge of scienti
fic departments in the University and the heads of scientific sections 
in the Agricultural Department. Provision could be made also for 
sub-committees to deal with the subjects relating to the particular 
sciences involved. 

CHAPTER IV. 

Agricultural Improvement. 
I 

Chapter IV, dealing as it does with the general subject of agri
cultural improvement from the standpoint of crop production, is one 
of the most important in the Report. 

After a short discussion oi the crop seasons and the principal 

crops grown in India the question of soils is considered. The charac
ters of the main soil types, viz., (a) red soils of the crystalline tracts 
(including our typical ragi soils), (b) black cotton soils (such as are 

found in Chit:tldrug district), (c) alluvial soils (hardly to be found in 
Mysore except in tank beds), and (d) laterite soils (such as are found 
typically in the rnc:lnad regions of ~himoga and Kadur districts) are 
presented and their deficiencies from the standpoint of crop produc
tion are discussed. There is nothing in this discussion which is 
particularly new to us and I think it is safe to say that our chemical 
section is doing as valuable work in regard to the plant food require
ments of our soils as can be found in any part of India. 

The T:eport considers in this connection the question of soil sur
veys, a question whieh has been discussed at various times in 1\Iysore. 
The general conclusion reached that the large amount of money and 

the extensive f'taff required for a ~oil survey on the lines being followed 
in the Pnited. State~, places the institution of ~ueh a survey out of the 

question in British India at present, is, I believe, a sound one which 
applies with e-1ual force to l\Iysore. I have already on more than 
one occasion expressed this view. 

There is, however, much to be said for the sugge~tion made in the 
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Report that the information already obtained should be collated and 
studied with a view to publication. We have in Mysore most excel
lent survey work which has been done by the Geological Department. 
The information collected by that department could, I think, be very 
usefully correlated with that which has resulted from the soil analyses 
carried out by our chemical section. I would suggest in this work a 
consideration of the possibilities of closer co-operation betwe.en the 
Agricultural and the Geological Departments. The recent establish
ment of a separate chemical laboratory in the Geological Department 
while undoubtedly possessing many advantages will, I fear, not 
tend to develop a spirit of co-operation. I propose with the approv
al of Government to approach the Director of Geology with the ob
ject of ascertaining just what can be done to bring about the pooling 
of our information as regards rocks and soils for the benefit of the 
State. 

The Report next considers the frequently discussed question of the 
deterioration of soils in India. The general conclusion reached on the 
basis of experimental data and on the results of general observations 
is that in the case of an overwhelming proportion of the agricultural 
lands in India a more or less stabilized condi~ion has been reached 
and that no further deterioration is likely to take place under exist
ing conditions of cultivation. This conclusion, I believe, applies to 
Mysore ahd the belief that our channel-irrigated areas are becoming 
progressively more impoverished has, I consider, no foundation in fact. 

The reason for this stability lies in the fact that the varieties of 
crops at present grown are of a grade of efficiency which is closely 
adapted to the environment. In other words they take,on the average 
only so much from the soil as is added either in the way of manure or 
in the way of fixed nitrogen coming from the air through rainfall or 
through the action of soil organisms. Where, as at present, we are 
attempting, through breeding, to produce more efficient varieties which 
give higher yields under the same conditions, it seems to me inevitable 
that if the increased draught on plant foods is not made up by an in
creased return to the soil in the way of manure, there will be a gradual, 
if almost imperceptible, reduction in soil fertility. lt was this consi
deration which, as long ago as 1917 in my presidential address before 
the agricultural section of the Indian Science Congress, compelled me 
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for the first time in India, to emphasize the danger of the introduction 

of higher yielding strains of crops if one did not at the same time take 
steps towards a more adequate manuring of our soils. The Report 
deals with this subject in a very cautious and I feel inadequate man
ner. I look upon the intro- uction of a higher yielding variety of any 
crop as an almost essential first step in introducing agricultural im
provements, for it is the step that can be taken with the least addi
tional expenditure on the part of the ryot and is, therefore, the one 
which is most certain to. appeal to him however ignorant he may be. I 
am firmly convinced,however, that unless it is followed up by intensive 
work towards the increasing of soil fertility, the permanent improve
ment will be nil if indeed the work does not lead to a final reduction in 
crop production. I am glad to be able to say that this important 
consideration has not been lost sight of in Mysore and that we are 
spending on onr soil and manurial experiments relatively a greater 
proportion of our total budget than is being spent in any other part of 
India. In fact this branch of our activities has received perhaps 
more than its due share of the inadequate allotments which have been 
provided for agricultural development in the past. 

The Report considers some of the main lines of work in connection 

with a study of the conditions governing the fertility of different types 
of soil and emphasizes the importance of the employment of soil 
physicists, bio-chemists, physical chemists and bacteriologists along 
with the regular agricultural chemists in the investigation of these 
problems. In the British provinces steps are being taken to provide 
investigators in some, if not all, of these lines. The expense involved 
will, I believe, preclude the possibility of expanding our activities in 
all these directions in the near future more especially as problems of 
more immediate practical importance such for instance as the breeding 
of improved varieties of crops and the improvement of our live"stock 
are pressing upon us. However, if we can enlist the co-operation 
of the scientific staff of our University in the way I have suggested 
above I believe that much valuable work can be done with a compara
tively small expenditure of monPy. 

The subject of soil erosion which is next dealt with is I cont'i(ler, 
one of no very pressing importance in l\Iysore. WhE:>re it occurs it is 

commonly on land which is not cultivated and whieh in most cases at 
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present lit's far beyond the margin of cultivatio '. It is a matter per
haps worthy of investigation by the Forest Department as to whether 
afforestation of areas which show most striking evidence of soil erosion 
is feasible. 

The question of fertilizers is dealt with at considerable length 
introduced by a discussion of loss of plant foods by the burning of farm 
yard manure and the export of oil-seeds. Nothing very new can be 
said on these subjects but it may be noted that the Commission are 
opposed to the levying of an export duty on oil-seeds, bones or other 
sources of plant foods, a position which I have taken from the first. 
While much emphasis is rightly laid on the value of manurial experi
ments and the importance of continuing them over a long. series of 
years I believe the work in this regard in Mysore is being conducted 
on sound scientific lines and I, therefore, do not propose to devote 
attention to it here. 

In connection with farm yard manure the F eport emphasizes the 
difficulties of promoting its more extensive utilization on the soil until 
other sources of fuel which are equally cheap can be made available. 
The question of fuel plantations is discussed but the Commission 
admit that these can have but a limited usefulness. The problem 
of the better preservation of cattle manure including the making of 
composts in pits is one which will be solved very slowly, and is largely 
a matter of education. I would suggest, for the sake of the improve
ment of village sanitation as well as for that of the conservation of 
our manurial resources, that the construction of proper manure pits 
should form an important item in the programme of all our village 
panchayats. If the importance of this simple and inexpensive im
provement can be impressed on these panchayats a real step in advance 
will have been made. The question of the manufacture of artificial 
farm yard manure in a country like Mysore where at least as regards 
our maidan areas practically all our plant refuse is used either for fue 
or fodder, is one which I consider of but little practical importance. 
A consideration of the better utilization of nig~t soil is also, I feel, 
a question which should take second place to much more urgent ones. 

As regards green manures the r:eport has nothing newto say. 
They point out the difficulties of spreading the use of green manures 
where such spread would entail the loss of a secondary crop, a 

2 
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condition which commonly obtains. From the standpoint of l\Iysore 
probably the most promising line of advance will be through the en
couragement of the planting of manurial trees such as honge along the 
banks of channels and on lands which are on the margin of cultivation. 
A good deal of our village gom'Jl which is now little more than exercis
ingground for cattle could be used profitably in this way. I believe that 
this is another phase of agricultural improvement which might well 
be included in the programme· of many of our village panchayats. 

As rightly pointed· out by the Commission the utilization of oil
cakes in the country can be soundly stimulated not through the im
position of export duties but by the expansion of the oil crushing 
industry and by the demonstration that the cakes so produced can be 
profitably utilized as manures and as cattle feeds. The expan::.ion of 

the oil crushing industry will, it seems, depend brgely upon the more 
extended use of vegetable oils for consumption and for manufacturing 
purposes in the country-a development which is likely to come but 

gradually ; as to the use o[ oil-cakes as feeding stuffs for cattle that is 
very largely bound up with the improven1ent of our cattle so as to 

make the use of such cattle feeds economically souud. This is a 
matter which I have touched upon elsewhere and to which I will 

return. 

The consideration given in the Report to the use of artificial 
fertilizers in India is, I believe, quite inade·1uate. For instance, the 
statement made on page 90 of the report in connection with one of the 
most important of these, ammonium sulphate, that its price (notwith

standing the great reduction since the War) is still sufficiently high to 
preclude its application to any but the most valuable of the cultiva

tors' crops such as sugarcane and garden crops, is directly contra
dicted by experience. It seems perfectly clear that these fertilizers 
are destined to play a very much more important role in our agricul
tural development than the Commission have foreseen. Fertilizers 
such as ammonium sulphate and superphosphate are now being used 

to a rapidly increasing e:.;tent on palldy-a crop which can certainly 

not be classed among the most valuable. We have, in fact, some 
grounds for the belief that their use on such important dry crops as 
ragi and jola will prove economically sound in many parts of the State. 

If further experiments and tests on private holdings should 



subst.antiatt> this vit>w, tht> demand for thl'st> fl'rtilizers will bt> enormous 
and the t>fft>rt. upon our production almost incalculable. The introduc· 
tion of fertili~l'l"S such as nnuuophos and dinmmonphos which provide 
nitrogen and phosphoric acid in n comhinerl form at a price no greater 
than is charged for t.he:::c plant foods in separate ft>rtilizers such as 
ammonium sulphate :md superphosphate and which, at the same time, 
cut the transport ehargl's in half, il'l ont> of the most. interesting recent 
developments from which I antiripate mneh. It would be a great 
pity if the ultra-cautious view exptessed by the Commission were to 
lead to the diverting of attention from this important phase of agri
cultural improvement. I personally anticipate a more rapid increase 
in crop production in :llysore during the next few years through an 
extension of the use of commercial fl'rtilizers than through any other 
menus. The l\lysore Agricultural Department at least will not be 
deterred from giving marked attention to this phase of agricultural 
improvement by the Commission's remarks in this connection. 

The propos1\ls put forward at manytimes in India and in l\1ysore 
to manufacture RI·tificial nitrogenous fertilizers in this cmmtry are 
rightly rejected by the Commission in the light of the very rapid large
scale developments in other parts of the world. Questions connected 
with the utilization of bone meal, fish manure and natural phosphates 
can, l feel, be passed over as being of no great importance to us. 
The Commission are opposed to legi,;lation against the adultemtion of 
fertilizers upon what appear to be sound grounds. 

They draw attention to the recent decisions of railways to reduce 
fr€'ight rates on oil-cakes and manures as a step in the right direction 
and emphasize the importance of further reductions as soon as the 
volume of traffic on th€'se commodities will warrant it. In this con· 
nection I should likt> to draw llttf>ntion to a proposal which has been 
recently made favouring differential rates in Mysore on oil-cakes as 
compa1·ed with artificial fertilizers. As I have pointed out already in 
an unofficial not~>, this would, I consider, be a ret.rograde step likely to .. ~ 

do much more harm than good. 

An interesting and important section of this chapter is de oted 
to the question of the introduction of improved varietit>s of crops. 
An examination of the table given on page 95 of the Report indicating 
the extent to which improved varieties have been introduced into 
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British India shows that as far as the three crops, ragi, cotton and 

sugarcane so far dealt with in l\lysore are concerned we are in advante 
of the average percentage of improved varieties to total crop and this 

notwithstanding the fact that our breeding section has been hopelessly 

undermanned and inadequately equipped. 

We are, however, decidedly behind some of the British provinces 

in the variety of our breeding work and this should be remedied as 

rapi<lly as possible. B~eecling work on paddy andjola i11 very urgently 

rquired. Other crops which sheuld receive early attention are kar 
ragi and thP various oil-seeds and pulses which form such an important 
fpatnre o£ our erops. The recently sanctioned increase in the sLlff of 

the botanical section will enable us to expand breeding work but 

further expttnsion is still urgently required. The provision of a 

highly trained 'officer for work on each major crop is what is really 

re1uirecl. It will take some years before we can reach that goal. 

While the Heport tells us little new in regard to the actual breed

ing work it makes an extremely valuable suggestion in connection with 

the distribution o£ improved varieties. The Commission have been 

impressed with the great difficulty in getting the results of the plant 

breeders' work on to the fields of the ryots in anything like a pure state. 

The difficulties in this connection are considerable in any country but 

are particularly great in India where individual crops are g~own on 

small plots, the stacking is commonly in one place and the threshing 

is frequently done on a threshing floor common to several different 

growers. All of this leads almost inevitably to mixing when a new 

variety is brought into a village, for it is very rarely that it can be in

troduced at once on a scale so as to give it more than an insignificant 
portion of the land devoted to that particular crop. Ragi, from the 

size of the grain and the ease with which these grains can be shifted hy 

the wind or other agency after sowing in the field or after harvesting 

on the threshing floor, is a particularly difficult crop to keep pure. 

The fact that supervision over seed supply is difficult after it has once 
left the Government farms and the further fact that the cli,;trict staff 

have a large amount of other work to do much of which is likely to 

bring them more immediate recognition than would be the painstak

ing control of seed supply, has led to the dissipation of much vnlu<lhle 

nw.tl'rial and the waste of much effort. 
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The following are the most important suggestions of the Corn· 
mission in connection with seed supply :-(a) the multiplication of 
seed farms, both Government and private, for the supply of pure seed, 
(h) the utilization of co-operat.ive agency in this connection wherever 
possible, and (c) the formation of a separate organization for super
vising the distribution of improved seed and for testing its purity in 
the field and its germination in the laboratory. The Commission 
recommend that this organization should be under the control of a 
Deputy Director working under the Director. I am inclined to think 
that at present an officer of the grade of Seniol' Assistant or Assistant 
Director should meet our immediate needs and would be inclined to 
have his office a.ttached directly to the botanical section. This officel' 
would, in addition to supervising work on Government and private 
seed farms, assist in the work of developing co-operative agencies for 
seed distribution and would also have charge of all seed testing. The 
employment of such an officer has recently been sanctioned by 
Government. 

The next important subject dealt with in Chapter IV is that of 
agricultural implements and agricultural engineering. The Commis
sion emphasize the fact that, up to the present, this branch of agricul
tural work has been treated in quite a different manner from the others. 
The officer in charge has been, in almost all cases, an engineer who has 
had no particular agricultural training and no experience in the 
designing or adapting of implements. Moreover he has usually been 
placed on a lower scale than that of the heads of other sections and has 
had charge of well-boring as well as i~plement designing a much too 
large and varied task for one man. They recommend the separation 
of pumping and boring operations from those on agricultural machi
nery and implements and the employment of men specially trained 
for the work in both of these sections. 

Let us see how we are situated in Mlysore. We have, at present, 
one Engineer-an officer who was transferred from the Public Works 
Department in 1915. He had for two years, from 1919, an engineer 
assistant who relieved him of most of the teaching work in the Hebbal 
School but this post was later discontinued. In 1924 a beginning was 
made towards the organization of a pumping and well sinking section 
with an assistant engineer in charge but, shortly/ after my departure 
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on leave in 192}, this embryo organization was transferred to the Jn

dntltries and Commerce Department. We are therefore now where 

we were in 1924. The one officer has to do all the teaching of agri
cultural engineering in the Hebbal School, work sufficient to keep 

one man employed. In addition he is expected to prepare plans for 
buildings of all sorts in the various farms and to answer requisitions 
for assistance from private partie~ as regards irrigation and drainage. 
The question of designing and alb.pting implements is al<!o supposed 

to be engaging his attention. 

The position as far as engineering work is concerned is, I consider, 
an almost hopeless one. The appointment of an assistant engineer 
recently sanctioned by Government will help in a small way and I 

propose as soon as this officer is appointed to have the Agricultural 

Engineer, devote his attention to the machinery question as regards 
designing, adapting and testing hut the organization for this pur

pose will have to be greatly strengthened and enlarged if we are to 
meet the situation at all adequately. As regards the introdurtio~ of 
improved agricultural implements I think we may safely say that 

per head of agricultural population and per acre of cultivated land 
more has been done in M;·sore than in any other part of India. Our 

organization in this regard provides, in a fairly ade1uate manner, im

plements as suitable for our conditions as are available in India and a 

supply of spare parts which enable purchasers to keep their imple

ments in working order. Two of the light ploughs introduced first 

into Mysore are among the very best of their kind and it is interesting 

to note that one of the large Indian firms of implement manufacturers 

is now turning out these implements at prices considerably below 

those at which we have heretofore been importing them. Whether 
these will prove satisfactory has yet to be ascertained. 

If we turn to the question of well irrigation in the State we find 

nothing is being done. The Industries and Commerce Department 
is quite rightly devoting it.s well-boring activities to the furnishing 
of drinking water wells in villages,-a wry important matter. How
ever from a purely economic standpoint I dou ,c t if it is any more 
important than the improvement of well irrigation facilities. A very 

large number of our wrlls are too shallow to be of use when they are 

most urgently needed allll their number is quite insufficient. :\lost of 
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our tanks hold inadequate supplies and no year goes by without the 

loss, owing to failure of tank water, of valuable crops such as .sugarcane 

which would have been saved had irrigation from subsidiary wells 
been available. Much of the money now being spent in sinking wells 

is wasted because of the lack of ai quate knowledge on the part of the 

ryots. Only too fre~iuently no accurate estimate is made of the cost 

involved in sinking a well to a proper depth with the result that work 

is stopped before any useful supply of water is obtained owing to lack 

of funds. The scheme submitted by me to Government as long ago 

as 1 n::l:) should, I consider, l:.>e revived and a real effort made to 
improve our position as regards well irrigation in the State. 

In connection with both aspects of agricultural engineering here 
discussed it appears to me that the resources in men and equipment of 

the Department of Industries and Commerce and the Department of 

AgricultUre might well be pooled. I speak with some diffidence on 

this subject as it concerns another department of Government. If 
facilities could be made available in the Industrial Workshop for 

oarrying out the construction of freshly designed implements and if a 

scheme for co-operation in well sinking could be worked out it should 

lead to a decided saving of money. This would require a much closer 

co-ordination of work of the two departments than at present exists. 

The question of power cultivatibn discussed briefly in this chapter 

hardly need detain us. I have all along been convinced thr.t the use 

of tractors in this State can play no very important role in agricul

tural development for many years to come and notwithstanding the 

reduction in price and increase in efficiency of machines I see no reason 

to change my views. 

The question of railway rates on improved agricultural imple

ments has already been considered sympathetically by our State 

Railway authorities as it has in British India and I have no doubt 

that with the expansion of business further reductions will be made. 

The question of the reduction of the import duty on iron and steel 

used in the manufacture of agricultural implements concerns us only 

indirectly. 
The remainder of Chapter IV deals with the question of crop 

protection from fungus diseases, insect pests and wild animals. In 

this direction the Report has nothing new to say and I have no 
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comment to make e'\cept that here as in other spheres of activity 
therewill have to be gradual expansion. 

CHAPTER V . 
.... 

The Sub-Division and Fragmentation of Holdings. 

The questions discussed in this chapter have, as is well known, 
received much attention in India during the past fifteen or twenty 
years. The Commission classify the problems involved as follows 

1. The snb·divisio!l of holdings of right-holders. 
2. The sub-division of holdings of cultivators who may or may 

not be right-holders of the whole or part of the land they cultivate. 
3. The fragmentation of the holdings of right-holders. 
4. The fragmentation of the holdings of cultivators. 
The evils of suh-division lie mainly in the reduction of the holdings 

to areas so small that they cease.to furnish a living for the families of 
the holders or cultivators. , The latter are thus compelled to live 
under conditions little above starvation or to eke out their living 
through subsidiary occupations. As sub-division results from the 
laws of inheritance common in India there is obviously no effective 
way of checking it except through legislation. Even were this possi
ble the result would be the dispossession of the younger members of the 
family who would be forced to find employment elsewhere. With the 
primitive industrial conditions that exist in India this would almost 
certainly lead to a• position worse than that now existing. l'nless 
and until there is a very marked industrial development in the country 
any legislative restriction on the sub-division of holdings seems to be 

out of the question even were public opinion not opposed to it. It 

seems therefore to be a subject hardly ripe for profitable discussion. 
The case of fragmentation of holdings is different. Here although 

the total area of the holding may be sufficiently large for the support 
of a family in moderate comfort, it may be split up into a very large 
number of small blocks or strips situated at considerable distances 
from each other. Conditions such as these lead to waste of both 
labour and land and militate greatly against the introduction of im
proved implements which usually require an area of several acrt>s in 
one block to allow for their economic utilization. As to definite lotities 
due to fragmentation, the Report gives the interesting information that 
in the Punjab, the results of consolitlation indic<Lte that five per cent 
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of the land which would normally be cultiv'ated is lying useless owing 
to fragmentation being so excessive as to/ prevent any agricultural 
operations, while another one per cent is lost in boundaries which 
could be abolished on consolidation. To quote further from the 
Report, "Even where cultivation is possible, fragmentation involves 
endless waste of time, money and effort ; it restrains cultivators from 
attempting improvements ; it enforces uniformity of cropping and es
pecially restricts the growing of fodder crops in the period when cattle 
are usually sent out to graze on the fields. The total effects are great 
and it is only when 1~he burden is removed that the full results this 
evil practice has prodl\ced are r~vealed." · 

The great evil lies in the fragmentation of cultivatioti not in the 
fragmentation of actual holdings but.as it s~en1s in1possible to control 
the ieasing of land to tenant farme~s the only way to tackle the problem 
is to attempt a consolidation of the dreas owned by right-holders. In 

··' fact any measures tending towards consolidating the holdings of tight-
holders would. be certain to affect favourably the areas culti·1ated as 
well. 

the consolidation of holdings is being attempted in India in two 
'---· 

ways: (a) through co-operative effort, and (b) through legislative action. 
In the case of co-operative effort consolidation is purely voluntary ~'nd 
requires an immense amount of patient and per:;isteht work on the 
part of the officers concerned. In the Punjab, where this method of 
consolidation has been successfully introduced, a total of 98,000 acres 
in 314 villages had been consolidated during a period of seven years up 
to and including 1927 and at a. cost varying from Rs. 1-6-0 to Rs. 
2-11-0 per acre, a very reasonable figure. It must be noted, however, 
that the conditions for this type of work are particularly favourable in 
the Punjab owing to the comparative homogeneity ef the soil and the 
simplicity of the tenure. In Mysore, where the soils in villages are 
rarely homogeneous, the difficulties in the way of co-operative con· 
solidation would undoubtedly be much greater. 

Permissive legislation for the consolidation of holdings has been: 
introduced in the Central Provinces where some success has already 
been achieved in the Chhattisgarh Division without the assistance of 
the Co-operative Department. The chief feature of the Act is stated 
to be the power it gives to a proportion of the right-holders of a viflage 

3 
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which must not be less than one-half, holding not less than two-thirds 

of the occupied area to agree to a scheme of consolidation which, if 

confirmed by them, becomes binding upon all the permanent right
holders in the village and their successors in interest. This apparently 

follows, in all essential respects, legislation which has been introduced 
with great advantage in .Japan and in certain countries of Europe. 
A discussion of the legislative enactments in .Japan and Europe with 

, the results obtained will be found in a note submitted by me to the 
Economic Conference in 1919 and published as Bul1etin No. 2 for 

1918-1!) by the Agricultural Committee of the Conference. 

As regards the sub-division of holdings in M:ysore we are apparent

ly in a more favourable position than most parts of British India. The 

following table taken from the Report shows the average size of hold
ings in thE' various provinces and to this I have added the figures for 

M:ysore calculated from data given in the Sea8on and Crop Repcrt for 

1926-27 
NuMBER oF AcREs PER cuLTIVAToR •. 

(Indian Census Report, 1921). 

Bombay 
Punjab •. 

Province. 

Central Provinces and Berar 
Burma 
Madras •• 

Bengal •• 
Bihar and Orissa 
Assam .. 

United Provinces .. 
Mysore •• 

... 

Area. 

12.2 
9.2 

8.5 
5.6 
4.9 
3.1 
3.1 
3.0 

~.5 

7.5 (1926-27) 

From this it will be seen that there are only three provinces which 

have an average area per cultivator higher than ~Iysore while seven 

have a lower area. 
When we come to the question of the fragmentation of holdings 

we have, as far as 1 am aware, no data similar to that which has been 

collected in other parts of India more especially in the Punjab, Bombay 
and l\Iadras. While every one who has made any study of agriculture 
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in Mysore knows that fragmentation exists and while probably oui' 
conditions are very similar in this regard t6 those existing in neigh• 

bouring parts of British India, I believe that a survey of typical areas 

is advisable before we proceed to a consideration of possible action. 
I would suggest the possibility of utilizing the services of the district 
economic superintf'ndents and also the agricultural inspectors in 

making such a survey. It should be possible for an agricultural in
sr:ector to make a survey of at lt'ast one village in his range each year 

without seriously interfering with his other work, more especially if a 
definite plan of operations were laid down for him. The organization 

of such a survey might well be one of the functions of a Board of 
Enquiry reference to the establishment of which will be found later 

in this note. The services of the district economic superintendents 

and possibly those of co-operative inspectors could be utilized in o. 
similar manner. :Maps showing the extent of fragmentation should, 
of course, accompany all reports of survey work. In this way it should 

be not impossible to make a survey of at least fifty villages in one year 
with little, if any, extra expense to Government. I would suggest this 

as a proposal to be considered seriously by the Agricultural Board in 
the near future. If, as I suspect, it will be found that conditions are 
sufficiently serious to wari.·ant definite action, I would suggest the pos

sibility of attempting co-operative action on the lines worked out. in 
the Punjab more especially in areas whereruml co-operation has made 

real progress. In antic.ipat.ion of such action I would recommend 
that surveys with reference to fragmentation should be confined as far 

as possible to villages where co-operative effort seems most feasible 
arid where there is likely to be the least amount of trouble on account 

of lack of homogeneit.y of the soil. I would not favour an attempt at 
legislative action until the possibilities of eo-operative action have 

been thoroughly explored and until effot'ts towards co-operative con
solidation have shown thttt this method is unsuitable to Mysore 

conditions. 
CHAPTER VI. 

Demonstration and Propaganda. 

So much has been said and w'Titten in the past twenty years on 

the subject of how best to bring agricultural improvements to the at
tention of cultivators that one could hardly expect the Commission to 
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make any very startlingly new recommendations in this direction. I 

think it may be said at the beginning that an examination of the work 

of the Mysore Agricultural Department in the light of this chapter will 

indicate that our demonstration work is being carried out on sound 
lines. 

After discussing at some length the fairly obvious difficulties con
fronting agricultural officers in a country where agriculturists have to 

be reached almost entirely through ocular demonstration, the Com
misRion discuss the relative merits of the demonRtration farm and 

the flemonstration plot on the ryots' own fields. They come to the 
obvious conclusion that a demonstration in the village on a ryot's 

own field, if it is properly carried out, is likely to have a much greater 
effect than if it were conducted on a farm run by Government. Such 

plot demonstration:; are also certain to be much cheaper while thPy 

are capable of much greater extension. These views have governed 

the policy of the ~~ l3ore Agricultural Department from the first. 

The Commission strongly oppose the suggestion thut experi
mental farms should be usNl for demonstration purposes. They be

lievcthat the work on such farms should be confined to experiment; 

as they state, ob\-iously such farms cannot be expected to pay. These 

are views which have been accepted by the l\Iysore Government for 
the work of all our experimental farms. 

The question of the utilization of seed farms for the purposes of 

demonstration which is discussed in this rhaptt>r does not at present 

concern us in l\Iysore as we have no such seed farms. It may be found 

advisaole in the future to organize government seed farms more es

pecially if the plant breeding work expands as it should. If that takes 

place J agree that the seed farms would form useful centres for de

monstration. 

The question of short courses for ryots on government farms is 

dealt with in a short paragraph and the practice of holding them is 

generally approved. I may say that such short courses have been 

held in the past both at H!:'bbal and on the l\Iarthur Farm with result:>, 

in my opinion, hardly commensurate with the cost involved. In r!:'cent 
vear:> all efforts haYe been concentrated on demonstrations in the 

~illages and in connection with fairs and jatras. The question of 
reviving thf' short rour~f'S on some of our f.mns is umlt•r consideration. 
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· With regard to the question of demonstration on ryots' plots the 
rdative merits of carrying out such demonstrations by the depart
mental staff and of carrying them out through the agency of the ryots 
themselves are compared. The Commission conclude that while the 
former method is likely to lead to a more pt>rfect demonstration, the 
adoption of the latter method is more calculatt>d to leave a lasting im
pression on the individual. It is this consideration which has impelled 
us in l\Iysore to confine our efforts to the latter method. 

Where the ryots themselves carry out the demonstrations under 
departmental supervision there is, of course, a very considerable 
danger of the supervision being slack with the result that the demon
stration will largely fail in its purpose. We have been by no means 
free from this difficulty in Mysore. An increase in the staff of our 
agricultural inspectors and fieldmen will enable them to concentrate 
their efforts on smaller areas and this, together vlith more adequate 
supervision, should go far towards overcoming this real difficulty. 
Our goal in this direction should be an agricultural inspector and at 
least two fieldmen for each taluk and a supervising officer of the 
grade of assistant director for each district. 

A feature of our experimental and demonstration work in Mysore 
which is, I believe, unique is the work o{ the Agricultural and Expeti· 
mental Union. The members of the union agree to carry on in co
operation with the department fairly rigorous experimental work to 
test out new varieties of crops, new implements and new methods of 
cultivation and manuring. I bt>lieve that this type of work holds out 
very distinct promise for the future but it will have to be much more 
carefully fostered and supervised in the future than it has been in the 
past. 

The holding of peripatetic demonstrations of improved implements 
and the utilization of iatras, fairs and shows for the holding of exhibi
tions and demonstrations, the importance of which is emphasized by 
the Commission, have been regular features of our propaganda work 
for runny years. The fact that. the L'amra Exhibition has now be
come an annual function.has necessit!l-ted the preparation of perma
nent exhibits which will be added to from year to year. Selections 
from these exhibits are being utilized in connection with district 
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shows an.d I anticipate a steady improvement in our work in conne<~
tion with these shows in the future. 

As to the question of the usefulness of publications I am inclined 
to agree with the views expressed by the Commission that unless the 

distribution of bulletins, circulars and leaflets is followed up or 
accompanied by actual demonstration work little good v. ill be done. 

An exception can perhaps be made in the case of the Journal of the 

Agricultural anCl Experimrntal Vnion which is expected to rE>ach the 

more intelligent and influential agriculturists of the State and to keep 
them in touch with the work of the department a_nd with work else

where. I believe there is a place for a journal of this kind in the State 
and with the revival of the Kannada edition I expect it to prove of 

real valne in our educative work. 

Other specific forms of propaganda that are discussed in the Re

port are lectures, with or without lantern slides, cinema shows, demon

stration trains and travelling lorries. Lectures and talks are of course 

given in abundance by the staff of the department. Lantern slides 

have up to the present been used but little. A large number of slides 
dealing \Vith all phases of agricultural improvement are at present 

under preparation and will be available for use during the coming year. 

The question of preparing cinema films is also under investigation and 

p~oposals for an allotment for the purchase of the minimum equipment 

'"ill be submitted in connection with the budget for the coming year. 

Discussion with an experienced agricultural otlicer who bas bad much 
experience in the pr~paration of agricultural films leads me to believe 

that they might prove a very useful form of propaganda. 

As to demonstration trains and lorries I have to point out that 

the cost of fitting them out and keeping them in commission would be 
very considerable. Possibly an experiment might be tried with a 

demonstration train if the State Railway Department are prepared to 
co-operate. My feeling is, however, that the same amount of money 

spent on strengthening our district staff to allow for a more intensified 

propaganda in the Yillages would lead to much more lasting results. 
The demonstration train and the demonstration lorry are, I feel, much 

more likely to serve as rather spectacular prqpaganda among the non

agricultural classes than they are among the ryots in the villages. 
They represent a form of propaganda calculated to influence the vote 
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on an agricultural budget rather than to add to the agricultural 
wealth of the St.ate. 

The question of the utilization of local organizations to further 
the introduction of agricultural improvements receives detailed con
sideration at the hands of the Commission. They very rightly em
phasize the fact that if an influential local body, whether it be an 
agricultural asflociation, a district or taluk association or a co
operative society, is induced to take up agricultural improvements, 
the results are likely to be much more far reaching and to be attained 
at a much smaller expenditure of time and money than where demon· 
stration work is done with individuals. 

The well-known fact of the general failure of agricultural asso
ciations in India is recorded by the Commission and the .equally well
known reasons are adduced. These reasons are: (a) the small direct 
interest which the members o£ such associations have had in practical 
agriculture, (lt) the indefiniteness of tli.e programmes of the associations 
and (c) the tendency to start too ambitiously with an association for a 
whole district. 

The relation of the co-operative movement to agricultural propa
ganda is considered at some length. The general impression created 
from reading this section of the Heport is that the attempt to utilize 
specially constituted co-operative societies for the dissemination of 
agricultural improvement has, on the whole, not been very successful. 
Exceptions mentioned are Co-operative Cotton Sale Societies of 
Bombay, the Co-operative Jute Sale Societies of Bengal, and the 
Societies for. the Consolidation of Scattered Holdings and the Better 
Farming Societies of the 'Punjab. Reference to the work done through 
co-operative credit societies is slight but the Commission emphasize 
the importance of agricultural departments utilizing these societies in 
furthering improvement work. 

It is, I consider, not my place to discuss here the success or failure 
of special agricultural co-operative societies in this State or the 
possibilities of development in this direct.ion. That is, I believe, the 
duty of the Registrar of Co-operative Societies. I feel, however, that 
I must refer to the very promising work that has been started in con
nection with co-operative credit societies, 
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As is well known. thanks to the cor•lial relations which have 
existed in this State for many years between the Co-operative Depart

ment and the Agricultural Department. probably more striking pro
gres'! has been made in this direction than in any other part of India. 

During the past year no less than 127 co-operative credit societies in 
the State were carrying on some form of agricultural propaganda. 

Recently arrangements have been made to hand over to two of the 
most progw;sivc of these societies the whole work of the sale of im

plements, seeds and manures in the taluks in which they are situated. 
These societies are the Anekal Co-operative Society and the Gori
bidanur Co-operative Society. 

In order to ensure a closer co-operation between the officers of the 

two departments an arrangement has been made whereby the local 
inspectors in a. particular area are expected to devote the last week of 

each month to a combined tour with the definite object of developing 
agricultural work among the co-operative credit societies. 

The. most recent step taken has been the sanctioning in Govern

ment Order No. D. 6229-31 C. Y. H-!-27-6, dated the Uth Dece!Hber 

1928 of the transfer of an experienced agricultural inspector to work 
in the Co-operative Department solely on problems connected with 

the development of agricultural co-operation. 

The organization of village ranchayets which represents the 
most recent attempt at rural development in l\1ysore opens up further 

possibilities of combined local effo1t towards agricultural improve

tnent. It is still too early to say how effective these new agencies 
may becq~c but it is interesting to note that already a considerable 
number of them have taken up some form of agricultural work. The 

commonest form is the purchase of improved ploughs for hiring ont in 
the vHlage and the purchase of artificial fertilizers in wholesale quanti

ties for distribution among growers of such important crops as sugar
cane and paddy. I anticipate also that the panchayets will1)erform 
most useful work in the organization and financing of campaigns 
against such insects as the /..audlihula and the jola and the rice 

grasshopper, insects which C<lll be brought under control only through 

the combined efforts of all the ryots in a village. An attempt will be 
made in this direction during the cnnting sea:,;on. 

As a recent experiment in the co-ordination of activities towards 



agricultural improvement, the Commission pay particular attention to 
the recent development of Taluk Associations and Divisional Boards 
in Bombay. The following paragraphs quoted from the Report indi
cate the character of these bodies, their relation .to the two main 
development departments associated with agriculture and the pro
gress so far achieved. 

"The taluka development ·associations in Bombay have been 
constituted under a Resolution issued by the Government of Bombay 
in 1922. As soon after the constitution of an association as possible, 
a survey of the taluka is to be carried out by the Agricultural and Co
operative departments. Where such associations exist, they have 
taken over the work formerly done in the taluka by agricultural asso
ciations, co-operative development committees and similar bodies. 
Membership of an association is open both to co~operative societies 
and to individuals who are willing to pay a small subscription. The 
associations are mainly deliberative bodies which meet two or three 
times a year to app~int office-bearers, sanction the budget and approve 
the programme of work. The execution of the programme is entrust
ed to the secretary anrl a small working committee of which two 
members are representatives of co-operative societies in the taluka. 
The main object of the associations is the demonstration of improved 
implements, improved seeds and manures. They do not, however, 
undertake the demonstration of any improvements unless they have 
already been successfully demonstrated on t.he cultivators' own fieldt~ 
by the staff of the Agricultural Department. They are not expected 
to tmdertake any large purchases and hiring out of implements or the 
extensive financing of the purchase and distribution of seed and 
manure, the intention being that they should merely advance deve
lopment to such a stage that this can profitably be done by co-opera
tive societies. If an association asks for them, the services of a field
man are placed entirely at its disposal by the Agricultural Depart
ment, the cost being met from the funds of the association. The 
funds re=~.uired for the work of the association are provided by a capital 
fund raised by annual subscriptions from co-operative societies, indi
viduals and villages as a whole, and by an annual grant from Govern
ment which is equal to the income from other sources up to a limit of 

Rs. 1,000. 
The taluka development associations work under the supervision 

.. 
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of divisional boards, of which there are six. Each of these hoards 

contJists of two official and four non-official members, of whom two 

represent the co-operative movement and two represent agric11lture. 
The hoard is expc~ted to meet at least once a quarter and to submit a 

report of its proceedings to the Director of Agriculture and the Regis

trar of Co-operative Societies jointly. One of the ofticial members is 

ordin~trily the chairman of the board. In addition to distributing the 
government grant'! allotted to the taluka nsstJciations on the princi
ple described. above, the board controls the clistribntion of the portion 

of the government grant for loans to co-operative societies which was 

formerly in charge of the Registrar of Co-operative Societit>s. The 
board also undertakes the di:;tribution of the discretionary grant for 

propaganda purposes which was formerly administered by the Direc
tor of Agriculture. The board has also certain advisory functions. 

It is expected to advi~e local officer;:; as to the way in which the policy 

laid down by Government or by the Director and the Registrar is to be 

carried O)lt in its division. It is also e.\pected to discuss questions of 

general importance and to bring to the notice of the department con
cerned such memmres as it thinks should be taken for the economic 

advancement of the division. 
The Government of Bombay have laid down that the propaganda 

work of the Agricultural Department should be carried on, as far as 

possible, through co-operative unions where these exist and, where 

they do not, through individual co-operative societies. The work of 

both agricultural and co-operative propaganda is di:::tributed between 

the agricultural overseers working under the Agricultural Department 

and the agricult11ral organizers working under the Co-oprrative De

partment. It is intended that the charges of these officers should not 
overlap and that each should be respon8ible for both agricultural and 
co-operative work in his own area. 

A report on the work of all the propaganda staff is submitted to 

the divisional board by the departments concerned every quarter and 

is forwarded to the Director of Agriculture and the Registrar of Co
operative Societies with the hoard's remarks. _\.ny recommendations 

made by the board are considered and orders on them are issued by the 

Director and Registrar jointly. 

There are now nearly sixty taluka development associations in 
Bombay &tarted either on the initiative of the people of the taluka or 
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on that of the revent1e officf'r in chargf' of it (the mamlatdal'). The 
evidence we received showed that they WE're, on the whole, functioning 
suecessfully, though there have been some failures. We were informed 
that these have oceurred mainly in the Konkan tract of the presidency 
in which a special cla.ss of landholders known as khot.~ is to be found. 
The failure in this tract is attributed to the fact that, owing to the 

peculiar nature of the tenure and the excessive sub-division a.nd frag
mentation of land, neither the landholder>~, who are frequently absen
tee~, nor the te~ants take any great intert>st in the land. 

The work of the taluka development associat.ions and of the divi
Rional board~?- in Bombay has been in progress too short a time to enable 
its effect in stimulating ngticJl\tqral development to be gauged with 
any certainty. We have thought it useful to describe thrir organiza
tion and met.hods of working in some detail, not because we consider 
them suitable in every way for general accept.auce, but. becaus.;J we are 
convinced that it is only by the adoption of this, or of some similar 
syst('m, that the agricultural d('part.ments can effectively utilize the 
help of co-operative and other associations. The det,ails of the orga11i· 

zations to b(' built up for this purpose must vary in different provinces. 

Much depends upon the efficiency of the agricultural and co-operative 
departments, much on the personality of the heads of the departments 
and their ability to work together; even more on the existence of a 
suffici('nt number of intelligent cultivators willing to form an active 
association. That closer association between the agricultnral and 
co-operative departments for agricultural propaganda work is desir

able, we have rio doubt. The more. elnborate course in rural econo
mics, which we have suggested in Chapter XV for inrlusion in t.he 

curriculum of the agricultural colleges, would include instruction in 

co-operat.ive principles, whi!Rt, amongst th<' short courses giv.en at the 
roll<.!ges, woukl be one in rural economy for the staff of the co-operative 

dep1~rtments. The instruction of agricultural otlicers in the principles 
of co-operation and of co-opemtive otticNs in rural economy should 
assist in bringing about closer touch between the two departments. 
But, something more t.han this is re(ptir('d, It is essential that there 
shoulJ be a definite t~ystem of co-ordinating their, work in the districts. 
It is our view, therefor(', thnt the Bomb;w organization is ~ell.worth 
the study of other provincial governments. It is worthy of considera
tion whet.her the talnlm should b(' th<' unit of organization or whether, 
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tn some cases, a sma.llcr area would not be a more appropriate unit. 

'Ne would also suggest that Government might vlacc at the (11~po;;ol 

of tht> a'lsociation the service~ of a more highly trained office than a 

fielclman. The Bombay organization might be held to he open to the 

critir-ism that too much depends upon otJi.eial initiative and super

vision but we think that reliance on such initiative and suprrYision is 

unavoidable in present conditions. In this connection, we wish to 

>:tres~ the part the district officer can play in advancing agricultural 
and. other improvements in the area in his charge. His influence is 
such that any interest he displays in rural development is bound to 
be specially fruitful in results. Advantage of it is taken in some 

provinces, notabiy-·iu ·the .. Ce!ltral Pr01·incrs, !J y ·attaching an agri

cultural assistant to the camp of the district officer during his tours in 
the <listrirt. In Bombay, demonstrations of agricnltural improve

ments by expert officers of the Agricultural Department have lwen 

given in conjunction with the annual settlement of revf'nue acconnts 
(ja;wd~anrli) which is a feature of the revenue sy~tem in the ryotwari 
provinces of Bombay and Madras. We consider that both thefle 

methods of propaganda might be more widely adopted.'' 
While these organizations represent a wry interesting eXJJeriment 

towards the association of local bodies with the work of the agricul

tual and co-operative departments, the £art that they had been in 
operation only about five years when the Commission investigated 

their work indicates that they are still very much i:1 the experimental 

stage. 
The question remains as to how the various activities in a dis

trict can best be co-orclinated in l\1ysore. It would, I think, be out of 

the •1uestion to add another body such as tht' Divisional Board found 

in Bombay to the already rather complex district machinery. I 

would suggest the possibility of utilizing the economic committee of 

the district board for the purpose but consider that both the .\.gricul

tural Department and the Co-operative Department should lJe repre

sented as a matter of course on that committee. The programme of 

work for the district as regards agricultural devf'lopment could be 

drawn up by a small sub-committee consisting of the divisional 
a()'rienltm:al officer, the divi~ional co operative officer and the di:">trict 
" economic supNintendent. This programme which would ronsist 

mainly of itrms connrcted with the introduction of improved imJ'le-
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ml:'nts, s~cds and manures could then be con8idered by the economic 
committee of the district. board and forwarded with their comments 
to the heads of departments concerned. The funds voted by the 
district. board for agricultural development might be used, at least in 
part, to supplement. funds provided by co operative societies, village 
panchayets and other local organizations for carrying on demonstra
tion and other work by them. Theile funds would, I consider, have 
to be supplemented by a special grant from Government of at least 
Rs. 1,000 per district in the first instance, which would have to be 
increased as work developed. 

There is a real difficulty in the way of such a wholesale co-ordi
nation of agricult~ral work in the district. This is the fact that at 
present. the district boards have little, if anything, to do with the 
activities of the village panchayE>ts. l cannot personally see how 
there cnn be a proper co-ordination of district activities without a 
change iu the present arrangement in this regard. 

I believe that in Mysore where the districts are comparatively 
!'lm!!.ll the functions of both taluk aRsociations and divisional board!! 
could be performed by the economic committee of t.he district board 
strengthened in the way I have suggested. 

lf a scheme somewhat on the liues of that proposed above is 
introduced it should lead to a concentration of demonstration and 
propaganda effort. The agricultural inspectors and their fieldmen 
while continuing to meet the needs of individual ryots would devote 
most of their attention to work with. definite organizations and would 
thereby be able greatly to increase their effectiveness. 

The Commission make a recommendation that a special propn
ganda officer of the rank of deputy director be attached to the office 
of the Director. It would be the duty of such an officer to keep him
self informed of propaganda and demonstration work done elsewhere, 
to watch the various schemes of propaganda in operation, to record 
results and to make suggestions for increasing their effectiYeness. 
He would also be the publicity officer of the department. l do not 
consider conditions in Mysore at present warrant the employment of 
such an officer and I should favour leaving the control of propaganda 
work in the hands of the divisional officers. As I have already indi
cated these will have to be increased and our goal should be one 
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supervising officer for each district and one agricultural inspector and 
two fieldmen for each taluk. 

CHAPTER VII. 

Animal Husbandry. 

The chapter of the Report dealing with live-stock opens with a 
discussion of the numbers of dori1esticated animals in India and their 
relation to the human population. The following table gives the 

numbers of cattle and .buffaloes and of sheep and goats in British 
India on the one hand and in the Mysore State on the other, according 
to the last census :-

Number per 100 
Total Nnmlwr. head of 

population. 
British India aud Indian States. 

Cattle and Buffa] ocR l 51,000,000 61 

Sheep and GoatR 62,000,000 25 

Mysore StatP. 

Cattle and BnffaloeR 4,575,600 76.5 

Sheep and GoatR 4,235,4.00 70.8 

The figures in the last column of the table indicate the propor
tion of these classes of live-stock to the total human population and 

show clearly the extent to which l\Iy~ore is a live-stock country. We 

have about one and a quarter times as many cattle and buffaloes 

and about three times as many sheep and goats, pet head of popu
lation, as are to be. found in British India. As a matter of fact, 

this does not give us a picture of the normal conditions in 1\lysore. 

Our fignres for human population are taken from the census of 1921, 

those for cattle, sheep and goats from the census of 192FS-26. This 

latter was taken aft.er a series of years of severe fodder ~carcity 

which led to a very heavy reduction in live-stock amounting, in the 

case of cattle and buffaloes, to fifteen per cent. If the cattle figures 
for 1921-22 are taken we fiml there were 90 head for every 100 of 

human population. 

If we take certain individual provinces, sueh as As~am and the 

Central Provinces, we find the percentage of cattle per head of popu

lation is even higher than in l\lysore hut for <tnite a di1Ierrnt reason. 
ln these two provinces the cattle are notoriously poor in quality and 
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the ryot,s have to make up in numbers what they lack in 11uality. 
In l\Jysore, on the other hand, the quality of cattle is distinctly above 
the average and the larger numbers are mainly due to the fact that 
this State is a breeding centre from which are very largely suvplied the 
neighbouring parts of Madras and Bombay Presidencies. I think we 
may safely assert that live-stock forms a more important element in 
Mysore agriculture than it does in the agriculture of any other part of 
India. This must not of course be taken as indicat.ing that wo at:e 
not overstocked with horned cattle, a question which will be dis
cu~sed later. 

Sheep arc taken up first for consideration. An intet'esting ac
count of attempts already made towards the improvement of sheep 
through the importation of foreign rams (chiefly Merino and to a 
lesser extent Romney Marsh) is given ~tnd the reasons for failure to 
obtain permanent results are indicated as mainly, (n) lack of organi
zation with conse1_uent lack of continuity in the work, (/;) the desire 
to secure immediate results which besets the breeder in India, and (c) 

the utilization of unsuitable foundation stock in the form of ewes. 
The history of attempts to improve sheep in Mysore illustrates the 

lack of continuity mentioned. The work of importing merino rams 
to improve the sheep of Mysore was started many years ago at the 
instance of Mr. Ricketts but, as far as one can gather, stopped with 
his retirement from service. The work was started again in 1914 at 
the instance and under the control (lf the Eoard of Agriculture and 
has been continued with more or less vigour ever since. 

The work has consisted mainly of collecting and rearing the best 
ewes available from the local stock and crossing these with merino 
rams. This work is carried out chiefly on the Yellachihalli Sheep 
Farm. In addition, a small flock is kept on the Babbur Farm where 
cross breds are interbred. It is hoped in this way to establish a new 
breed. The cross bred rams are distributed to selected rearers who 
agree to rear only white sheep. The district work has been confined 
mainly to the Kolar district where a Sheep Breeders' Association has 
been formed and a fair amount of progress has been attained. Two 
main difficulties have been encountered. In the first place, the 
merino rams, imported at considerable cost, succumb rapidly to our 
conditions so that they individually leave comparatively few progeny 
behind. This makes the work expensive. In the second place, it is not 
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easy to get good foundation stock in the 1;hape of cotmtry~wes and 

these quite commonly, when covered by merino rams, give off 

coloured or poor lambs. The necessity of a sound foundation stock 

of country sheep is emphasized by the Commission and, I am inclined 

to think, it will be necessary to add to our work a station for breed

ing pure country sheep if we are to tackle the sheep question in a 

satisfactory manner. It should be possible to devote one of the 

Amrit Mahal Kav,-ds to this purpose and, in fact, this matter is at 

present engaging my attention. 

We are this year trying a new source for merino rams in an at

tempt to obtain more sturdy stock. I believe the work of distribut

ing half bred rams should be continued but am opposed to any rapid 

expansion of this work, at present, as there seems to be evidence that 

cross bred stock, even the quarter breds, are not as resistant to dis

ease as are our country bred stock. I believe that in any case the 

work should be confined to selected tracts where the conditions are, 

for various reasons, most favourable. If work is concentrated in these 

tracts we may expect to achieve some tangible results whereas an 

expansion of the area. would probably lead to no appreciable effect 

whatever. The possibility of developing a new breed of sheep com

bining mitny of the good cplftlitie'l of the merino with those of our 

local sheep will also continue to engage our attention. Continuity in 

this work, the necessity of which is emphasized by the Royal Com

mission, is really fundamental to success. If the work already started 

were now to be discontinued, no results of any permanent value 

would remain. 
The question of goat breeding is dismi:;sed by the Commission in 

a single paragraph. I believe the subject warrants more considera

tion than this, at least in l\Iysore. In l\Iy,.ore, the goats now form, 

according to the last census, about 40% of the sheep-goat population. 

The fact that they are much the hardier of the two animals is well 

known and is strikingly illustrated by the figures from the two last 

censuses, that of 19~0-21 and that of 1925-26, which are given below: 

19:W-21 

1925-26 

Difference 

Sheep. Goats. 

28,64,286 

24,92,269 

miHU!i 3,72,017 

12,82,691 

17,43,122 

1-la.s 4,60,431 
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As has already been stated, the census of 1925---26 was taken after 
a series of years of severe fodder scarcity. This, as shown, resulted in 
a reduction of the sheep population by about thirteen per cent or 

almost the same percentage reduction as took place in the case of 

cattle. On the other hand, the goat population increased by about 
thirty-six per cent during the five years. In fact, they form the only 
dass of live-stock which did not show a decrease during the period. 

While the possibility of crossing our local goats with the Angora 
for the production of hair is perhaps worthy of consideration, I be
lieve the improvement of the goat from the st.andpoint of milk produc

tion is a more promising line of investigation. Goat's milk, while not 
relished by many, is undoubtedly very valuable, especially in the 

feeding of children ; where the provision of milk for the young is in 

such an unsatisfactory state as it is in India the opening up of a source 
of supply available to the poorest is worthy of consideration. "The 

importation of a few bucks of high milking strains (Saanen or Tog
genburg) from Europe would, I believe, be well worth while. 

The main portion of chapter VII is devoted to a consideration of 
the improvement of cattle and buffaloes. In their introductory dis
cussion the Commission furnish an interesting table dealing with the 

distribution of cattle and buffaloes in the major provinces of India 
and in British India in 1924:-25. I give this table on the next pa~ 
adding to it corr~sponding information for the Mysore State. 

It is interesting to compare, in this table, the percentage of cattle 

and buffaloes to population in Mysore with those in the neighbouring 
provinces of British India. 

We have the following :--

.1\Iysore 
Madras 
Bombay (excluding Sind) 

Percentage of cattle and 
. buffaloes to pop11lation. . 

76.0 
52.2 
53.0 

This might be supposed to indicate that our cattle are mu.ch less 

efficient than those in the neighbouring provinces. This is, howeve~, 
not the case. As already indicated, a much more likely reason for the 
difference lies in the fact th"nt Mysore is more largely a cattle-breeding 
country than either Bombay or Madras and the difference represents, 

5 F 
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largely, surplus which will be sold off to these two neighbouring pro
vinces at the end of .the year. 

, The general conclusion of the Commission is that considering the 
generally poor quality of the grazing, the number of cattle in this 
country is a heavy one for the land to carry. "If the cattle are to 
yield a profit which would be accepted as satisfactory in countries 
where cattle keeping is strictly economic, the bullocks would require 
to be fully employed, the cows to be of a heavy milking strain and 
the manure to be carefully conserved and returned to the land." As 
every one knows, this is nowhere in India the case and the inevitable 
conclusion is that many of our cattle do not pay their way. The 
Commission emphasizes the inefficiency of the Indian cow as a produ. 
cer of young stock-a point which I emphasized many years ago and 
which has been dwelt upon by many other writers in India. There is 
a long discussion of the effect of soils and crops on cattle distribution 
and also an interesting comparison of cattle populations in Holland 
and in Egypt with that in India hut this need hardly detain us. 

The Commission also discuss the question as to whether a dete
rioration is at present taking place and conclude that the evidence 
they have accumulated points in that direction. 

The Report emphasizes two points to be kept in mind on develop· 
ing a policy for cattle improvement. The first of these is the reduc
tion in the number of bullocks required for cultivation. This might 
be brought about by measures calculated to check the sub-division 
and fragmentati~n of holdings, and by those to increase the efficiency 
of tillage implements and tli:ose aiming at an increase in the strength 
of the bullocks themselves. The second is the necessity of providing 
more food and better treatment for dry cows and cows in calf. 

In connection with the first of these the Commission give, in page 
185, a table showing the number of different kinds of cattle kept per 
100 acres of net area sown in certain districts of the United Provinces, 
the Central Provinces, Madras and the Punjab. These figures show the 
number of bullocks kept per 100 acres as varying from 5 in Bellary 
district (Madras) to 33 in Gorakpur district (United Provinces). The 
difference has, of course, to do very largely with the type of cultiva
tion. Bellary contains large areas of cotton and jola which require no 
intensive cultivation while Gorakpur is a centre for sugarcane cultiva
tion. They estimate, on the average, about 10 pairs of bullocks are 
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required for every hundred acres of net area sown in India. In Mysore, 
where there were approximately 6,15,000 pairs of bullocks in 1925-26 
for a net area cropped of 6,164,568, we have almost exactly ten pairs 
for every hundred acres or 1 pair for every ten acres. The number 
varies in fact from one pair for every 7 acres (14 pair;: per 100 acres) 
in the Hassan district to one pair for every 14 acres (7 pairs per 100 
acres) in the Chitaldrug district. The estimated cost of maintaining 
a pair of bullocks for a year varies greatly but figures furnished to 
the Commission showed a cost which, spread over the area cultivated, 
would represent bullock cultivation charges varying from Rs. 7-7-0 to 
Rs. 14-9-0 per acre in the Punjab. Even the lower figure represents a 
heavy burden when we take into account the fact that human labour 
charges are not included. If we add to this, the burden of other cattle 
such as. cows and young stock and buffaloes kept, we have a very 
serious burden on the land indeed. The effect of this overstocking 
on the treatment of cows is too well known to be enlarged upon here. 
It is sufficient to say that in a country where the oow is looked upon 
with veneration, it suffers more real cruelty than in probably any 

other country in the world. 
The question of catt.le improvement is intimately bound np with 

that of the supply of fodder and grazing. The Commission, therefore, 
devote much attention to this latter question. As to the improve
ment of grazing, while. they realize its neressity, the only real sugges
tions they have to m:tke are in connection with the possibility of insti
tuting rotational grazing in forest areas and on public grazing lands 
and in connection with the utilization of surplus grass either as hay 
or ensilage in areas such as our malnad where rapid growth occurs 
only to be followed by prolonged drought. I may say in connection 

with rotational grazing in forest an~as that the Chief Conservator of 
Forests has proposeil the conducting of an experiment on these lines 
with an Amrit Mahal herd in the Chamarajanagar forests and that 
plans are now being made in this connection. As to the preservation 
of grass, the department has, for many years, been attempting to 
popularize the use of malnad grass for ensilage making and while the 
progress can hardly be said to have been startling, still a considerable 
amount of interest has been created. A scheme for the establishment 
of a Central Breeding Stat.ion referred to later, which will be submitted 
to Goverlllllent probably before this note is finished, will iuvoh·e the 
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mak"ing of hay and ensilage, in large quantities, on Arnrit Mahal 
karals, and this should give us valuable information as to the possibi
lities in this regard. The Commission lay stress on the possibilities 
of ensilage but as it is a subject which has been emphasized in Mysore 
and as continued efforts are being made towards its popularization 
no time will be devoted to it here. 

Reference is also made to the possibility of popularizing the 
growth of green fodder crops,in the same way as green mannre crops, 
in irrigated areas by supplying water frre or at concessi<;>n rates. I 
am personally doubtful if such concessions would lead to the desired 
result in 1\lysore but they might well be tried as an experimental 
measure. 

A question which has not been touched upon by the Commission 
and which is of considerable importance in Mysore is that of the 
utilization of goma.llands. Gomal is included in the Season and Crop . 
RPport under other lands not available for cultivation of which the 
total area is nearly 7,000,000 acres. This area exceeds the total net 
area cropped in the State. 

While it is not possible to state the area under gomal, I think we 
are safe in saying that over two million aeres of the total given above 
is set aside for this purpose. The present utilization of the gomal 
lands is highly unsatisfactory. It is largely covered with shrubby 
growth and what grass actually grows upon it is so heavily over
grazed as to be of comparatively little value. The clearing of the 
gomal would in itself greatly increase the value of the grazing but 
where land is held in common this is out of the question. It is more
over doubtful if the increase in grass production would pay for the 
clearing. While much goma laud is of such poor quality as to make 
its cultivation unprofitable under present conditions still there are, I 
believe, considerable areas which, if brought under cultivation, would 
give profitable yields of fodder crops. The question of utilizing 
gomallands in this way has been discussed more t,han onee. It has 
been very carefully considered by the Mysore Agricultnral and 
Experimental Union who, at their annual meeting in 1921, have 
expressed themselves as follows :-· 

" This meeting is of opinion that the present neglected state of 
gomal lands throughout l\lysore is entirely due to the communal 
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nature of these land~, and the lack of individual interest in their im

}•rovement. They are further strongly of opinion that the existence 
of common grazing grounds is antagonistic to the proper breeding of 
, at.tle and the control of contagious cattle diseases." 

"This meeting further resolves that goma! lands should be given 

over to individual cultivation on the conrlition that they should be 
used for the raising of fodder crops provided that the lands should 

not become the absolute property of the cultiYator and should be in
alienable. They further resolved that the extent that may be given 

to any one cultivator ~hould hear a definite ratio to his arable land 
in the village.'· 

While it is too much to expect that these re,:olntions will be car

ried out in full, I am strongly of opinion t,hat steps should be taken 

early towards the better utilization of our gomrt/land. There can he 
little doubt that these lands could be readily brought to produce 

· double the quantity of fodder they are now producing and it seemfl 

certain that this will be brought about only if the land is gradually 
handed over to individuals. I consider that in one village in each 
taluk, chosen for the extent and quality of its grnnal, the experinwnt 
should be tried of handing over land in blocks up to five acres to pri

vate indiYidnals on the understanding that the land be cleared and 
fodder crops grown thereon. The land could probably have to be 
given free for the first five years after which a rent would be chargerl 
payable into the village panehayet fund. I believe that, with suffi
cient interest on the part of the district officials and district boardg, a 

very important advance in the direction of providing more adequate 
fodder supplies could be made in this way. 

In considering the question of improving Indian cattle by breed

ing, the Commission point out that conditions in this country differ 
greatly from those in the \rest where the improvement of cattle is 

largely in the hands of private breeders. rnfortunately the number 
of these in India is small and the conditions of the live-stock industry 

arenot such as to favour their increase. In f~.ct, all the evidence goes 
to indicate that they are diminishing in nnmbrrs. It seems inevitable, 

therefore, that the foundation work mm't be carried out through go

vernment agency and on bre€ding farms supported by Government. 
In connection with this work two dangers are emphasized. The fir~t is 
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the danger of providing conditions on breeding farms wl1ich will lead 
to breeding away from the hardiness so characteristic a feature of our 
cattle. Thus, for instance, it might be quite possible that were we 
to breed for higher milk yield and were we to feed our stock for milk 
production we should thereby be favouring the production of animals 
which would not be able to stand up well under the conditions at 
present existing in the villages. It may be some such thought as this 
which is in the minds of those who have expressed the view that were 
we to attempt to breed our Amrit Mahal cattle under domesticated 
conditions it would lead to a loss of the spirit which is so characteris
tic a feature of the breed. If instead of the word ' spirit ' the word 
'hardiness' were used there might, I think, be something to say for 
this view. In any case this danger will have to be kept in mind in 
the development of any cattle-breeding scheme in Mysore. 

The second danger is that involved in the promiscuous and gene
ral distribution of bulls from government breeding farms. It is 
obvious that no government breeding scheme can hope to meet the 
need for breeding bulls. If, therefore, bulls which are bred under 
scientific control and at considerable expense by Government are 
distributed promiscuously, the permanent effect is likely to be small. 
Here, as in the case of the distribution of improved varieties of crops, 
there should be a concentration, in the fir~t instance, in areas where 
facilities for keeping up the quality of the stock are present and it 
should be from these areas that general distribution should take 
place. This is a question which we shall have to consider very care
fully in connection with the development of our work in Mysore. 

The discussion of breeding work already being done. in India, 
while interesting, has no particular bearing on our problems here. It 
is only in the Punjab, on the Hissar Farm, that work has been con
tinued long enough to achieve any striking results and while that farm 
distributed 422 breeding bulls in 1925-26, a number which, I under
stand, has been considerably exceeded during the past year, it is to be 
doubted if they have any better foundation stock than we have in 
l\Iysore. As tC\ the other provinces, they are but beginning and one of 
them, Bombay, has had to draw on Mysore for th(1 foundation stock 
of one of its farms, that at Bankapm. One of the very few references 
to Mysore State in the Report is in regard to the Amrit 1\Iaha.l herd 
and to cattle-breeding work here. The information contained in this 
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reference, I may say, is by no means entirely accnrate. Reference is 
further made to the important role Mysore State plays in supplying 
draught cattle to both Bombay and Madras, a role which, I believe, 
will become less important in the future unless steps are taken imme
diately towards cattle improvement in this State. 

Before discussing the problem of cattle improvement as it applies 
to Mysore it is necessary to refer to the question of cattle export upon 
which, I believe, the Commil"sion express very sound views. They point 
out the well-known fact that no greater stimulus to cattle breeding 
can be found than a profitable export market and they are opposed to 
any export restriction on bulls and bullocks unless there is. evidence 
that such export is likely to lead to the extinction of a valuable 
breed. As to the export of cows it should probably be prohibited if 
there is evidence of its taking place on anything like a large scale. 
As a matter of fact, there is, as far as I am aware, little, if any, evi
dence of the export of cows from :Mysore and I should look upon any 
proposal to restrict export as one to be opposed most strenuously. 

If we turn to the cattle-breeding problem as it confronts us in My
sore we have, as is admitted by the Royal Commission, a foundation 
stock in the Amrit Mahal herd which is second to none in India. I had 
recently an opportunity of showing about five hundrrd of these ani
mals to Mr. W. Smith, Imperial Dairy Expert, an officer whose know
ledge of Indian cattle in general is unrivalled. He told me that, in his 
opinion, we had material \Yhich, in value from a breeding standpoint, 
could not be duplicated in India, not even in the Punjab. When I state 

that during the past year only one bull was distributed from this herd 
for breeding purposes and not more than fifty, including those too 

young to serve, will be distributed during the present, it will, I think, 
be clear that we are wasting our opportunities. Moreover, the herd 
which now numbers about 6,000 head, the largest of its kind in India, 
is by no means as pure as it should be and I am very doubtful if we 

could muster more than 3,000 head which in conformation and colour 
could be looked upon as typical of the breerl. The surprising thing is 
that the breed has retained it:;~ purity to the extent that it has when 
\Ve consider the conditions that exist in the Amrit l\lahnl department. 

The Amrit l\Lthal Snperintrndent has under him 6 daroga> of 
whom one has bad agricultural and li,·e-stock training and anothrr 
veterinary training.· The rest have been promoted from drrical posts 
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in the Department and whatever knowledge they may have of cattle 
and of fodder and grazing mu::;t have come to them through the light 
of nature with what small amount of experience they may have 
gained. They do not even belong to communities which are accus· 
tomed to handle cattle and, with the exceptions mentioned, I doubt 
if any of them have ever done."ll.~.w---.. 

These darogas bf,•;.o ~ ...... ., .... : - ' ~.,rll:;'a.iib.'l~,tiryiiig·-r.tt.l.e. ~ach 
Ul}der the charl!ry..Lv-O under the1r control 20 u<lrds ot c~o ••. ~, "£ tbi?.OO 

I d Th _ ,d of a sert·egar and each herd numbering about • · ., len . . es~ 'l'OSS· · 

1 .. attle graze on 1tu area. nmountin
0
r:t to 150,000 acres dividea antonr:t ~ ., .. 

as w ~ kavals. In addition, they graze over a large area of forest::; 
ext/ The servegars are paid Rs. 7 a month with per.Juisites the 

111
.,1 of which seems to be governed more by the degree of inherent 

,.esty of the men than by any limit or control which could be ex-

t
cised by the supervising officerseven if they knew their business. 
nder conditions such as this it speaks much for the real ability 
nd integrity of many of the serregars that the herds are in such pure 

condition as they are. I feel sure that the better men among them 
take a real pride in their herds and that the condition of graft which 
undoubtedly exists is more the result of custom than of any particular 
depravity on their part. In any scheme of breeding, the services of the 
better of these men should be utilized either in connection with the 
breeding operations conducted by Government or as subsidized 
private breeders for the multiplication of stock. They are among 
the very few people in the State who would have the ability to 
handle breeding operations on any thing like a large scale and their 
experience should be utilized to the full. 

From the above account of present conditions it must be obvious 
that a concentration of breeding in one place which will allow for 
scientific supervision and the keeping of accurate records is the first 
step we must take. Such a concentration should take place in an areo. 
which experience has shown is best suited for cattle breeding. \\' e 
are very fortuMte in having valuable information on this point for 
theAmrit ~I.lhal herds graze in kaools situated in almost every district 
of the State and different herds are more or less restricted to definite 
areas. It is an established fact that our best herds are those that 
graze in kat'«ls of the Kadur, Chitaldrng and Shimoga districts for 
wllil'h Birur or Ajjampur may be considered !IS a centre.\\' e know fur· 
ther that the soils in this area contain, in abundance, lime so essential 

6 
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for the making of bone. ·while it is not the place here to go ~nto the 

matter in detail I may say that proposals have been subrmtted to 

Government to establish a breeding station with headquarters on the 

Pa'rvatarayanakere kawl about one mile from Ajjampur. It is pro

posed to use this kaml compriE<ing about 700 acres as a central farm 

for the keeping of cows in ca1f and voung stock up to about one year. 
_ _, . A'K over a year ··-',rPd out on other J..avals, 

The dry sh · h-1 stn . · 
. , , e ne1g oourhood of whteh there are a ... _,lve with a total 
mth' ' .w ~rea of over twenty t honsand acres. FoJ the fou.n stock of the 

. 01
- · breeding herd th~ best cows and bulls representati\""e different 

types found in the Amrit l\lahal herds will be selectet. is quite 

possible that we should add to these, animals from pri•enls in 

the established breeding areas of the State but that can;;eve, 

be left over till we have organized the work with the Amri,al 
stock itself. 

Our chief difficulties in connection with this breeding work 
be in connection with the staff. In no branch of agriculture n 

practical experience and skill be so intimately wedded to so\ 

scientific knowledge as in the breeding of live-stock and in no braL.ch 

will mistakes be harder to correct and more disastrous in their con

sequences. In the breeding of crops, mistakes in selection become 

rapidly apparent and can be corrected without any Yery serious 

results. In the breeding of stock, it might easily be ten years before 

the evidence of a mistaken policy would come to light and it would 

probably take another ten years to correct such a mistake. It seems 

therefore essential that we should obtain the services of the be:>t men 

we can for this work. If we make a failure in our live-stock improve

ment it will not be on account of unsatisfactory material but of an 

inadequate supply of properly trained offirers. 

The question of cattle breeding in relation to dairying is consi

dered at some length. This subject is, I believe, one of only very 

secondary importance in this State at the present moment. We have 

as yet no great industrial cities in :u,vsore and while the snpply of 

milk to our cities and towns is no doubt very inadequate there does 

not seem to be much scope for the establishment of cbirie~ at the 

present moment. 

The Commission suggest that the type of cow likely to snit the 

average cultivator would be one capablP of rearing a strong calf and of 
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supplying in addition some 1,000 to 1,500 lbs. of milk per lactation for 
household use. Our Mysore cattle have the reputation of being about 
the poorest milkers of any cattle in India and it is to be feared that 
that reputation is justified. However, there are undoubtedly among 
them many cows which measure up to the above standard. The un· 
fortunate thing is that outside of the Palace Dairy at Rayanaker and 

·the Imperial Institute of Animal Husbandry and Dairying at Banga· 
lore, no accurate records of milk yield are ever kept. In both of these 
dairies dependence for milk production is placed mainly on cross
bred stock or stock drawn from other p11,rts of India. In the Palace 
Dairy there are a very few Mysore (Amrit Mahal) cows but they have 
never been kept in sufficient numbers to show what selected anima.ls 
of this breed can produce in the way of milk. An important function 
of our cattle breeding station should be to keep a record of milk pro
duction of the cows used for breeding. If the poorer milkers are 
gradually weeded ant and bulls which are the progeny of the higher 
yielders are distributed, it should lead to a gradual improvement in 
the milk yield of cows in the State. 

Should the growth of our cities, more especially through the 
establishment of industries, improve the prospects of dairying in the 
State, the need will, I believe, have to be met by the introduction of 
animals with European blood. The work already carried out on the 
Palace Dairy shows that it is quite possible to build up a herd with 
four or five times the milking capacity of our local cows. I agree with 
the Commission in the view that the aims to improve the draught 
qualities should not be obscured by any attempt to produce a dual 
purpose-dairy and draught-animal and consider that the words of 
the following paragraph taken from the Report. should be kept con
stantly in view in connection with our cattle breeding. 

" As a general rule to be followed in the breeding of draught 
cattle, we are of opinion that milking qualities should be encouraged 
only in so far as these are entirely consistent with the maintenance of 
the essential qualities which good draught cattle should possess. The 
improvement of cattle is a slow and difficult business and the more 
definite the aim the greater are the chances of success." 

The paragraphs of the Report dealing with buffalo brl:'eding and 
with milk production for cities are, I consider, not of sufficil:'nt 
importance to the Mysore State to warrant discussion here.' 
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A paragraph is devoted to a consideration of co-operative breed

ing societies and as it is a wbject which has already been raised in 
this State I feel I must refer to it. At the beginning I may say that I 

am in entire agreement with the following resolutions passed at the 

last Annual Meeting of the Mysore Agricultural and Experimental 

Union. 

RP.<olution I. 
"This meeting of the mPmbers of the l\Iysore Agricultural and 

Experimental Cnion recommends that the nucleus of an organization 

for the supply of breeding bulls be immediately formecl. 

In order that this object may be realized, the formation of a l1erd 

of Amrit Mahal cows and bulls of a standard type, selected from 

among the different Amrit l\Iahal herds, is very necessary. 

This select herd should be kept under domestication, regular and 

faithful records of performance being maintained. A few selected bull 

calves owned by private breeders may also be included in the herd. 

This meeting strongly recommends to Government the need for 

immediate provision of adequate funds in the budget of the Agricul

tural Department for the purpose of carrying out these proposals." 

RPsolulion II. 
"Resolved that the organization of a Cattle Breeders' Association 

be deferred till action has been taken on Resolution I." 

This latter resolution emphasizes the fact that there is no use at

tempting to take two steps in one. We have first to provide for and 

organize a sdpply of breeding bulls before we can organize any means 
for their distribution. However, we should also have our plans matle 

beforehand so as to u'tilize the stock we shall produce to the best 

advantage of the State. 

If immediate steps are taken to establish a breeding station uti

lizing the Amrit :l\Iahal herds as foundation stock, it should be possi

ble in the course of five years to be able to supply breeding bulls of 

good quality at the rate of at least 200 animals a year. Various sug

gestions have been made as to the best utilization of these anjmals. 

I have sugge;;ted above the possibility of utilizing the adr,titted prac

tical knowledge of sereega.rs and their families in cattle improvement 

and I bcLic\·c that the bl'tter of these men, !Wille of whom willi'robubly 
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lose their present employment with the reorganization of the depart
ment, might, with advantage, be given facilities, in the way of land, 
for starting breeding operations on their own account. There will, I 
feel sure, also be a considerable demand for bulls from smaU breeders 
or influential landholders who desire to improve t.heir cattle. There 
remains a consideration of the possibilities of combined effort towards 
cattle improvement. This could take the form (a) of the supply of a 
bull to a village under the control of the village panchayet to be placed 
in Qharge of one competent man, the cost of maintenance being met 
from the panchayet funds, or (b) of the supply of a bull to be allowed 
to roam the villages as a village basava. Either of the above arrange
ments would, I believe, necessitate an agreement upon the part of the 
villages to have all their scrub bulls castrated. In regard to the first 
of the~e alternatives it may at once be stated that the cost of mainte
nance of a breeding bull cannot be met from the covering fees which 
are commonly now charged and it would almost certainly involve a 
substantial subvention from either the Government or the district 
board to help towards the cost of maintenance. In regard to the 
second proposal, I may say it is strongly advocated by the Superin
tendent, Civil Veterinary Department. Casual reference is also made 
to it by the Royal Commission on page 237 of their Report. I am 
inclined to believe that it would not be generally popular ; there 
would perhaps also be a danger of the bulls not being well looked 
after. However, the proposal merits a trial on a restricted scale in 
carefully selected villages. 

Lastly, we come to the possibility of establi8hing Co-operative 
Cattle Breeding Societies. The Commission consider that where 
cultivators show a real interest in their live-stock, agree to dispose 
of their inferior cows, castrate their scrub bulls and provide grazing 
and fodder facilities sufficient to raise good animals, a bull should be 
lent or provided free by the department. I am inclined to agree that 
an attempt may be made in Mysore when bulls become available as a 
result of our breeding operations. However, in my opinion, the at
tempt should be made only after a very ~areful survey of the ground 
by a live-stock officer with special refere4ce to the abovementioned 
essential conditions. The same conditions should, of course, govern 
the distribution of bulls to village panchayets. 

A short paragraph in the Report is devoted to live-stock shows. 
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and the value of such shows especially in areas where intensive efforts 
are being made to improve the indigenous breeds. They consider that 
special attention should be given to show classes for cows, calves and 
yearling cattle. 

The cattle shows in the Mysore State are almost invariably held 
in association with cattle fairs established to provide facilities for the 

purchase and sale of bulls and bullocks: Cows, calves and yearling 
stock are rarely brought to these fairs. In fact, these shows may be 

said to serve hardly at nll in fostering an interest in cattle improve

ment except in so far as the attractive prices commonly paid for good 
stock tend to that end. 

The committee appointed by the 1\fysore Government to go into 

the question of rules for the control of cattle .shows and fairs, having 
in mind the more pressingly important question of the control of con

tagious and infectious diseases, have hardly touched upon this ques
tion. I believe, however, that it is of sufficient importance to warrant 

the framing of general rules for the conduct of cattle shows as dis
tinct from fairs. 1\Ir. Davison, prior to his leaving the State, drafted a 
set of rules which might be used as a basis for discussion by the com

mittee when it deals with the larger question of cattle improvement. 

Only passing reference will be made to the remaining points in 
this interesting and important chapter. As already stated, the Com

mission are opposed to any restriction on the export of cattle except 
where there seems a danger of a valuable breed becoming extinct 

thereby. There does not, at present, seem to be any danger of that 
happening in 1\Iysore. They do not consider the introduction of herd 
books would be of advantage at present. I may suggest, however, 
that when breeding societies are established it might be possible to 
introduce some system of herd book which, if associated with a 

tatooing of the progeny of the brt>eding bull on the ear, would enable 

a fairly accurate record of the progeny to be kept. As a matter of 

fact, it is proposed to make a beginning in this rt>gard almost immedi
ately in connection with the progeny of bulls standing for service on 

Government farms and at veterinary hospitals. 
In connection with the castration of. crub bulls, \Vhile the Com

mission consider that a campaign in favour of early castration is 
generally advisable still they think that the question of the effect of 

early castration on the subsequent development of the animal 
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requires inve8tigation. This is an investigation which can be taken 
up satisfactorily only on a breeding station and will be kept in 
mind when the station is established. 

The question as to whether live-stock improvement work should 
be carried on by the agricultural department or the civil veterinary 
department is one which is at present of only academic interest in 
Mysore as these departments are under one head. The Commission 
consider that, in general, the training of the agriculturist should 
render him better qualified to manage stock breeding farms than the 
training of a veterinary surgeon. This is .a view which I hold although 
I also consider that if the agriculturist has in additi(;m veterinary 
training he will make a much more valuable officer for the pmpose. I 
may point out that a competent veterinary officer in the person of 
Lt. A. A. Monteiro is at present undergoing training in animal gene
tics and live-stock breeding at Edinburgh. On his return, he should 
be particularly well trained to take up this work. 

As regards the more scientific questions connected with live
stock work, the Commission consider that the question of animal 
nutrition is so large as to require the co-operation of a number of 
workers in different institutions-a question that will have to be gone 
into more fully by the Council of Agriculture when it is formed. It 
seems to me that we shall not be able to tackle in Mysore anything 
more complicated than the usual feeding trials which are commonly -
conducted on cattle-breeding stations and which will undoubtedly 
yield information of considerable practical value. 

As to the questiou of auimal genetics, the Commission consider 
that, for the present, much useful spade work can be doue by the 
recording of breeding observations on cattle farms and that the in
formation so collected should form a valuable basis for future more 
strictly scientifi~ work. Certai :ly observations on the breediug of 
such an outstanding breed as the Amrit Mahal would furnish infor-

. mation of very great value. 

The further discussions in the chapter dealiug, as they do, with 
the Institute of Animal Husbandry and Dairying iu Bangalore and 
with the questiou of co-ordiuation of work in live-stock improvement 
by the Ct'ntrnl Government hardly eoneern us in l\Iysor€': so I shall 

not cousidl'r them. 
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CHAI'TER YIII. 

Forests. 

The chapter of the Report dealing with forest;; confines itself 
mainly to the subject as it affects the agricultural population more 
especially in connection with the provision of fodder, fuel and timber 
and with the prdtection of soils from erosion. 

At the beginning of the chapter is given a valuable table showing 

the proportion of the ~orest areas in the various provinces to their 
total areas. I give this table in somewhat modified form below in-
eluding the corresponding figures for Mysore :-

Area of Area of I Percentage 
province. forest I of forest 

Province. sq. miles. lands. 

1 

area to 
sq. miles. total. 

Assam 51,825 20,771 40.0 
Bengal 76,755 10,529 13.7 
Behar and Orissa 82,939 2,780 3.3 
Bombay 123,125 12,292 10.0 
Burma • .I 243,207 12:3,746 67.7 
Central Provinces .. 99,927 19,677 19.6 
:Madras 143,290 19,340 13.;) 
North-West Frontier 

Provinces 13,099 245 1.8 
Punjab 97,281 0,695 6.8 
United Provinces 106,720 5,228 4.8 
.Minor Administrations 61,720 3,637 5.9 
Average for British India., 20.4 
:Mysore . . . .I 29,528 3,032 10.2 

The figures for British India are for 1925-26 ; those for l\lysore are 

taken from the Season a.nd Crop Rrport for 1926-27. ·As will be seen, 

the percentage of forest lands to total area in l\lysore is exactly half the 
average for British India (20.4%): it is almost exactly the same as 
that existing in Bombay and somewhat smaller than that in l\Iadras. 
These figures seem to f.~ how q nite conclusively that there has been no 
attempt in My:;ore to exte)l(l forest areas at tht• expense of the agri

cultmist. As a matter of fact, as ha:> bten pointed out to me by the 
Chief Conservator of Forests, a large part of our forest area is situated 
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in inaccessible and sparsely populated areas. An examination of the 
figures given.in Table II of the Mysore Season and Crop Report shows 
that under the heading "Other lands not available for cultivation ", 
there is an area over three and a half times as large as that under 
forests. The figures for 1926-27 are as follows :-Area under forests 
1,94:0,276 acres; area under " Other lands not available for cultiva
tion", 6,939, 727 acres. This latter area is said to include, (a} land 
absolutely unfit for cultivation, (b) land reserved for pasture (gomal 

lands and kavals of sorts), (c) public topes and Government planta
tions, (if) land covered by buildings, roads, water, etc., or devoted to 
uses ot.her than agriculture. It would seem highly probable that in 
1\iysore the agricultural population would greatly benefit by the 
afforestation of considerable areas of land which are unfit for culti
vation. I shall refer to this subject later. 

The Commission refer with approval to the circular issued by the 
Government of India in 1894 laying down the general principles of 
forest policy. These principles may be stated very briefly as fol
lows:-

(a) Restrictions of rights and privileges of user (i.e., of the culti
vator) should be exercised only where great advantage to the general 
public is to accrue and then only in so far as is necessary to secure that 
advantage; (b) the claims of cultivation are, in general, stronger than 
the claims of forest preservation subject to certain reservations, viz., 
(1) the honey-combing of valuable forest by patches of cultivation 
should not be allowed; (2) it must be assured that cultivation will be 
permanent; (3) cultivation should not be allowed to encroach on the 
minimum forest area required for the country and the local forest re
quirements present and prospective. These principles appear to be 
perfectly sound ones. 

As regards the question of grazing and fodder, the Commission 
consider there would be advantage, from both an agricultural and a 
forest standpoint, in the cutting of grass for use in feeding cattle out
side the foreRts over grazing in the forests themselves. They refer to 
an interesting experiment which is being carried out by the Forest 
Department in Bengal where grass cutting for stall feeding is being 
encouraged by the levy of a merely nominal fee for the cutting of 
fodder and by the provision of cattle sheds surrounded by fenced 

exercise paddocks. 
7 
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It seems clear that the whole question of the utilization of fodder 
grasses in forest areas as also the utilization of village grazing areas 
requires very careful investigation. I refer elsewhere to the proposal 
by the Chief Conservator of Forests in l\lysore for a co-operative 
experiment on rotational grazing in which the Forest Department and 
the Amrit Mahal Department are to be associated. This, if carried 
out, should furnish information of great value. I have also discussed 
the question of the better utilization of gorMllands, a question which, 
I consider, is of even greater importance from the fodder standpoint. 

It seems equally clear that the better utilization of fodder cut on the 
forests must, for a long time to come, depend upon such demand as 
may be created in the neighbourhood of the forests. Experience during 
the fodder famine of 1923 and 1924 showed quite clearly that fodder 
can be transported over long distances and sold only at heavy loss and 
our experience in this regard has been similar to that of other parts 
of India. The storage of fodder in forests against periods of famine is 
an expensive business. The Bombay Forest Department are building 
up a reserve of 20,000 tons of hay by stacking about 4,500 tons per 
annum, the surplus being sold when the 20,000 tons have accumulated. 
They have found that, unless famine conclitions prevail, there is a 
very poor demand for the surplus and it has to be sold at a loss of 
from Rs. 8 to Rs. 10 per ton. The 20,000 tons is estimated to be 
sufficient to save from 40,000 to 60,000 head of cattle where it is used 
to supplement existing resources which, after all, is a very small 
number where large areas are involved. There is also the danger of 
the loss of the stored fodder through fire, a by no means negligible 
contingency. The Commission express their conclusion on the ques
tion of famine supplies as follows :-

"As a general measure for famine relief, the storage of hay would 
be a practicable measure only if the demand in normal years were such 
that very much larger quantities of hay than are at present made in 
the forests could be marketed annually at places approximately 
covering the cost of production." 

As the Commission point out, if and when the live stock of the 

country is so improved as to warrant the purchase of fodder for its 
maintenance the difficulties in the way of utilizing cut grass will be 
removed but I fear tl1at is a condition for which we shall have to 

wait many years. 
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The question of fuel supply to villages is especially important 
fl'Om an agricultural standpoint, for the wasteful practice of using 
cattle manure as fuel will disappear only if other fuel supplies become 
readily and cheaply available. It is a question that is quite as difficult 
as that of fodder supply, transport cost being here also a limiting 
factor. The only remedy is the establishment of fuel plantations with 
which could, of course, be combined plantations of trees the leaves of 
which can be advanta.geously used as fodder. In addition to the 
areas which are already included under forests of all kinds from which 
agriculturists are able to draw supplies of wood for fuel and other 
purposes, there are very large unproductive areas in the State which 
can be made of real use only through afforestation. Out of the area 
of nearly 7 million acres in Mysore which are classed under " Other 
lands not available for cultivation' there must, I believe, be at least 
2 million acres which can never be used profitably for agricultural or 
even for purely grazing purposes. Such land should be gradually 
afforested. The effect of measures to this end on the agriculture of 
Mysore would undoubtedly be very great. 

The importance of the establishment of fuel plantations has been 
recognized in Mysore for a very long time. Appendix H of the Land 
Revenue Rules of 1890 cont.aining rules for the grant of waste and 
unoccupied lands for the planting of timber, fruit and fuel trees pro
vides what must be looked upon as very liberal concessions to jndivi
duals who desire .to establish fuel plantations. Apparently, these 
concessions have not led to results of any great value. 

As long ago as 1916-17 the Agricultural Committee of the Econo
mic Conference interested itself in the question of the formation of 
fodder and fuel plantations-a question that had been fully discussed 
at the Annual Meeting of the Economic Conference the previous year. 

The Agricultural Committee prepared a scheme involving the 
establishment of forest nurseries in the following taluks most if not 
all of which are very poorly served as far as fuel supplies are 

concerned. 
District. 

Ban galore 

Kolar .. 

Taluk. 
Devana.halli. 
Hoskote. 
Sidlnghatta. 
Goribidnur. 



District. 

Mysore 

Chitaldrug 

Shimoga 
Hassan 

Tumknr 
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Taluk. 

l\lysore. 
Krishnarajpet. 
Nagamangala. 

Hiriyur. 
Chellakere. 
Chennagiri. 
Chennarayapatna. 
Holenarasipur. 
Sira. 
l\Iadhugiri. 
Kunigal. 

It was proposed, further, to place a sum of Rs. 7,500 at the dis
posal of the Forest Department for the formation of these nurseries 
and to utilize the services of the staff of both the Forest Department 
and the Agricultural Department in assisting ryots to start planta
tions under the rules mentioned above. As far as I am aware no 
action was taken on these proposals and the matter was allowed to 
drop. 

Again in 1920, a special sub-committee of the Board of Agriculture 
considered practically the same question. This sub-committee was 
presided over by the Revenue Commissioner and had on its member
ship, arhong others, the Conservator of Forests. The proposals of the 
Agricultural Committee made in 1916-17 were apparently not referred 
to. The sub-committee devoted its attention mainly to a considera
tion of Appendix H of the Land Revenue Rules, with reference to the 
encouragement of both private and communal enterprise in the 
formation of fuel plantations. 

The resolutions passed by the sub-committee recommended in the 
case of private enterprise :-(a) more liberal terms in the remission of 
assessment, (0) the granting of loans upto Rs. 20 per acre subject to a 
maximum of Rs. 200 and (c) wider publicity to the concessions. ".ith 

regard to communal effort they recommended (a) a reduction in the 
minimum fixed for a village forest from 200 acres to 50 acres, (b) vesting 
of the control of village forests in the village panchayets where such 
have been formed, (c) vesting in the village panchayets the regula
tion of rights and privileges in respect of the removal of wood and 
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other forest produce and of grazing in village forest, gomal and dis
trict forest areas, and (d) vesting in the panchayets of rights to 
existing trees and tangadi and other minor forest produce where 
village forests are formed on land not already containing a large 
growth of reserved trees. 

Here also no action appears to have been taken and the matter 
was again allowed to drop. In 1927-28 the question was once more 
considered by the Board of Agriculture again, as far as I can ascer" 
tain, without any reference to previous discussions and resolutions of 
that body. The resolution passed by the Board is as follows 

With a view to irrtprove village forests in the State the members 
of this Board recommend :-

' (1) That in localities where sufficiently large tracts of forest land 
are available and where the Forest Department has already done 
some work, half a dozen village panchayets should be induced to start 
model village forests, each about 200 acres in extent, by offering a 
subsidy of Re. ·1 per acre per annum towards the initial expenses for a 
period of three years. 

(2) That a special forest officer should be appointed to draw up 
working schemes for these and other areas constituted as village 
forests and to render the necessary technical advice and help. 

(3) That arbor days be instituted and weekly outings of school 
boys be arranged for planting up the blank and treeless areas of 
.village forests. 

(4) Village panchayets. raising sandal trees on their forest be 
granted the usual bonus as in the case of individuals.'' 

Government in passing orders on this Resolution have approved 
of the proposal to start model village forests as proposed by the Board 
of Agriculture and have ordered the inclusion of a sum of Rs. 1,000 in 
the budget of the Forest Department for the year 1928-29. Sections 
(b), (c) and (d) of the resolution are either vetoed or ignored in the 
Government Order. 

The Report of the Revenue Commissioner on the working of 
village forests for 1926-27 indicates that appreciable progress in the 
establishment of village forests is being made only in the Mysore Dis
trict. Even here only 11 forest panchayets out of a total of 53 are stated 
to have worked during the year. The record for the whole State is 44 
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wo.rking out of a total of 138. One is almost forced to the conclusiort 
that lack of necessary supervision by officers who understand 

afforestation problems and who appreciate fully the importance of 
this work is what is largely responsible for the lack of progresll. 

It. seems to me very doubtful whether the scheme of village 
forests and the inducements held out to individuals to grow fuel plant
ations will' lead to a very rapid afforestation in regions where our 
agriculturists are most in need of wood for fuel and other purposes. 
The Chief Conservator of Forests whom I have consulted in the mat
ter informs me that he considers the situation a serious one. I feel 

strongly that the work of afforestation must be carried out under the 
supervision of technically trained men if it is to have a decent chance 
of success. The suggestion made by the Commission that the work of 
developing forests which al'e grown mainly for the benefit of the vil
lagers and not for the production of revenue should be under the con
trol of a separate branch of the Forest Department which would deal 
with these forests alone, seems worthy of consideration. Such a forest 
branch could effectively supervise the work of village forests and fuel 

plantations devel6ped under the land revenue rules. It could 
further take up the work of afforestation direct in areas where there 
seems no immediate prospect of the development of the above. That 
such afforestation may be made to pay its way is indicated by the 
following quotation from a letter received from the Chief Conservator 

of Forests: "From the few plantations that were raised between 
1885 and 1895 and now under the control of the Forest Department 
it is seen that such plantations in Mysor~, at any rate, are not likely 
to be a financial loss, although the initial cost of forming them may 
look rather high. The chief reason for this is the possibility of Jaising 
sandal in these plantations without seriously interfering with the 
yield of other forest produce." The importance of increasing our 
fuel, manurial and fodder supplies is so great that every method of 

attaining the object should be thoroughly explored. 

The remainderof this chapter of the Report deals largely with ad
ministrative matters in the Forest Department itself, questions upon 
which I do not feel competent to express an opinion. One question 
is raised to which I must refer and that is the question of the relations 
between the Forest Department and the Agricultural Department. 
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The Commission state that the relations between the two depart
ments are generally satisfactory and I should like to add tht the 
relationship between the two departments in Mysore ·is of the most 
cordial and helpful character. They consider, however, that further 
advantage would result if forest officers. underwent a definite course 
of instruction at an agricultural college. I am inclined to agree with 
this view but would suggest further that the training of agricultural 
officers could, with equal advantage, be enlarged and improved by a 

course in forestry. I would suggest that this question be kept in 
view in framing a curriculwn for the Mysore Agricultural College 
when it is established. 

CHAPTER IX. 

Diseases of Live-Stock and their Control. 

The scope of this chapter of t.he Report is indicated in the first 
paragraph as follows:-

" We endeavour to show the harmful effect of cattle diseases <:n 
agricultural development ; we describe in· some detail the char-acter 
of rinderpest and the methods required to control it ; we discuss the 
meagre provision at present made for veterinary aid ; finally, we dis
cuss the provision of superior and subordinate veterinary services and 
of scientific guidance for those engaged in combating disease." 

The Commission point out that the present imperfect reporting 
of cattle mortality in India makes it impossible to form even an ap
proximately accurate estimate of the losses due to cattle diseases. As 
an example, the figures for cattle mortality from disease and natural 
causes in Burma between the years 1915 to l 924 when compared with 
the total nwnber returned in the annual cattle censuses indicated an 
average life for Burmese cattle of 54 years, probably at least four 
times as long as the actual. This would indicate that in Burma only 
one death among cattle out of every four is ever reported. 

The indications are that conditions are not very different in this 
State. About 50% of the villages do not submit cattle mortality 
statements regularly and at a very conservative estimate our losses 
from infectious diseases are double the number reported. Probably 
the losses are much greater than that. 

'J.'he most serious infectious cattle disease is rinderpest not be
cause of the yery high mortality from it (there are several diseases . 
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much more highly fatal) but because of its very wide spread and the 
ease of its transmission. About one-third of the chapter is devoted to 
a consideration of this disease and the methods for its control. The 
pioneer work by the Civil Veterinary Department of Mysore in the 
introduction of the serum-simultaneous method for the control of 
rinderpest receives very favourable comment and in fact is used as 
the main ground for the recommendation that this method should be 
introduced at once throughout India. I may point out thdt more 
recent results of inoculation work in this State appear to have con
firmed fully the earlier conclusions as to the necessity of introducing 
this method of inoculation. As is no doubt known the old serum alone 
method of inoculation still practised in most parts of British India 
has been entirely abandoned in this State. It may safely be stated 
that the establishment of the Serum Institute and the exclusive use of 
the serum-simultaneous method of inoculation against rinderpest 
has given this State a leading position in work on the control of cattle 
diseases. I may point out in this connection that our production of 
serum from the institute this year is likely to be three times that of 
the previous year and that in addition to meeting all the requisitions 
of the Mysore Civil Veterinary Department it has supplied about a 
lakh of doses to the Madras Department. The production of rinderpest 
serum is now about one-third that of Mukbtes:u, an institution which 
is supposed to supply the needs of the whole of India. I personally 
believe that with a strengthening of our veterinary staff to provide 
one inspector for each taluk and with some control of cattle move
ment we should be able to bring the losses from this disease down to 

a quite negligible figure. 
In their consideration of the present meagre provision for veteri

nary aid and in their proposals to improve conditions in this regard 
the Commission make the recommendation that there should be built 
up two different veterinary services. Of these the superior should 
consist of fully trained veterinary surgeons who have undergone a 
course extending over at least five years. This superior service would 
be in the employ of the provincial government. and would have the 
management of all measures connected with the control of epidemic 
diseases. The subordinate veterinary servire would consist of vete
rinary assistant surgeons who have had a course of two or three years' 
training largely restricted to a study of cattle and their diseases and 
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who would be expected to deal with the ordinary ailments of cattle. 
These would be employed by local boards and would be in charge of 
the veterinary dispensaries and hospitals supported by those bodies. 
From them, however, would be selected a reserve which could be drawn 
upon in case of serious epidemics of cattle diseases with which the 
provincial officers could not cope. The Commission anticipate a very 
great but, of course, gradual increase in the staff of the veterinary 
services to about four times the present number. 

The Commission recommend that one of the existing veterinary 
colleges be selected for the training of veterinary surgeons for the 
superior service and that the course should be lengthened to five 
years. At present, out of the five Veterinary Colleges in India one 
(that at Lahore) gives a four years' course while in the others the 
course extends over three years. 1 understand, however, that pro
posals have already been made to lengthen the course in some at 
least of the other colleges. The further proposal is made to 1·etain 
the other veterinary colleges for the training of veterinary assistant 
surgeons for the subordinate service. 

I am personally rather doubtful if provincial governments will be 
prepared to accept these proposals. It is much more likely that we 
shall see an extension of the course to four or five years in a number 
of the veterinary colleges with possibly the provision of a shorter 
course for veterinary assistant surgeons. 

The interest which these proposals possess for us lies in the fact 
that we have to depend upon ~he veterinary colleges of British India. 
for the training of our veterinary staff. We have in fact at present no 
less than 27 men with State scholarships who are undergoing this 
training. Practically all of these are being trained at the Lahore 
Veterinary College and so are receiving what is presumably the most 
thorough and extensive veterinary training at present available in 
India. We have no sharp distinction between superior and subordi
nate veterinary services as far as qualifications are concerned but if 
the Commission's proposals are accepted we shall have little choice 
in the matter unless we establish a veterinary college of our own. 

It may be of interest to compare the veterinary cadre proposed 
by the Commission with that existing in Mysore at present. 

If we leave out of account the staffing of the veterinary colleges, 
a provincial veterinary service would be made up as follows 

8 
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1. Director of Veterinary Services as a selection post outside the 
cadre of the department. 

2. Deputy directors, two or three in number in charges of circles 

into which the province will be divided. These would be selected 

from among the senior officers of the superior service. 

3. District veterinary surgeons, members of the superior service 

and in provincial employ. 

These officers would have control of all campaigns against con

tagious dh>eases and would at the same time have general supervision 

of the hospitals and dispem;aries in the dit:~trid.. 

4. Veterinary assistant surgeons to be employed by local board8 

in charge of hospitals and dispensaries supported by those bodies. 

From these would also be drawn a selected Yeterinary Resen·e Corps 

which could be used iu the case of outbreaks of contagious diseases 

either inside or outside the district. The veterinary assistant sur

geons would be on the same grade as the present subordinate veteri

nary service in British India. The scale in the :Madras Presidency is 

at present Rs. 60-4/1-120, with selection grade of Rs. 125-5/1-175. 

In Mysore we have, (1) Superintendent, Civil Veterinary Depart

ment, (2) assistant superintendents in charge of four circles, (3) 

veterinary inspectors of whom we finally expect to have one for each 

taluk with extra men as mobile corps and for such large hospitals as 

those in Bangalore and 1\Iysore. As already stated, the qualifications 

are the same throughout. 

While it is, no doubt, true that the introduction of such a scheme 

as the above would tend to cheapen considerably the provision of 

veterinary aid in this State, I do not think it fea~>ible at present to 

introduce the proposed changes into 1\Iysore even if it were desirable 

to do so. I am personally doubtful wheth~>r the training and ability 

re1uired in the carrying out of inoculation campaigns against infec

tious diseases are so different from those required for conducting work 

in a hospital or dispensary as to warrant the distinction recommend

ed. Inoculation campaign8 are themselves carried. out according to 

fairly well standardized methods and the success of an officer in such 

a campaign depends as much on his tact, initiative and common sense 

as upon his technical training. The presence of the three qualities 

mentioned is not likely to depend to any large extent upon the 
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thoroughness of the training in Yeterinary seience that an officer 

has undergone. 
Whether we follow the recommendations of the Commission or 

not, it seems certain that if we are to build up a really efficient veteri
nary service in the State we shall have to hold out to the staff better 

prospects than exists at present. A comparison of the scales of pay 
in Madras and in Mysore will show this. 

If we'leave out of account the officers in the Imperial Cadre who 
are on a grade of Rs. 350-50/l-650-1,250 with an efficiency bar at 
Rs. 650 followed by a selection grade of Rs. 1250-50/1-1500 after 
20 years' serYice, we have the following scales in the neighbouring 
Madras Presidency:-

PROVIN('IAL CADRE. 

Rs:200 for p'robationers on direct recruitment. 
Rs. 250-25/1-550-750 with efficiency bar at R.s. 550. 

SuBORDINATE CADRE. 

Veterinary assistant surgeonR.Rs. 60-4/1-120. 
Selection gradeRs. 125~5/1-175. 
In Mysore we have the following cadre:-
1. Superintendent, Rs. 300-25-500. 
2. Assistant superintendents, Rs. 150-10-200. 
3. Veterinary inspectors, Rs. 60-5-120 with an efficiency bar 

at Rs. 120. 

The grade for veterinary inspectors is a new one sanctioned 
in Government. Order No. D. 9982-10044/C. V. 50-28-5, dated 30th 

March 1929. 
A comparison of the grades for Madras and Mysore shows that 

our lower grade does not compare t~nfavourably with that in Madras. 
It is in the payment of our higher officers on whom falls the important 
responsibility of supervision that we fall so far short of Madras. While 
this note is perhaps hardly the place for proposals connected with the 
reorganization of the Civil Veterinary Department I feel constrained 
to point out that the lack of prospects in the higher grades of the 
department for men who have put in long and faithful service is 
certain to react unfavourably on the work in the department. 

Finally, we have the consideration o{ research work in veterinary 
science. The Commission consider that the very excellent research 
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work at present being done at :Mukhtesar should be continued and 
extended. They consider further that facilities be created for re
search work by the staffs of the various veterinary colleges should be 
continued and the members of the staffs of these colleges should, on 
this account, be transferred to executive work in the districts only 
under exceptional circumstances. 

'Vhat can and should be done in this regard in l\Iysore ? Our 
Serum Institute is, at present, almost purely an institution for the 
production of rinderpest serum and virus. When its activities can be 
expanded it will be in the direction of the preparation of further sera 
and vaccines which are at present being imported from l\Iukhtesar or 
from outside India. While the preparation of these sera and vaccines 
may involve a certain amount ofresearch they will in most cases be 
manufactured according to more or less standardized methods and 
the time of the staff will be taken up almost entirely on this work. 

Two research ]JOsts have recently been created in the Civil Vete
rinary Department and the men appointed to these posts are being 
engaged in preliminary research work. Their laboratory work will, 
in the immediate future, have to be carried out in the laboratories of 
the Department of Agriculture-an arrangement which I consider 
unsatisfactory. 

We should, I believe, not he warranted in the near future in 
developing a research institute purely for veterinary science in this 
State. However, if the proposals already submitted for the establish
ment of a combined Public Health and Sfrum and Vaccine Institute 
are approved, accommodation will be provided for these research 
oflicers as well as for an increase of the research staff when that is 

considered ad,·isable. A close association of workers on human and 
animal diseases should enable a much more economical use of labora
tory and library equipment than would otherwise bo possible but it 
should do much more than this. If proper direction can be given, 
daily intercourse between workers on animal diseases and workers on 
human diseases should stimulate, greatly, research endeavour. I 
would urge most strongly that in the scheme for the establishment of 
such an institute adequate provision be made not ouly for the manu
facture of the sera and vaccines now available for the control of 
animal diseases but also for research on the many animal disea~es 

of this State about which at _lJresent little or nothing is known. 
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CHAPTER X. 

Irrigation. 

'l'he Commission classify the irrigation problems of India under 
three main heads: -(a) the utilization of river waters without recourse 
to the construction of storage works either with or without the con
struction of weirs (anicuts), (b) the management of delta waters, 
and (c) the construction of storage works, such as reservoirs, tanks, 
etc. To these must be added, (d) the problems connected with lift 
irrigation from wells and rivers. Of these only (a), (c) and (d) have 
any importance in Mysore. 

The following three tables in which figures contained in the 
Report are combined with similar ones compiled for Mysore give most 
of the statistical information at present available connected with 
irrigation. The first table shows the development of irrigation since 
1908-09 which indicates quite clearly that there has been a much 
greater percentage increase in irrigated area here than iu British India 
(334.% against 11. 2%) bringing the percentage of area irrigated to 
area sown up to about the same level whereas in 1908-09 it was 
decidedly lower. 

I 
Year. I 

I 

1908-09 .. 
1914-15 .• 
1920-21 '. 

9 -19A 25 •• 

1 

1925-26 •. 

1908-09 .. 1 
1914-15 •• 
1920-21 .. 1 
1924-25 .. 

1 

1925-26 .. 
1926-27 .. 

Gross area 
sown. 

Acres 
(in 000'~) 

246,189 
260,641 
239,202 
259,784 
256,991 

5,810,418 
6,224.302 
[),952,098 
5,909,243 
5,239,298 
5,307,524 

I 

TABLE I (BRITISH !Nnu). 

Percentage 
increas" 

or decrea,ee 
over 

1908-09. 

5.9 
-2.8 

~ 5.o 
4.4 

I 
I 

Gross a.r('a 
irrigated. 

Acres 
(in 000'~) 

45,681 
5(),644 
52,519 
48,429 
50,813 

TABLE I (a) (MYSORE), 

.. I 814,426 
7.1 938,074 
2.4 923,897 
1.7 1,077,936 
1.0 

I 
1,086,653 

0.9 1,092,662 I 

Percentage 
increase 

over 
1908-09. 

10.9 
15.0 
6.0 

11.2 

.. 
15.2 
13.4 
32.3 
33.4 
34.2 

Percentage 
of area 

irrigated. 
to areA. sown, 

18.6 
19.4 
22.0 
18.6 
19.8 

14.0 
15.0 
15.5 
18.2 
20.7 
20.6 
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These figures dl) not give five-year averages but are those for 

selected individual yertrs. The second table gives the average for the 
quinquennium 1921-22 to 1925-26 for the British Provinces and 

Mysore. I£ we compare our figures with those of the two provinces 
(Bombay and the Central Provinces) mainly situated on the South 
Indian Plateau, it would appear as if .Mysore is particularly well 

placed as far as irrigation facilities are concerned. As a matter of 
fact, notwithstanding our rather unfavourable geographical situation 
from an irrigation stand point the percentage of irrigatefl area to total 
net area cultivated is almost as high as the average for British India. 

TABLE II. 

Gross area 
of crops PHcen· 
irrigatt'd tage 

Gross area (from of area 
Provinces. sown. Govern· irrigated 

(in OOO's) ment and to art>a 
private sown. 

SoUrCE'S,) 
(in OOO's) 

Acres. AcrE'S. 

Assam .. .. .. . . .. 6,379 364 5.7 
Bengal .. .. .. .. .. 27,7i7 1,710 6.2 
Bihar and OriRSa .. .. .. .. 31,021 5,386 li.4 

Bombay { P!opH .. .. .. 27,764 1,092 3.9 
Smd .. .. .. .. 4,451 3,281 73.7 

Burma .. .. .. .. .. 17,172 1,436 8.4 
Central Provinces and Bemr .. .. 26,726 1,110 4.2 
2\Iadras .. .. .. .. 37,691 11,208 29.7 
N. W. F. Provine"' .. .. .. 2,673 919 34.4 
Punjab .. .. .. . . 30,970 13,644 I 44.1 
Unitt'd Provinces .. .. .. .. 43,739 9,630 22.0 
l\Iinor Administrations .. ,. . . 807 156 19.3 

Total .. 257,170 49,936 19.4 

l\Iysore for 5 yeat'S, 1921-22 to 
192•>-26, Average I 6,148 I 1,091 17.7 

If, however, we study the third table which gives the· areas under 

the different sources of irrigation we find that our conditions are not 
~o favourable as would at first sight appear, for our areas under tanks 

and other unspecified sources of irrigation amount together to about 

80% of our total irrigated area whereas in British India they amount 

to only about 25% of the total. While it is perhaps unsafe to attempt 
to a::;Rrss the relative value of different sources of irrigation as they 
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occur in various parts of India, if we are to judge from Mysore condi
tions, I think we may safely say that canals generally give a much 
more assured supply of water than do tanks. The fact that the values 
of lands under channels are on the average much higher than those of 
land under tanks indicates this quite clearly. As to irrigation from 
other sources which, according to our published figures, account for 
one-third of our total irrigated area it seems to me doubtful if most of 
this should be classed as irrigation at all. Of the total of 356,000 
acres said to be irrigated in this way about 280,000 acres are to be 
found in the three malnad districtijl: Hassan, Kadur and Shimoga. 
This area is really largely an area watered by the heavy monsoon rains 
supplemented by a small amount of additional water from streams 
and springs. The Commission- state, " 'Other sources ' have never 
been clearly defined but consist for the most part o£ temporary bunds 
for the storage of rainfall, of lift irrigation from rivers, and of channels 
from rivers and streams which are too small to be classed as canals." 
I think it is clear that this does not represent the situation as regards 
Mysore and that if 'Ye were to include only areas irrigated from such 
sources as those mentioned, our area under ' Other Sources ' would 
be greatly diminished. 

TABLE Ill. 

I Canals. Weils. Tanks. Ot.her 
Total. 

Provinces. Acres Acres Acrl's somces. Acres I (in OOO's) (in OOO's) (in OOO's) Acres (in OOO's) (in OOO's) 

Assa.m .. .. 191 1 172 364 
B~nga.l •• .. 289 32 615 557 1,493 
Bihar and Orissa .. 1,812 628 1,709 1,205 5,354 

{Proper 
290 531 109 38 968 

Bomba.y .. 
Sind .. 2,930 43 1 127 3,101 

Burma. •• . 'I 889 18 195 299 1,401 
Centra.! Provinces and 

Berar • • • . 946 117 . ... 46 1,109 
l\Jadras .. 3,803 1,654 3,362 467 9,286 
N, W. F. Province ... 769 89 .... 57 915 
Punja.b .. .. 9,836 3,385 15 120 13,356 
United Provinces 2,080 4,737 65 2,317 9,199 
l\Iinor Administra.t.ions . 28 88 28 . ... 144 

Total .. 23,863 11,322 6,100 5,405 46,690 

P~rcentage of total .. 51.1 24.2 13.1 11.6 .... 
lllysore .. 132 84 501 356 1,073 
Perc~ntage of total .. 12.2 7 .s 46.7 33.2 .... 
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I shall not attempt to discuss fully this chapter a~:~ much of it is 
devoted to matters of no real interest to Mysore or matters upon which 
I am not qualified to speak. The account of th~ large schemes of irri
gation which are either already being developed or are under active 
consideration in other parts of India mnst impress all those interested 
in agricultural development with the importance of a consistent pro
gramme of development of our irrigation possibilities more especially 
with reference to canal irrigation. 

The Commission discuss the distribution of water and point out 
the well-known heavy waste that takes place in connection with flow 
irrigation. In the north of India, where wheat is being irrigated, this 
wastage has been estimated at between 30% and 50%. This 
they consider, as due not only to the extravagance of the ryots in the 
usc of flow irrigation water but also partly to the uncertainty of sup
plies for subsequent irrigations. In the case of w<:>ll irrigation the ryot 
has the supply under his own control; in the case of tanks and channels 
he has not. As is well known, the wastage of water is not the only evil 
attending excessive irrigation; deterioration of the soil also frequently 
results. The Commission consider that, notwithstanding the view of 
the Irrigation Commission to the contrary, the system of sale of water 
by volume is worthy of further investigation. They refer to the use 
of meters and modules in the distribution of water from canals in the 
Punjab and note that their introduction has led to a more economical 
use of water. 

In connection with the actual distribution of water, the Com
mission consider that the only agency other than that of Gover~ment 
which can be satisfactorily developed is that of the irrigation pancha.
yet for controlling distribution to the actual fields but they also 
rea.lize.that the development of these panchayets is bound to be slow. 

In connection with the question of minor works, the Commission 
consider especially the question of tank building and restoration. 
Considering the fact that almost fifty per cent of our irrigated land 
receives its supply from tanks, this question has in ~Iysore an impor
tance beyond that in any other part of India. I realize that this is at 
present receiving most active attention from the authorities conrern
ed and it is quite beyond my province to say anything on the subject. 
However, many of om: tanks, cwn if restored and improved as far as 
economically feasible, are bound to remain very uncertain sources 
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of irrigation. The (1uestion of supplementing the supply of water in 
them through the construction of wells below the bunds, although it 
has been discussed time and again, has received very little attention. 

The question of well irrigation is discussed under the heading of 
(a) irrigation from tube wells and (b) irrigation from ordinary wells. 

It must be obvious to anyone that the conditions for well irriga
tion are much less favourable in Mysore than they are in most other 
parts of India. The statistics given in Table III above show this quite 
clearly. The average percentage of irrigated land under well irriga
tion in British India is 21. 2. The percentage for Mysore is 7. 8. If · 
we consider the most favourably situated province, viz., the United 
Provinces, we find it has 51.5% of its total irrigated area under wells'. 

Much attention is devoted in.the Report· to tube wells, a subject 
which, while worthy of investigation in this State, is hardly likely to 
be an important one with us. When we learn that, in the United 
Provinces where conditions are obviously much more favourable to 
the sinking. of these wells than in Mysore, irrigation from them is 
profitable only when. the most profitable crops are grown, the. chances 
for their success from an irrigation standpoint in this State do not 
appear bright. Where it is a question of village water supplies it is, 
of course, another matter. 

As regards well irrigation in general there is not the slightest 
doubt that the construction of ~ore irrigation wells, more especially 
in connection with our tanks, is a question of outstanding importance. 
It is, moreover, a question that is at present being largely neglected in 

•this State. As is well known, a very large number of our tanks hold 
but a precarious supply of water which frequently proves insufficient 
for the maturing of the single crop sown under them. Very frequently 
,a satisfactory, if not abundant, supply of water can be obtained 
by sinking wells below the tank a:Jd in some ar~as, more especially in 
the Kolar district, the existence o£ this form of subsidiary irrigation 
is quite frequent. In many of the other districts, however, such wells 
are very rare indeed. 

The presence of a number of subsidiary wells below tanks where 
the supply of irrigation water is uncertain would allow for a consider
able extension of such valuable crops as sugarcane and would, to a 
very large extent, save crops which are now lost. owing to the lack of 
water for onE\ or two irrigations before maturity. 

9 
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About six years ago I was re:pleRted by Government to investi

gate the question of an organization for assisting the agriculturists in 
the sinking of wells in Mysore. I found that the chief difficulties 
which the ryot has to confront are the following :--

The first is the question of finance. It is true that takkavi loans 

are available for well sinking and, in fact, they were at that particular 

time being granted very freely. However, the difficulty frequently 

arose that the ryot had no means of judging with anything like accu-

. racy just what the well 'which he proposed to sink might cost him. 

This was owing to the fact that he had no way of testing the charac

ter of the strata through which the well would have to be sunk. He, 
therefore, frequently found that the loan he had obtained enabled him 

to' do only about half the work required for the construction of a 

profitable well. He then either became discouraged and abandoned 

the work or if he sought a second loan to complete it the money 

became available too late, for the original excavation had collapsed 

owing to the rise of the water table during the rains. The amount of 

time and money that has been wasted in Mysore in well excavation of 

the kind described has undoubtedly been very great and most of this 

might have been saved. 

The second difficulty experienced is in sinking the wells suilicicnt

ly deep to assure a reasonable supply of water in dry deasons. A very 

lar~ number of the wells in this State are from 10 to 20 feet too 

shallow with the result that they fail when they are most needed. 

Once they are dug and revetted there is practically no possibility of 

deepening them ; so they remain of very little real use to the owner. 
There is, of course, the possibility of improving them by sinking a 

bore hole at the bottom and exploding a charge of dynamite in the 

bore hole. This possibility has been as yet hardly at all explored 

in .Mysore but it is to be doubted if it would, in most cases, be a 

satisfactory substitute for deepening the well. 

The difficulty in sinking wells deep enough lies in the fact that 

unless they happen to be sunk during a very dry season, the water 

enters the well more rapidly than it can be baled out, the sides tend to 

collapse and the ryot fearing the entire loss of his work proeet>1.ls to 
revet tbe sides for the well before he ha~ obtained an aul'(luate Sl\}Jply 

of water. Provitlion of adequate appliances for removing water 
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du1·ing the process of deepening and expert advice on the use of eurbs 
is what is required under these circumstances. 

Six years ago plans were made for the organization of a well 
sinking section in the Agricultural Department and estimates for an 
expenditure of Rs. 33,790 non-recurring and Rs. 14,542 recurring 
wP-re submitted. The actual total allotment for this purpose was 
Rs. 25,000. While this was quite inadequate still it did l'mable a 
beginning to be made and certain quite valuable informati~h to be 
collected. 

In the first place it became clear that with an experienced staff it 
would be possible after preliminary boring in a neighbourhood, which 
could he done at small expense, to estimate with considerable accuracy 
how deep it would be necessary to go to obtain an adequate supply of 
water, what diffid'ulties would be encountered in the process of well 
sinking and what a well of given dimensions would cost. This would 
provide information of the greatest value to those who wished to sink 
wells and would, in the course of time, furnish a body of information 
as to our underground water supplies which would be of immense 
valne for future developments. 

Along with this I attempted to work out a scheme for the co· 
operation of the Revenue Department with the Agricultural Depart
ment in the granting of takkavi loans. According to this scheme 
takkavi loans would be sanctioned only after an investigation on the 
spot by an officer of the well sinking sect.ion of the department. 
FUither, to ensure a. proper u1;ilization of the loan it would be paid in 
instaltnente each instalment after the first being paid on a certificate 
by the well section that the previous instalment had been properly 
utilized. I may say that I had no expectation of being able to extend 
the activities of this well section to all parts of the State even had my 
original estimates been sanctioned. I felt that in work of this kind 
it would be necessary to move cautiously and to build on the ilalid 
foundation of observations made. In fact, the work was, during my 
presence in the State, practically confined to two taluks of t.he Kolar 
district. Shortly after my departure from the State the whole equip· 
ment and staff were transferred to the Industries and Commerce 
Department where it has, I understand, since been very advantage· 
ously utilized in work towards the supply of drinking water to town11 



and villages. While I do not wish to appear to criticize, I must con
feRs that the abandonment of thie work with the consequent waste of 

all information obtained was a bitter disappointment to me. We 

are now no farther ahead than we were in 192~ and the money spent 

at that time bas, of course, been very largely wasted. My own convic

tion is that this important work can be satisfactorily carried out only 

if a definite eP.gineering section of the Agricultural Departmmt is 

created to deal with it. I further believe that the proposals made by 

me six years ago repres·ent the minimum required for starting the 

\Vork. 

ln connection with the development of "Other Sources of Irriga

tion" the Commission draw attention to the possibilities of extending 

irrigation from small streams by means of power-driven pumps placed 
on the banks or on temporary stages or floats wht!re the permanent 

bank is at some distance from the water lift. Irrigation from our 

streams and rivers has been attempted in quite a number of places in 

l\Iysore but, I believe, has not been generally successful owing no 
doubt largely to the great variation in the water lenl and the height 

to which water has to be lifted in the dry season. I am inclined to 
believe, however, that there is considerable scope for this 1..ind of 

irrigation in Mysore more especially where electric motors can be 
installed as motive power. 

The Commission raise the question of the relations between the 

Agricultural and Irrigation Departments. In ~Iysore we have at 

present four departments concerned with the provision of irrigation 

facilities, the Public Works Department, the Revenue Department, 

which have to do with the control of flow irrigation works and the 

Department of Industries and Commerce and the Electric Department 

which have to do with installations for lift irrigation. Of these the 

only one which is in touch with the Agricultural Department is the 

Department of Industries and Commerce. Before the Director of 

Industries and Commerce passes orders on an application for water 

lifting machinery unrler the ! ire purchase system he obtains from the 

Director of Agriculture a report on the feasibility of the scheme from 

an agricultural standpoint. This arrangement hns, I believe, worked 

very satisfactorily and I consider it could, with profit, he extended to 

schemes for electrically driwn pumping institllations a::> well. The 
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arrangement serves two useful purposes. In the first place, it gives 
some assurance that the water lifted can be profitably used. In the 
second place, it enables the Agricultural Department to get into touch 
with the owners of the installations and so to advise them regularly 
as to the most profitable method of utilizing what must after all be 
fairly expensive irrigation water. 

As to the development of new irrigation schemes by the Depart
ment of Public Works I have to point out that in no case since my 
arrival in Mysore has there been any attempt to have an agricultural 
survey made of the area it was proposed to irrigate by agricultural 
officers. The Public \Yorks Department have acted on the formerly 
accepted ~iew that an irrigation engineer is quite capable of dealing 
with this matter. This view has, I believe, been generally abandoned 
in Brit:sh India but is apparently still retained in Mysore. I believe 
this is a question for very serious consideration. 

If we take as an example the Irwin Canal which is expected to 
bring about 120,000 acres under irrigation the money which is being 
invested in the project and the very important implications for the 
future of Mysore agriculture would seem to have demanded the 
association of the Agricultural Department in the work from start to 
finish. Up to the present there has been practically no associat.ion. I 
feel very strongly that this association should be established without 
further delay. It seems certain that if this very important project 
is to be the success it should be, it will be necessary to establish an 
experiment station for research on the most economical and profitable 
utilization of the water from the standpoint of the amount of water 
used, the kinds of crops to be grown and the methods of cultivation 
and manuring to be practised. Facilities should be provided on this 
station for a study of the water requirements of crops and of the most 
satisfactory methods of measuring water supply such as has not been 
possible up to the present. Information as to the duty of water for 
important crops in Mysore i~ hopelessly inadequate--in fact it is prac
tically non-existent and this state of affairs should be remedied as 
rapidly as possible. A close association between the irrigation divi
sion of the Public Works Department and the Agricultural Depart
ment in this work seems absolutely essential. In this connection I 
may draw attention to remarks on pages 356 and 357 of the Report 
\"\·here it is recommended that definite conditions be laid down as 
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regards the holrling of land and the- type of c~ops to be grown under 
new large irrigation works. In the case of the Irwin Canal area most 

of t~e land is, I believe, already under occupancy so the only control 
Government could exercise would be that connected with the supply 

of water. This can, I believe, be made a very effective instrument 

towards the development of a greatly improved type of agriculture in 
the area. · 

One of the main recommendations of the Commission in this 

chapter has to do with· the proposed formation of a Central Bureau of 
Information on irrigation questions which would collect information 
on these questions from all parts of India and elsewhere and would 

disseminate. This bureau would undoubtedly serve a useful purpose 

not only for thE' provinces of British India but for Indian States as 
well. 

CHAPTER XI. 

Communications and l'fhrketing. 

The qu!:'stion of means of communication in the form of rail

ways, waterways and roads is discussed at considerable length in this 

chapter. The importance of communications to the agriculturist is 

so fully recognized in l\Iysore and the question of their improvement 

is so c.onstantly kept in view that it seems unnecessary for me to 

discuss it here. I shall, therefore, confine my remarks to questions 

relating to the marketing of agricultural produce. 

In the first im:tance it may be noted that while the general facts 
in regard to the marketing o! agricultural produce are known, no 

exhaustive study has ever been made. The agricultural departments 

who might properly be expected to carry out this work have, up to 
the present, had neither the staff nor the funds to enable them to 

conduct such an enquiry. 

One of the most valuable suggestions made in this chapter is for 

the carrying out of market surveys. As the Commission's recommend
ations in this regard seem to be particularly valuable I quote the 

pnragraph dealing with this subject i1i t'.l'/en.so. 

MARKET SuRVEY8. 

"\r e have sought to make plain the extent to which the pros
perity of the cultivator and his progress in agricultural efficiency 
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depend upon sound marketing. It has been pointed out that com para· 
tively little bas been done by Government in India to assist the eulti
vator in his marketing operations. The collection and study of exact 

information on the question must necessarily precede the formulation 
of an effective policy for the improvement of marketing. Guesses and 
hearsay cannot provide the grounds for action, and, at present, the 

departments of agriculture are without much of the material essential 
for a forward move. We think the provincial departments should at 
once begin a. study of marketing conditions. The expenses of the 
work should not .prove unduly heavy, and we are satisfied that any 

funds disbursed will be amply repaid. But if such surveys are to be 
of value, the personnel engaged upon them must be suitably -equi.pped 
and the plan of investigation both businesslike and thorough. The 

investigator should combine a sound knowledge of economic theory 
with a practical acquaintance with the conditions of production and 
sale of the commodity with which he i.s concerned. He must be pre

pared to develop his conclusions in oocord with. facts as these are 
established by him and must eschew the temptation to mould and 
oolour ' facts ' to suit prepossessions. He should usuaUy oonoentrate 

his attention upol'l one class 'Of produce at a time, though a group of 
commodities handled throughout the length of the marketing chain by 

one set of intermediaries may sometimes be conveniently included in a 
single survey. A survey of production, of internal consumption and of 
the export trade, where this exists, will form an essential preliminary 
to the proper understanding ·of the existing situation. The extent to 
which production is localized and, in some instances, to which it is 
.seasonal will demand the investigator's attention. In In.dia, he will 
not, save in exceptional eases such as that of white sugar, be {)aUed 
upon to consider how far and in what· circumstances imports oompete 

with the !home product. Where reliable and continuous statements 
of prices exist, he should examine the movement of prices over a period 
of years and the e1.'tent to which seasonaUluotuations appear and to 
which prioes differ bet"IV'e€n 10ne locality and an'Other. He will attempt 
to analyse the whole price structure and, as far as possible, to measure 

the margin attributable to the varioUii funct onaries concerned. Ue 
must have himself closely acquainted with th~ factors which influence 
both the quality and quantity of supplies. The relation between the 

.produciag and consuming centres and the state of comm'l!lnicatlions 
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will come within his pmview and he will need to understanu the 
methods by which ewp forecasts and crop estimates are made. He 
will then turn to the conditions of demand and obtain a general np
preciationof what is demanded in terms of both qu11lity and quantity. 
Here again, an examination of seasonal fluctuations and local differ
ences will be rer1uired. It will not be sufficient to enquire into the 
nature of the demand unless the extent to which it is met by supplies 
at remuner<J,tive prices is also taken into consideration. A critical 
examination of the marketing machinery will then follow and the in
vestigator will examine the efficiency of the markets, their physical 
conditions, their administration and the facilities they offer. At this 
::;tage, close attention should be given to the relation of the cultivator 
to his primary market, including the influence of debt upon his 
freedom of choice as to where and when he will dispose of his 
produce, the extent to which produce is sold to village traders and 
marketed by them and the tolls and taxes on the cart of the value 
of its contents which are levied by the municipal or other local 
authority. The extent to which a comparison of prices generally 
between market and market can be taken as a reliable index of 
market conditions is another point to which attention must be 

paid. The technical study of storage methods and facilities will lie 
outside the province of the investigator : on the other hand, the 
study of the amount of storage available, the cost of storage and the 
margin available for their recoupment, as well as the consideration 
of the most suitable place at which to store, are integral parts of a 
marketing investigation. In the penultimate stage of his enquiries, 
the investigator will trace the channels through which the com
modity passes in its journey from the producer to the consumer. He 
will study the various types of middlemen and endeavour to appraise 
the services rendered by each. As far as data are available, he will 
examine the costs of distribution under different conditions. Finally, 

the investigator will study the position of the co-operative movement 
and the extent to which savings in distribution costs can be secured by 
co-opJrative sale. At the conclusion of an investigation carried out 
on these lines, he will consider the existing system of market intelli
gence and the methods by which the utilization of such intelligence 
can best be extended. He will need help in carrying out his C'nquiries 
as they will extend to the \·illages as well as to the marketing centres 
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and it will not, therefore, be possible for the whole investigation to be 
carried out by one individual. The qualifications required in such 
staff as may be given him are of a somewhat different order from 

those which it is essential that the investigator himself should possess. 

They must be men with rural outlook and knowledge who can gain 

the confidence of the cultivator and obtain answers to the detailed 
questions framed in the enquiry. We need ·not emphasize the impor

tance of keeping accurate records of all information collected, o£ the 
planning of tho surveys and the precise methods employed in ob
taining the information." 

The Commission further recommend that a special expert 
marketing officer of the grade of a Deputy Director be attached to 

the Agricultural Department in each of the major provinces. 
Most of the accurate information in connection with markets in 

India is that which has been collected during investigations on the 
marketing of cotton by the Indian Central Cotton Committee. The 
evidence collected by this body and by other organizations have 
shown quite clearly that tlle development of properly organized and 

. controlled markets would be of very great advantage to the agri
culturist as even under present conditions he, almost invariably, gains 
by selling his produce in a market rather than in his own village. 

Some of the requisites for a satisfactorily organized market are 

the following: (a) adequate accommodation including storage ac

commodation to enable sellers to store their produce temporarily to 
protect them against the forcing down of price by the buyers. This 
storage accommodation can, it is believed, be furnished most satisfac
torily by co-operative agency; (b) a control and inspection of weights 
and measures which will ensure accuracy and uniformity; (c) an, 

arrangement for the daily posting in the .market of prices, more 
especially those at the ports in case of produce such as cotton and 
wheat the price of which is governed largely by world prices ; and (d) 
a regulation of the brokerage and other fees which may be charged 
to the seller as also a regulation to prevent brokers acting at the 
same time on behalf of buyer and seller. 

The Commission express the opinion that the establishment of 

organized and controlled markets to meet the needs mentioned above 
is an essential feature of a programme for agricultural development. 
Attempts to organize such markets have been made under the Cotton 

W F 
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and Grain Markets Law operative in Berar as also under the recent 
Bombay Markets Act. The following accow1t of the operation of the 
former and of the improvements which the latter seeks to introduce is 
taken from the Report:-

"Although the law under which the Berar markets have be,:n 
constituted is known as the 'Cotton and Grain :Markets taw', the 
markets are in actual practice used almost exclusively for cotton. 
Under the provisions of the law, markets and bazaars may be notified 
and committees may be appointed to manage them. Rules may be 
made to regulate the constitution and powers of the managing com
mittees, the levy, collection and disposal of fees, the conditions under 
which licenses may be issued to brokers, weighmen and measurers, the 
places for weighment and measuring, the scales, weights and measures 
to be used and their inspection, verification and correction, and so 
on. Unauthorized markets and bazaars may be prohibited. Detailed 
rules on these points were promulgated in a notification issued in 
1898. 

The main criticism which has been brought against the Berar 
system is that the market committees are unwilling to take energetic 
action to secure £air trading owing to the fact that the majority of 
their members are general commission agents or large buyers who do 
not wish to offend the class to which they belong or on which they are 
very closely dependent for a successful season's trade. This defect 
is inherent in the constitution of the committee as the rules lay down 
that no person is eligible for appointment to the committee who has 
not resided within the limits or within five miles from the limits of the 
town in which the market is situated for at least three months prior to 
the date on which the list of persons eligible for appointment to the 
committee is prepared. This means in practice that members of the 
cultivating classes in the area served by the market are excluded from 
the committee and that their very substantial interests in the proper 
management of the market receive no recognition. The Bombay 
legislation seeks to remove their disabilities in this respect by providing 
that they shall elect not less than half the members of the market 
committee, of whom there will be not less than twelve or more than 
f'ixteen. Of the remainder, oue will be a member nominated by the 
local Government, one will be elected by the district local board of 
the district in which the market is situated, one by the municipality, 



if it is located within municipal limits, and the others by the traders in 
the market. The Bombay legislation provides that no trade allowance 
other than an allowance prescribed by rules or by laws made under it 
shall be made or received by any person in any transaction in the 
market. This is an advance on the Berar legislation which, although 
it forbids the taking of trade allowances, does not define them. Both 
laws provide that. the market committee may employ such officers 
and serYants as may be necessary for the n.).anagement of the market. 
This is an important provision in view of the complaints whic~ have 
been made of the manner in which the cultivator is cheated in the 
matter of weighment. The Bombay legislation, as does that of Berar, 
prohibits the establishment of unauthorized markets within a pre· 
scribed distance of markets established by law. Under the Berar law, 
any surplus of market funds remaining at the end of the financial 
year is automatically transferrE-d to the district board or municipal 
committee in whose area the market is situated. Under the Bombay 
legislation, it can be expended only on certain purposes connected 
with the market which are defined in the Act." 

It is pointed out that the Berar markets are confined almost 
exclusively to cotton and the Bombay Act definitely limits them to 
that product. The Commission feel, however, that the difficulties 
under which agriculturists suffer in the marketing of their produce 
are not confined to cotton and that regulated markets are so advan
tageous to the general public including both purchaser and seller that 
they should be extended to agricultural products other than cotton. 
Questions in connection with the organization of markets such as the 
necessity for legislation, the relation between local authorities and 
markets, the constitution of market committees and the management 
of markets need hardly be considered at present while other questions 
such as the quality of Indian products as affecting their prices and to 
practices of adulteration, mixing and damping are ones which are so 
difficult as to seem almost impossible of solution in the near future. 

There are two special aspects of marketing which are, I believe, 
of considerable interest to us in Mysore. There are co-operative sales 
ancl auction sales, action in connection with both of which has been 
confined entirely to cotton. Auction sales have been conducted by 
the agricultural departments in the Punjab and Bombay in connec· 
tiou with the introduction of new varieties of cotton so as to ensure 
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to the growers a return for their protluct which otherwise they woultl 
have been unable to obtain. In both cases these auctions contributed 

very materially to the rapid introduction of the new varieties. As 
soon as the improvrd cotton varieties had been eHtablished on a 
sufficient area to enable them to gain a name in the cotton trade, 
auction sales were discontinued in the Punjab while in Bombay the 
work was taken over by co-operatiYe societies. 

It remains now to consider the situation in i\rysore and the 

recommendations of the Commission in relation to onr conditions. 
In the first place ~t may be said that accurate information as 

rE>grtrds the marhting of agricultural produce in .Mysore is lacking at 

least as far as the Agricultural Department is con~ernetl. "'bile this 
subject is one of great importance I doubt if we should be justified at 
present in appointing a marketing officer. I feel that here, as in the 

case of many of our other activities, there is a lack of co-ordination 
which lE>ads to serious waste of effort. There are four organizations 
in this State which should interest themselves in the question of mar

kets and marketing, the Industries and Commerce Department, the 
Department of Co-operation, the economics department of the 
University, and the Agricultural DE>partment. The heads of these 
departments with a number of non-official associates might, I think, 

with advantage be constituted into a Board of Economic Enquiry 
whose duty among others it y;ould be to prepare plans for a study of 

our marketing conditions and the possibilities of their improvement. 
lJntil such an enquiry has been made I feel it would be premature to 

consider the question of legislation for the control of markets. 

In the meantime experimental measures are already being taken 

towards the co-operative marketing of our new cotton Selection 69. 

It is hoped during the present year to arrangt> for the marketing, co

operatively, of the produce from a numbt>r of villages where compara
tively large areas of this cotton have been grown. Our chid object is 

to obtain a large supply of pure seed but I have hopes that it will 
lead, at the same time, to a considerable profit to the sellers. Cotton 

is not one of our most important crops but the results of efforts in 
connection with this crop may give us valuable information as to the 
possibilities of extending this work to other crops as well. 
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CIIAPTRH XII. 

The Finance of Agriculture. 

The Commission in this chapter restrict their attention to forms 

of finance other than those fnrnished through co-operative organiza

tions to which they devote a separate chapter. It may be remarked 

here that throughout the Report the co-operative movement is held up 

ns the hope of the future and the view is expre~sed that co-operative 

credit either as short-term credit through ordinary credit societies or 

as long-term rr€'dit through Co-operative Land Mortgage Banks ~ill 

!inally, to a very large extent, supplant all other forms of outside 

fina nee for Indian agriculturists. 

The main calls on finance in Indian villages are for the following 

object~:-(c~) permanent improvements requiring long-term loans; (b) 
capital for more expensive implements and machinery requiring loans 

of intermediate dnr!ttion; (c) cunent requirements in connection wit~ 
agriculture such as the purchase of seeds and manures; and (d) 
domestic wants and ceremonial expenses. 

The main sources of capital for the above purposes (exclusive o£ 

that furnished through co-operative credit) are : (a) savings, (b) the 

village money-lender; and. (c) government loans. 

As regards long-term credit through money-lenders, which is 
almost entirely in the form of mortgage credit, there is no reliable 

data as to the amount advanced in this way in India. An enquiry 
made in the Punjab in 1920 indicated a total of mortgages on agricul

tural land of Rs. 35 crorf's' or an average of rather less than Rs. 12 

per cultivated acre. M:ost of this was not incurred to finance im
provements and it seems rarely to be used for this purpose. This 

heavy burden hinders progress in two ways. Firstly, an important 

source of credit is drained for non-productive purposes. Secondly, 

the mortgagor frequently declines to the position of a permanent 

tenant paying, not a fair rental, but the maximum that the land can 

stand. 
The Commission consider the ad,·isability of legislation to prohi

bit non-terminable mortgages and come to the conclusion, from the 
evidence they gathered, that no usufructuary mortgages on agricul

tural land should be permitted without provision for antomatic 

redemption within a fixed pe1·iod of which twenty years should be the 
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maximum. They consider that while the risk of evasion of such a 
law would be great, neverthell:'ss legislation on these lines would be 
benpficial. 

·various mea~ures have been introduced to free agriculturists 
from the clutches of the money-lenders culminating in the "Usurious 

Loans Act of 19:W. The Commission, however, point out that all 
such measures are simply palliative in nature and that unless and 

until the agriculturists develop a spirit of thrift and a determination 
to reduce expenditure on ceremonials nothing can save them from 
the clutches of the money-lender. 

It is much too early to say to what extent the l\Iysore Agricultu
rists' Relief Regulation which came into force on the 1st January 1929 
will aid in the relief of agricultural indebtedness in this State but 
obviously it is legislation in the right direction. 

· The question of introducing restrictions on the alienation of land 

such as are to be found in the Punjab, the United Provinces and the 
Central Provinces where it is restricted to certain agricultural castes 
and tribes seems to be one that cannot be profitably considered in 
Mysore. Evidence collected by the Commission seems to point to the 
fact that there is a steady increase of land in the hands of the non· 

cultivating classes. The Commission suggest the advisability of a 

thorough enquiry in this connection. I have elsewhere suggested the 
advisability of having a permanent Board of Economic Enquiry in 

this Rtate somewhat on the lines of the Punjab board. If "Such a 
board were constituted an investigation of this kind could, I believe, 

be very m•ll conducted under its auspices. 

The question of the function of joint stock banks in connection 

with agricultural credit is discussed, the Commission recognizing the 
impossibility of their doing more than to advance on produce stored 

in godo\vns. We have recently had a proposal to start a joint stock 
coffee bank in l\Iysore to finance the coffee crop but it seems rather 

doubtful if t.he conditions are favourable for such an enterprise. 

The role of the capitalist and landlord in the supply of fixed credit 
is next discussed. The Commission found little evidence of landlords 
in India financing permanent improvements. The conditions in 

l\Iysore ate very similar to those of British India in this regard. The 
landlord system luckily is much less commonly foundin Mysore than 
in the north of I mli<l but it JH~vNtheless forms with us a serious 
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obstacle in theway of progress. Here as elsewhere the money-lender 
seems gradually to be replacing the landlord whose possessions have 
been in the family for many generations. From the standpoint of 
agricultural improvement there seems little to choose between the 
two. It is a rare thing to find either of these investing money in the 
improvement of his land. 

The fact that the lands in the possession of these men are in the 
great majority of cases among the most valuable and potentially the 
most productive in the State adds to the seriousness of the situation. 
Large areas in the valley of the Cauvery and its tributaries are in the 
hands of men who visit their possessions only at the time of harvest 
and one of the most difficult problems the Agricultural Department 
has to face is how to introduce improvements into these areas, where 
the physical conditions are so favourable for their introduction and 
where the results which could be obtained would be so striking. 

Two incidents which have come to my attention in recent years 
will illustrate the position more aptly thanmany pages of discussion. 
During field inspections in the Seringapatn. '11 area I observed a crop of 
short season groundnuts being grown by a ryot in place of the usual 
green manure crop. It was an experiment which was being tried at 
the instance of the local agricultural inspector on his own initiative, 
an exhibition of independent work on his part that greatly interested 
me. I asked the tenant whether his landlord knew anything of the 
work he was doing and when he replied in the negative I said I would 
bring it to the landlord's attention. He implored me not to do so 
stating that it would lead at once to a demand for increased rent. 

More recently the local representative of one of the largest firms 
in India dealing in commercial fertilizers came to me for advice in 
connection with their propagandist work in this same area. He told 
me that although he was convinced that there were very great possi
bilities for the introduction of commercial fertilizers in our channel 
tracts their progress had been disappointingly slow. I had to tell him 
that unless and until the landlords of this area took a greater and 
more intelligent personal interest in the cultivation of their lands 
than they now display, progress was likely to be slow. 

The incidents I have described must not be taken to mean that 
no progress is being made in these areas. New varieties of paddy are 
being generally introduced which promise an increased return to the 
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ryot with practically no increa1:lcd outlay on hit~ part anu this work is 
likely to develop greatly in the near future. When it comes toques
tions of finance for fertilizers there are a number of landowners, of 
whom I might name l\Iessrs. l\I. S. Devoji Rao, T. Subba Rao and 
B. K. Garudachar as examples, who are doing most useful work in this 

direction. As an example I may note that l\lr. B. K. Garudachar has 
been financing the purchase of considerable quantities of fertilizer for 

his paddy lands at Gadiganhalli, Yedatore taluk and has been carry
ing on co-operative experiments on a large scale with these fertilizers 

which have led to a trebling of the yield on his land during the past 
five years. The investment has been a very 11ound one from his 
standpoint and has, at the same time, greatly increased the returns 
to his tenants. The effect in the neighbourhood is likely to be great 

as I was informed that the other landowners in the vicinity wHe 
having difficulty in obtaining tenants unless they agreed to follow 

Mr. Garudachar's example. 
The average return to landowners in the channel tracts is not 

high and I am convinced that they could greatly increase that return 
were they to take advantage of the information the Agricultural 
Department has to give them. The establishment of small areas 
cultivated under their own supervision, the employment of men 
trained in agriculture as managers of their estates or, better still, the 
training of their o,~·n sons in our Agricultural Sehool to take over the 

supervision of their lands would go a long way towards the develop
ment of this important area. The increased interest in agricultural 
education among the land-holding classes of the State during the past 
few years leads me to hope for considerable progress in this direction 

in the near future. 
We come now to the financing of land improvement by Govern

ment. As the conditions for the granting of loans for agricultural 
purposes by Government in Mysore are very similar to thot:ie obtainil1g 
in British India I shall confine my attention to this State touching 

upon the views expressed by the Commission only as they"affect us. 

According to the l\lysore Revenue l\lanual loans for purposes of 

improving agricultural land are granted in pursuance of the Land 
Improvement Loans Regulation 1890(with subsequent amendments) 
and the Rules thereunder. Advances of a miscellaneous nature for 

(a) relief of distress among holders of agricultural lands, (b) purchase of 
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seed or cattle, or (c) any other purpose not specified in the said Regu· 
lation, but connected with agricultural objects, are made in accor
dance with rules issued under Section 194 of the Land Revenue 
Code. Every such advance, with interest if any, is recoverable as a 
revenue demand. 

Under the heading of Land Improvement and Takkavi, loans for 
the following objects among others are included :-·(1) Loans for 
coconut cultivation, (2) Loans for reclamation of lands, {3) Loans for 
irrigation wells, (4) Loans for Saguvali Kattes, (5) Loans for fruit 
cultivation, (6) Loans for sericultural improvement, (7) Provisions for 
the sale of agricultural implements on the hire-purchase system, (8) 
Loans for dairy farms, (9) Loans for horse, pony and cattle breeding, 
and (10) Loan~ for agricultural and industrial operatio~s and p~r
chase of machinery. Of these the sale of agricultural implements on 
the hire-purchase system is under the control of the Agricultural 
Department, the loans for agricultural and industrial operations and 
purchase of machinery are under the control of the Department of 
Industries and Commerce, and those for sericultural improvement are 
sanctioned by Government. The rest are under the control of the 
Revenue Department. 

The above is a truly formidable list and one would think that 
almost every need of the agriculturist for the introduction of improve
ments is covered. The rates of interest charged are, on the whole, 
very low varying from 4% to 6i%. In some cases as for instance 
in the case of loans for dairy £arms and for horse, pony, and cattle 
breeding, they are coupled with the grant of land either outright or 
on lease, on very easy terms. Nevertheless the agriculturists of 
Mysore, on the whole, seem to be making comparatively little use 
of these concessions and, according to the Commission's Report, the 
same conditions in this regard are. to be found in British India. 

The Report of the Revenue Department for 1927-28 shows that 
the total number and amount of applications received for various 
purposes were as follows :-

11 
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-
~o. of ~o. of 
applica- Amount. loan~ Amount 

tions ~anc .. sanctioned. 
rePrived. tioned. 

I Rs. A. P. Rs. -A. r. I 
Takkavi Advances .. l,t64 . i 2,os,~o~ I' n S!l4 79,821 8 0 

Land Improveml'nt Loan• .. 1,068 4,89,3la 0 0 4:H 95,730 0 0 

Loans for Irrigation Wells .. 108 I 3:l,97.3 0 0 :l4 9,02.5 0 0 
I 

Total 2,640 7,3l,ll97 8 () l,:l.i9 8 0 

The table above is compiled from the figures contained in the 
bouy of the Report. The figures given in Table XVI of the Appendix 
to the Report for amounts sanctioned are slightly higher. 

One might be led to believe from the figures in the a hove table 
that these agricultural loans are not being administered as liberally 
as they should be, but when we learn that the collection of instalments 

was 54.5% for takkavi, 65% for land improvement loans and 69.4% 

in the case of loans for irrigation wells, one is led to believe that 
revenue officials have been as liberal in the granting of loans as they 
safely could be under the existing conrlitions. The complaints of 
delays in the granting of loans as well as other complaints of a more 
:;erious nature are considered by the Commission and their conclusions 

are as follows:-" Delay in dealing with applications is a frequent 
cause of complaint but some delil.y is inevitable where enquiries have 
to be made into the prospects of the improvement and into the nature 
of the interest in land which is offered a~ security for the loan. Local 

Governments appear to be fully alive to snch defects as exist in the 

rules and to be ready to adopt remedies. In the:,;e circumstances we 
have no recommendation to make for improvement in the Act, the 

rules framed under it, or the mannei in which it is administered except 
that stricter supen'ision m{ght be exercised to prevent the leakage to 

which, judging from the evidence before us, some loans are at times 

subject." 
I have little to add to the views of the Conunis:<ion except to sug

gest the possibility of the Revenue Department availing themselves 
more freely of the advice of technical ofticers where a consideration 
of the necessity of the loan and the real bf'nefit8 that may be derived 

from its ·utilization are concerned. I am glad to note an increasing 
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utilization of the services of the Agricultural Department in this con
nection. It has already been pointed out in another connection that 
all loans for pumping installations received by the Department of In
dustries and Commerce are, as a matter of course, sent to the Agricul
tural Department for rt:>port on the suitability of the land for well 
irrigation. I have suggested in another place that if and when a well 
sinking section is established in the Agricultural Department the ser
vices of this department could be ut.ilized in connection with the 
granting of loans for irrigation wells. I believe also where there is a 
question of granting comparatively large loans of say Rs. 1,000 and 
over for agricultural improvements, the opinion of the Agricultural 
Department should prove of value and that the procedure in this con
nection which is now being adopted in a few cases might be made 
general. 

The Commission in their Report deal separately with the loans 
granted under the Land Improvement Act and those granted under 
the Agricultilrists' Loan Act, these latter corresponding roughly to our 
takkavi and other loans under the Land Revenue Code and they point 
out that in neither case can these be expected to meet more than a 
small portion of the needs of agriculturists. As already stated, they 
look to the development of co-operative credit to meet those needs. 

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to the question of agri
cultural indebtedness. After discus~ing' the various causes which lead 
to borrowing they emphasi'~e the fact that the money-lender is, equal
ly with the borrower, controlled in his actions by economic laws. In 
other words, he must find an outlet for his capital just as the borrower 
is compelled to borrow money for his needs. 

The causes which have led to debt are described as follows:-· 

"The maintenance of law and order, the defining and recording 
of rights in land, the continuous reduction in the proportion borne 
by the land revenue demand to the produce, the rise in the value of 
that produce and the growth o£ transferable rights in land, have all 
contributed to enhance the credit of the landholder. The rapid 
development of commerce and trade, the introduction of established 
law and permanent civil courts and the enactment of such measures 
as the Contract Act have strengthened the position of the money
)endrr. His capital has been swelled by the accumulating profits of 
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his business which has been extended by his own thrift and intelli
gence. The general expansion of credit has provided SCOJJe for the 
investment of his savings and has averted that competition from his 
fellows which might otherwise have forced down the rate of interest. 
Throughout these developments, the cultivator has continued, in the 
main, illiterate ; he keeps no accounts and makes no distinction be
tween sums expended on the needs of his industry and those expended 
on the requirements of himself and his family. For generations he has 
been accustomed to a ceaseless struggle to extort a bare livelihood 
from an insufficient holding and has been 8ubject to disaster from 
drought, flood or epidemic. Causes which he selflom understands 
and cannot influence have endowed him with credit which he did not 
formerly possess, and he has found it difficult to resist the temptation 
to relieve present necessities by mortgaging his future income and even 
his capital. 

"There are other factors. Amongst the comparatively poor, where 
the habit of saving is not strong, the longer the interval between the 
successive receipts of the return for labour the more difficult it becomes 
to avoid borrowing. If wages were paid monthly instead of weekly, 
only a very small proportion of the working classes in the world could 
exist without credit ; but the cultivator has to wait for half a year 
before he receives the return of his labour, and in far too large an area 

where there is only one crop a year, the interval between successive 
receipts may be full twelve months." 

A consideration of the various legislative enactments in different 
parts of British India which have, as object, the freeing of agricultur
ists from the clutches of the money-lender, leads the Commission to 
the conclusion that little permanent benefit has been derived from 

their operation. In some cases it appears to have led actually to an 
increase of indebtedness. The Commission believe that the l'surious 
Loans Act of 1918 could be made of real value in this connection but 
note that the evidence they have received shows conclusively that the 
Act is practically a dead letter in aU the provinces. The only recom
mendation they have to make is that an enquiry l"hould be held in all 
provinces as to the causes of failure. 

This whole chapter is a very depressing f'tatement of failure in the 

efforts made by Government through special legislation, reduction of 
taxation and direct lo,ms to relieve agricultural indebtedness. As 
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already stated, the Commission look to the co-operative movement as 
the hope of the future. In concluding my comments on this chapter 
I can do no better than quote a paragraph in which they summarize 
their views in this regard. 

"Turning now to the future, we have no hesitation in recording 
our belief that the greatest hope for the salvation of the rural masses 
from their crushing burden of debt rests in the growth and spread of 
a healthy and well-organized co-operative movement based upon the 
careful education and systematic training of the villagers themselves. 
Co-operation will be dealt with at length in the next chapter but here 
we would state our view that, apart altogether from the question of 
debt, co-operative credit provides the only satisfactory means of 
financing agriculture on sound lines. Thrift must be encouraged by 
every legitimate means, for the savings resulting from the thrift of the 
cultivating classes form the best basis of the capital they require. If 
the rural community is to be contented, happy and prosperous, local 
governments.must regard the co-operative movement as deserving 
all the encouragement which it lies within their powers to give." 

CHAPTER XIII. 

Co-operation. 

It would, I consider, be beyond my province to discuss in any 
detail this chapter on co-operation. Of its thirty pages, twenty-three 
are devoted to the organization and staffing of co-operative depart
ments and to co-operative credit including the question of the estab
lishment of Land Mortgage Ranks on a co-operative basis. Much 
has already been written on these phases of co-operation in Mysore 
and I cannot add anything of value. I shall, therefore, confine my 
attention to the subject of non-credit co-operation as it affects agri
culturists and to other means which lie within the power of the co
operative movement to further agricultural development in Mysore. 

The first question to consider is the extent to which Co-operative 
Societies can and should combine, with their avowed function of 
providing credit, with other functions which are of direct benefit to 
agriculturists. 

It is generally recognized that the organization of co-operative 
credit must, for many years to come, be the main function of Co-opera
tive Departments. It is also equally clear that in the great majority 
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of easel' there are not a sufficient number of intelligent and public

~pirited men in a village to make poHsible the formation of separate 

co-operative organizations with separate staffs. This has led in Mysore, 

as elsewhere, to the utilization of co-operative credit societies for non

credit operations. The Commission note that where the secondary 

object is of minor importance, such as the distribution of seed once 

or twice a yrar, or where the work involved is too slight to justify 

the establi!'lhnwnt of a separate society, the credit society has usually 

undertaken the additional duty. That is what has happened in 

Mysore. The Report places special emphasis on the necessity of utili

zing the medium of Co-operative Societies wherever possible in ali 

work of agricultural demonstration and propaganda. They point 

out that members of such societies are more likely to be receptive of 

new ideas than others and that demonstration work is much more 

effective if carried onw ith organized bodies than with individuals. 

Demonstration and propaganda in connection with the introduction 

of improved seed, commercial fertilizers and improved implements 

are obvious examples of the kimls of work which can be carried out 

most efficiently in this '"a~·. 

The Co-operative and the Agricultural Departments in Mysore 

have been working in a most cordial association for a number of 

years in the development of the demonstration and the introduction 

of improved implements, seeds and manures through co-operative 

societies. 

During the year 1927-28 there were 129 co-operative societies 

in i\Iysore which carried on agricultural work and they transacted a 

total business amounting toRs. 21,758--1-11. As will be noted, the 

total bnsinrss is not large but indications are not wanting that there 

will be a very considerable expansion during the next few years. 

1\Iore recently two developments have taken plare which promise 

a closer co-ordination of the work of the two departments in the 

future. One of these i:; the sanction by Government, as an experi

mental measure, of the employment of an experienced agricultural 

inspector to work in thf' Co-operative Department exclusively on the 
development of this work and of agricultural co-operation in general. 

If the usefulness of this appointment is demonstrated, as I am sure it 

will be, I have no doubt that fnrthPr appointments of the same kiml 
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will be sanctioned. I believe that there is room for one such officer in 
each district. 

The other development has to do with the co-ordination of the 
work of Co-operative and Agricultural Inspectors. As a result of a 
thorough discussion of the subject at the Departmental Conference in 
1928 in which the Registrar of Co-operative Societies took an active 
part, it was arranged that one week of each month should be set 
aside for a combined tour of the co-operative and agricultural in
spectors in their ranges for the purpose of stimulating agricultural co
operation. This arrangement has been in effect for only about one year 
but there is already evidence that it is leading to practical results. The 
monthly summaries of work submitted to me by agricultural inspec
tors show that co-operative societies are in this way being induced in 
con.siderable numbers to take up some form of agricultural work. · 

The recent appointment by Government of a special officer and 
staff in the Agricultural Department to supervise the distribution of 
new varieties of crops will enable us to utilize the services of co
operative societies more fully than we have in the past, for I propose 
that, as far as possible, all subsidiary seed farms should be establish
ed and all seed from them should be distributed with the aid of co
operative societies. This is, I consider, one of the most important 
developments that has taken place in the Agricultural Department 
since my retu.rn to duty. 

As to the organization of special co-operative societies for pur
chase and sale· and for such purposes as cattle breeding, cattle insu
rance, better farming and such like, I believe we should proceed very 
slowly. I might point out, however, that the organization of an agri
cultural colony will almost certainly give an opportunity for co
operation in the use of machinery, such as tractors and sugarcane 
milling machinery and the co-operative purchase of all the necessities 
of the colony. 'Whether co-operative sale of the produce from the 
colony will also be possible remains to be seen. 

Cattle-breeding societies can develop only after we have a regular 
supply of good breeding bulls to supply to them, something which will 
have to await the development of a breeding station. Cattle insur
ance would be possible only if we could assure at least qualified im
munity from the contagious diseases which attaek our live-stock. 
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We seem on the way to this as regards our most important cattle dis
ease, rinderpest, but there are so many other diseases for which we 
have treatments affording at the best but temporary immunity that, 
I believe, cattle insurance will have to be postponed to a somewhat 
distant date in the future. 

Altogether I consider the work in connection with agricultural 
co-operation in :Mysore is being carried out on sound lines and that we 
do not need to fear comparison in this regard with other parts of 
British India. 

CHAPTER XIV. 

The Village. 

In this chapter the Commission deal with questions connected 
with the health and sanitation of the village, the nutrition of the 
people and in general with what is commonly called village uplift. 

The chapter opens with a description of the characteristic fea
tures of village life as it has been in the past and, to a large extent, 
still is. Poverty, illiteracy, lack of sanitation are the evil features of 
village life, simplicity and self-reliance its good ones. 

Upon the simple life of the village are now impinging outside in
fluences. Industries, usually small ones and connected with agricul
ture, are developing in the small country towns and villages, the 
beginnings of the industrialization of the countryside. This, together 
with the improvement of communications, is leading to specialization 
of agriculture with the production of commercial crops including 
fruits and vegetables. The invasion of villages by the buyers of 
large exporting firms and by the agents of implement and fertilizer 
manufactures has begun and while it has not affected more than a 
very small proportion of the villages has great potentialities for the 
future. Perhaps more than anything else the motor passenger ser

vices are breaking down the isolation of the villages. 
In l\1ysore, the general organization under the leadership of the 

Central Government, of village panchayats linked up with the district 
administration and the delegation to these pa.nchayats of very impor· 
tant executive duties such as those connected v;':ith village sanitation, 
the construction and repair of village roads, the control of schools, 
is a very important recent development. The report of the l\Iysore 
Revenue Department for 1927-28 shows that 8,863 village panchayats 
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and 240 hamlets had been constituted up to the end of that year and 
that the preliminary work of constituting panchayats is practicalfy 
completed. Out o£ this total 7,910 have taken action to levy obli
gatory taxes and 430 have agreed to levy optional taxes. In over 
3,000 panchayats, weekly meetings are being held and labour for 
communal benefit such as the clearing of lantana and prickly pear, 
filling of insanitary pits and cess-pools, improvement of village com
munications, planting of topes and roadside trees, is being undertaken. 
All of this points to a very marked quickening of village life, and, 
considering that the organization of these panchayats represents a · 
work extending over only one and a half years, holds great promise 
for the future. I might mention here the work that village pancha
yats are undertaking in connection with the introduction of agricul
tural improvements. An increasing number are purchasing improved 
ploughs for hiring out in the villages while some are stocking com
mercial fertilizers for sale to ryots in the village. An important 
problem fpr the Agricultural Department in the future will be how 
best to. utilize these organizations to further demonstration and pro
paganda work. 

An important section of this chapter is devoted to questions 
connected with villagers' health and great emphasis if~ placed on tlie 
very serious effects of contagious disease both in regard to definite 
loss of life and also in regard to the marked decrease in efficiency of 
the population owing to the pre\'alence of such diseases as malaria 
and hookworm disease. 

The Commission quote the following resolution of the All-India 
Conference of Medical Research Workers in 1924 :-

" This Conference believes that the average number of deaths 
resulting ~very year from preventible disease is about five to six 
millions, that the average number of days lost to labour by each 
person in India, from preventible disease, is not less than a fortnight 
to three weeks in each year, that the percentage loss of efficiency of 
the average person in India from preventible malnutrition and disease 
is not less than twenty per cent and that the percentage of infants 
born in India who reach a wage-earning age is about 50, whereas it is 
quite possible to raise this percentage from 80 to 90. The Conference 
believes that these estimates are under-statements rather than exag
gerations, but allowing for the greatest J?OSsible margin of error it is 

12 
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absolutely certain that the wa~tage of life and efficiency which result 
from preventible disease costs India several hundreds of crores of 
rupees each year. Added to this is the great suffering which affects 
many millions of people every year." 

"This Conference believes that it is possible to prevent a great 
proportion of this waste at a cost which is small in comparison with 
the expenditure. 

" The recent census shows that the position in India is one of 
grave emergency. The C9nference recognizes that the problem is very 
complicated and involves not merely medical research but abo ques
tions of public health, medical relief, medical education, propaganda 
and social and economic considerations." 

* * * * * 
"The Conference believes that the greatest cause of poverty and 

financial stringency in India is loss of efficiency resulting from pre
ventible disease and, therefore, considers that lack of funds, far from 
being a reason for postponing the enquiry, is a strong reason for im
mediate investigation of the question." 

As far as the effect of deaths from contagious diseases is con
cerned there might be reason for difference of opinion. We are being 
continually reminded of the pressure of population on the land and 
leaving out all humanitarian considerations, the action of contagious 
diseases in helping to relieve that pressure might be looked upon, from 
an economic standpoint, as not an unmixed evil. Few of us, however, 
would be prepared to use that as an argument in favour of a policy 
of inaction. Whatever may be said as to the effect of reduction oi 
population, nothing can be said in favour of the great reduction in 
efficiency that is one of the most striking effects of our contagious dis
eases. The Conference of Medical Research \V orkers look upon this 
as the greatest cause of poverty and financial stringency in India and 
while this may be exaggeration no one can doubt that an effective 
control of contagious disease would greatly increase the efficiency, 
prosperity and happiness of our agricultural population. 

The measures that are being taken to improve Yillage health and 
sanitation in British India. are next discussed. The importance of the 
organization of separate departments of public health is emphasized. 
The l\Iadras Department of Public Health is taken as an example of 
what is necessary in this regard. In l\Iadras, there is a Director of 
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Public Health with three assistant direetors in ·charge of different 

branches of public health work. " A trained health officer is now in 
complete charge of the public health administration of a district and 

in each taluk there is at least one health inspector who works under 

the immediate supervision and control of the district health officer. 

There are now 26 district health officers and 261 health inspectors. 

This health staff also supervises the work of the vaccinators employed 

by local bodies. :Members of the health staff are government officers 

and their services are placed at the disposal of the local bodies to 

carry out the provisions of the Local Boards Act (1920) which deals 

with the health, safety and convenience of the rural population. The 

salaries of all health officers in rural areas are paid by Government 

but the whole expenditure in connection with the prevention of epide

mics and the improvement of sanitation is a charge on local bodies." 

The various measures t.hat have been introduced or have been 
proposed to provide medical aid in the villages which are out of reach 

of hospitals, dispensaries or ordinary medical practitioners, are next 

discussed. In the first place, we have the scheme introduced in the 

Bombay Presidency whereby selected primary teachers are given 21 
· months' training in hospitals. These men give aid to villagers in minor 

ailments and send in more important cases to the nearest hospital or 

dispensary. In the first sixteen months thirty men so trained are said 

to have treated 120,000 cases and apparently even the civil surgeons 

approve of the work. To a ruere layman in medical matters this 

would appear to be a rather risky experiment. It is explained that 

the work is being done in villages so situated as to make frequent 

inspections by medical officers possible which seems to me to detract 

very materially from the value of the scheme as far as the possibili
ties of its general introduction are concerned. 

As the Commission state, the position of headmaster in a village 
should enable him to exercise considerable influence in matters con

nected with rural sanitation and hygiene. One would be inclined to 
think that a course of public health training for school masters would 

lead to more beneficial results than a course in first aid as given in 

Bombay. My own feeling is that most of the 120,000 case~ said to 
have been treated would probably have got along about as well with

out the medical aid which could be supplied by this type of village 
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practitioner as with it. However, that is really a matter upon which 

only a medical man could speak with authority. 

The other scheme noted by the Commission is that involving a 
monthly subsidy to medical practitioners to induce them to live in 
villages. The Commission consider that such schemes should be 
encouraged but at the same time admit that economic pressure will 
ultimately compel medical men to start practice in our smaller 

towns. This is again a question upou which medical men should 
express an opinion as also with regard to an even more important 
one, the training of nurses and midwives. 

The importance of village wells from a health standpoint and the 
necessity of replacing step wells by lift wells with parapets is empha
sized. I believe in no part of India is the question of village drinking 

water supply receiving more practical attention than it is in the 

State of Mysore. 

The possibilities of the employment of non-official agencies for 
health and welfare work in the villages is next considered and the 

work of such organizations as the Seva Sadan Society and the 

Y.l\I.C.A. is commended. Recently the Board of Agriculture has had 
up for consideration a proposal by Dr. Kunhi Kannan for the stimu

lation of social service in villages. My own feeling is that in such 
matters Government should interfere as little as possible but where 

there is definite evidence that valuable work is being done by non

official organizations, Government should assist it financially. 

The need for scientific investigation, both as regards health and 

nutrition, is emphasized. The Indian Research Fund Association, an 
organization combining official and non-official control and finance 
which is financing investigation work all over India on such important 

diseases as plague, cholera, malaria and kala-azar as well as questions 
connected with diet deficiency,is looked upon as an excellent example 
of official and non-official co-operation. 

I believe that the Mysore State has no connection either officially 
or unofficially with this association. However, recently a co-opera

tive health scheme in which the 1\lysore Government co-operates with 
the Rockefeller Foundation has come into being. In connection with 
this scheme proposals have been made for co-ordination of investiga

tion work on problems affecting the health of men and animals. I 
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believe that an organization of a Public Health Institute in Mysore to 
co-ordinate and expand the work of the present Public Health Labora
tory, the Vaccine Institute and the Serum Institute would open up 

. great possibilities of useful work. Such an institute should, if organ
ized, provide for much more than the preparation of sera and vaccines 
and for the routine analyses of a public health laboratory. It should 
make definite provision both in staff and equipment for investigation 
work. The effect of the establishment of such an institute in the 
State would, I believe, be very great. 

The general uplift of village life is dealt with at considerable 
length. It is a subject which lends itself to lengthy discussion without 
anything very definite emerging. The objects of village uplift are 
obvious and need not be detailed. The agencies are perhaps not so 
obvious. We have our village panchayats a:nd the revenue officers 
from revenue inspectors upwards who are interesting themselves in 
their development. The village panchayats are, I think, undoubtedly 
the bodies through which village uplift must be accomplished. The 
questi'on is whether separate organizations such as the Rural Com
munity .Councils of the Punjab and special agencies such as the Village 
Guides which are a feature of the uplift of work of the Gurgaon dis
trict, are required. ·My own feeling is that a multiplication of organiza
tions is likely to lead to work at cross purposes and I should certainly 
favour using the existing organizations rather than adding to them. 
It seems highly probable that the village uplift work that has been 
carried out in the Gurgaon district of the Punjab owes its pronounced 
success to the personalities of Mr. and Mrs. Brayne and I would ven
ture to predict that with their departure from the district the work 
will suffer a severe set-back. I believe, however, that one of the weak
nesses of our present situation is the lack of contact between district 
boards and the village panchayat organization. After all it is among 
the members of the district boards that we should expect to find 
leaders of the people who would interest themselves in the general im
provement of village life. Possibly the district economic superin
tendents could add to their somewhat hazily defined duties those 
connected with a stimulation of interest in the social and material 
development of the villages. 

The chapter closes with a discussion of the problem of the dep
ressed classes, a subject upon which I feel I have nothing useful to say. 
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CHAPTER XV. 

Education. 

The chapter opens with a discussion of primary education in 
India more especially as it affects the rural areas. The Commission' 
emphasize the generally recognized fact that the economic progress of 

a State depends to a very gn•at extent on the extension and improve
ment of primary education. 

They discuss the present condition of primary education in India 
and note that while the number of pupils undergoing primary educa
tion of any kind is lamentably low, the position is made immensely 

worse by the fact that a very large proportion of the boys who attend 
these schools do so for too short a time to receive and retain any 
useful training. The conditions among girls both as to percentage 
attendance and continuity are very much worse than among boys. 

It would seem that in general throughout India about half the 
money being spent on primary education is, on this account, being 
wasted. One of the means suggested to overcome this difficulty is 
the establishment of co-operative education societies in which the 

members bind themselves to send their children to school continu

ously for a definite number of years (four years), any failure to do so 
resulting in penalty. These societies seem to have been decidedly 
successful in the Punjab. A contract system whereby the parent 

makes a deposit on the admission of children into school which he 
agrees to forfeit if he withdraws them before a specified period has 

elapsed is anothf'r method suggested by the Commission as worthy 
of trial. They consider, however, that a system of compulsory educa

tion will have to be introduced if the evils at present existing are to be 

overcome. This will, of course, have to take place gradually. 
I am not qualified to speak on the subject of primary education 

in l\Iysore and must leave to others a consideration of the recommend
ations of the Commission in this regard. 

The question of adult education has also an important bearing on 

agricultural progress, for, were we able to give to adults in rural areas 

training in the three R's on a large scale, we should be able to advance 
agricultural progress by a generation. Here again I feel it is for 

others to consider whether real progress in rural areas is possible 
in l\Iysore. 
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1 In oonnection with secondary education the Commission con
cern themselves almost exclusively with agricultural education in 
the secondary schools. As is well-known this problem has been 
tackled in two quite different ways. 

In the first place, we have the type of school first experimented 
with in the Bombay Presidency where the course extending over two 
years is confined to the principles and practice of agriculture with 
the elements of the sciences connected with it. The schools giving 
this course are definitely vocational schools and are intended to fit 
the pupils who are between fourteen and seventeen years of age for 
work on their own lands rather than for government employment. 

Schools of this type have been established in -Bombay, Madras, 
. Bengal, the United Provinces and the Central Provinces. The general 
experience has been that they are very expensive and are not popu
lar. A number of them have already been closed and, as far 
as one can gather, none has been found to meet a real demand on 
the part of agriculturists. The Commission in the light of the evi
dence they have collected, go so far as to rec"ommend the closing 
of all the schools already started and the abandoning of this 
type of agricultural education altogether. Two· members of the 
Commission, Messrs. Gangulee and Kamat, consider, however, that 
the question should be examined as to whether the cost of running 
these schools could not be greatly reduced by the abolition of free 
lodging ~nd boarding. The following quotation ~xpresses their posi
tion:.:_" They agree that there is no justification now for providing, 
free of cost, agricultural education for the sons of well-to-do culti
vators ; and they hope that with the increasing support these schools 
have recently received from local bodies it would be possible to make 
the instruction more efficient and less expensive than it is at present. 
Should the removal ol the concessions now enjoyed by the pupils 
result in reducing the attendance, it would then show that there was 
no real demand for this type of education ; and the local Govern
ments would then be justified in closing the schools." 

The conclusions given above are of considerable interest to us 
in Mysore as there has been recently a growing demand on the part 
of district boards and other local bodies for the establishment of 
schools more or less on this type. 
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We have at prcticnt one tiuch school at Chikkanahalli in the 
Tumkur district. This school owes its existence to the generosity 
of the late Mr. Ugre Gowda who handed over a valuable building and 

land for the purpose. From the st<1ndpoint of Government, therefore, 
the cost of starting this school has been comparatively small. The same 

can be said of the school which has been recently opened at Ramakrish
napur in the Bangalore district: This school has been most generously 

endowed by Mr. G. Venkataramanaiya so that the actual cost to Gov
ernment has been insignificant. The school recently started in Hassan 

is being largely supported by the district board and I have no doubt 
that the school which it is proposed to start in the l\lysore district 
will also be generously supported by the district board of that dis

trict. There are more or less definite proposals to start schools of the 
same type in the Kadur, Shirnoga and Chitaldrug districts also; so 
there seem prospects of having one of these schools established in 

each district. 
·what has been the experience in connection with the one school 

which has been in operation for some time ? The Chikkanahalli 
school was opened in 1916. The course has been from the first a one 

year's course against the two years' course in this school of Bombay 
and elsewhere. Thus while the annual cost per pupil has been about 
the same as in Bombay (between Rs. 250 and Rs. 300) the total cost 

per pupil has been about one-half. Our students are, on the whole, 
considerably older than those in Bombay and the course is even more 

definitely a vocational one. As the course extends practically through
out the twelve months, the actual amount of instruction given as well 

as the standard of instruction is not very far short of that in the 

schools elsewhere. Of 151 students who have undergone the full course 
in the school since its establishment in 1916 only 42 are at present em

ployed as fieldmen in the Agricultural Department. No investiga
tion has been made of the fate of others hut it is presumed that 
they have gone back to the land. One or two have, it is known, 
been employed by large landowners to help in the management of 

their estates. 
One of the chief items of expense in connection with this school 

is that involved in the feeding of the pupils. I am inclined to believe 
that wel'e this concession withdrawn the school would have to dof'e 
its doors for lack of pupils. The school is at present serving as a 
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satisfactory training place for our agricultural fieldmen. If my views 
that we should have as our goal2 fieldmen in every taluk ar!? accepted 
and if in addition co-operative societies either singly or in association 
come to employ fieldmen to further their agricultural work, we might 
easily develop a steady demand for from twenty to thirty men per 
annum for this purpose alone. It appears probable, therefore, that 
there would be room for two schools in the State exclusively for the 
training of fieldmen. Even were we to accept the conclusions o£ the 
Commission in connection with these schools I still believe that we 
should be justified in retaining the Chikkanahalli school as a training 
school for this purpose. 

I shall now consider the position of the other vernacular schools 
which have been or are about to be opened in the State. 

The Ramakrishna pur school, as already stated, owes its inception 
to the generosity and public spirit of Mr. G. Venkataramanaiya, 
This "gentleman has endowed the school with a sum of Rs. 7,500 and. 
an area of 233 acres of land which, if it were properly worked, should 
provide all the money and produce necessary for' the feeding of the 
students and even for the annual cost of the school. It may, however1 

take two or three years to bring the estate to the state of cultivation 
necessary to achieve this end. The school will, in the first instance, 
accommodate 12 to 15 students and I should favour the introduction 
of a two years' course as an experimental measure. Out of the total 
area not more than thirty or forty acres will be required for the school 
itself. The balance will, as at present, be leased out and I would 
strongly favour trying the experiment of leasing out blocks of from 
20 to 25 acres to the passed students of the school for a period of five 
years. 

The complaint is frequently made that the young men traineil in 
our agricultural schools do not gain a sufficiently practical knowledge 
of agrieulture. If these men are given an opportunity to cultivate, 
under adequate supervision, a compact area of land they will be able 
to obtain a most excellent training so as to fit them for the cultivation 
of their own land or for employment as managers of large estates. 
This arra,ngement would also allow most favourable conditions for a.n 
experiment in the eo-operative use of some of the more expensive 
agricultural implements and also in the co-operative purchase of 
manures and the sa;le of produce. It. is needless to say that if the 

13 F 
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activities at Ramakrishna pur are to be expanclecl in the way suggested, 
it will necessitate the placing of a very efficient officer at the head of 
the institution. I consider that the facilities afforded at Ramakrish

napur warrant its being made a centre fqr important experiments in 
connection with rural development. 

In regard to the school at Hassan, already opened, and to the other 
schools which it is proposed to open, I feel on much less secure ground. 
An attempt is being made at Hassan to conduct the school as a non
boarding institution. The school has been in operation only since the 
beginning of January 1929 and it is too early to express a definite 
opinion. However, there are indications already that this arrange
ment is not likely to be successful. When I visited the school recently 
I found that while there were eleven pupils on the rolls, the average 
daily attendance had been only 6!. All the students so far enrolled 
are, I believe, residents of the Hassan taluk and I am very doubtful 
if students will be attracted from greater distances unless a free hostel 
is established. There is, I understand, a proposal to establish a com

bined hostel for the engineering and the agricultural school and to set 
apart an area of land under a new channel in the Belur taluk to pro
vide funds for the running of this hostel. The proposal is, I believe, a 
good one and an arrangement whereby the students from the two 
technical schools would live together should react favourably on both 
institutions. The actual initial outlay on this school has been very 
small and the proposals for the future, involving as they do the utiliza
tion of buildings now occupied by the district hospital, will ensure a 
low capital expenditure. The experiment is, therefore, worthy of con
tinuance. The question of opening further schools should, I believe, 
be carefully investigated by a special connnittee in the light of the 
Royal Commission's recommendations. I am inclined to think that 
such schools should be opened only where there is a strong demand on 
the part of district bodies backed up by an assurance of local contri
butions sufficient to cover half the initial and recurring charges of the 

school. 
We come now to a consideration of the second type of secondary 

agricultural instruction considered by the Commission. This is the 
type which has been most extensively developed in the Punjab. The 
following quotution from the Report gives a concise description of the 

Punjab scheme and its development :-' 
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" The Punjab Educational Department has dealt with the prob
lem on entirely different lines. In that province, elementary agricul· 
ture is included ~s an optional subject in the curriculum of the ordi

nary vernacular middle schools. In the words of a circular which 
was issued in 1923: 'The aim is to enrich the middle school course 
in rural areas by the inclusion of agricultural training and thus to 

bring it more in keeping with the environment of the pupils; and the 
object is to use agriculture as a means of mental discipline and train
ing and as an important accessory to the genetal subjects taught in 
these school~.' 

" Under this system, the instruction given in the class room is 
both illustrated and supplemented by practical work in all agricultural 
processes on the land. For this purpose, farms of about three acres 
in extent were attached to the schools in which the new course was 

first introduced but, owing to financial stringency, the alternative of 
school gardens, half an acre to an acre in extent, was adopted in 1923. 
Six periods per week ar~ devoted to the course by each of the four 

classes which make up the vernacular middle school in the Punjab. 
All the work on the farms and gardens except that of looking after the 
bullocks is done by the boys themselves and it is interesting to note 
that many of the farms and gardens are not only self-supporting but 
have an annual balance to their credit. The teaching is in the hands 

of trained and carefuUy selected teachers who have first taken the 
ordinary senior vernacular training course and have then completed 

a separate course in agriculture at the Lyall pur Agricultural College. 
An additional link between the agricultural and educational depart
ments is provided by the fact that the general supervision of these 

activities is entrusted to an adviser in agricultural training who is. an 

officer of the Education Department. His head'luarters are at the 
Lyallpur Agricnltural College. When we visited the Punjab, there 
were 66 schools of this type, 26 of which had farms attached to them 
and 40 had gardens. It was hoped to increase the number in 1927-28 

to 121, of which 64 would have farms and the others gardens." . 

The same type of agricultural education has been introduced in 
the United Provinces where there are about twenty secondary schools 
giving agricultural instruction and in Bombay where there are forty· 
three such schools. In both the United Provinces and Bombay the 
agricultural teachers in the school receive preliminary training not in 
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the agricultural college hut in one of the f\pecial agricultural schools 
rpferred to ahove. 

It may not be out of place here to remind the readers of this note 
that a scheme in all essentials similar to the one just described was 

inaugurated in the Mysore State as long ago as 1915. Agricultuml in

struction of this type has been given in the schools of the province of 

Ontario, Canada, for the past twenty-five years and it is existent now 

in most of the provinces of Canada and in most parts of the United 
States. In my"Report.onAgriculturalEducation", published in Hll4, 

I describe-1 the work that was being done in Canada in this connection 
and pointed out the immense possibilities this type of instruction held 

out for an agricultural country such as India. A beginning was made 

in thi>J State in 1915 but the scheme was later on given up. The dis

continuance of this work gave me one of the bittere:;t disappointments 
I have ever experienced. The scheme has been recently rPvived in 

Mysore under ~1ore favourable conditions. 

One of the main factors which has contributed to the success of 

this scheme as it has be~n developed in the Punjab is, in my opinion, 
the close co-operation that has existed between the Educational and 

Agricultural Departments. This has been ensured, in the first instance, 
by the special training of the teachers in the Agricultural College and 

in the second instance by the employment of a special adviser in agri

cultural training who, though working in the Educational Department, 

has his head'J uarters at the Lyall pur Agricultural College and so is 
kept in very close touch with the work of the Agricultural Depart

ment. I personally consider that a very much closer co-operation 

between the Educational and Agricultural Departments than now 

exists in this State will have to be established if this scheme is to 

achieve a full measure of success in :Mysore. 

The chief criticisms of the special vernacular agricultural schools 
are the high cost of instruction and the lack of real demand on the part 

of the agricultural population. The main criticism of the so-called 
Punjab scheme is that the students who undergo the training will 
prefer to become teachers and vill<lge accountants rather than to farm 

their own lands. As the Commission point out, however, there will be 

a large number who n~ust perforce return to the land while, of course, 

the very much larger number of pupils who will be reached by this 

,sc.hl'llte will lend to a much morr widely sprrad infiueliCt' of the ngri-
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cultural instruction given. The views expressed by the Commission 
are identical with those expressed by me fifteen years ago and I sin
cerely trust that the successful introduction of this scheme in other 
parts of India will induce us to follow where we could not lead. 

The question as to whether there should be attached to secondary 
schools giving agricultural instruction, a farm of about three acres or 
a garden of one half to one acre is also considered. The Commission 
point out that while the smaller area is more easily handled, the larger 
area is to be prrferred where the teacher is competent to demonstrate 
the latest improvements and can be prQperly supervised by officers of 
the agricultural department. The larger area in addition to furnish
ing facilities for practical instruction to the boys will also serve as a 
centre of demonstration to the whole village and can thus materially 
aid in the introduction of agricultural improvements. In at least one 
middle school in Mysore where agricultural instruction was intro 
duced in 1915 the interest aroused among the villagers was so great as 
to lead me to hope for very marked results from these small school 
farms. Adequate training of the teachers and close association with 
the work of the Agricultural Department are, however, undoubtedly 
essential to success. 

Logically following the question of agricultural education in 
middle schools is that of the advisability of introducing this subject 
into the high school curriculum as well. The fact that most of our 
high schools are situated in comparatively large towns and the fur
ther fact that most of the high school students are drawn from the 
urban population make the introduction of this subject here a matter 
of much less importance. The Commission, however, point out that 
where high schools draw a considerable proportion of their students 
from rural areas the introduction of agriculture as an optional subject 
is advisable. In such cases provision for practical instruction would 
also have to be made. I am personally of opinion that ,until m 
Mysore our agricultural classes in middle schools have been greatly 
developed, the question of providing similar but higher agricultural 
courses in the high schools should be kept in abeyance. 

In connection with higher education, the Commission's views on 
the constitution and curricula of agricultural colleges and their 
affiliation to universities are of importance to us. In British India 
there has, in recent years, been a gradual but steady raising of the 
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standard for entrance to the regular courses of agriculturai college11 
coupled with a growing movement towards the affiliation of these 
institutions to the local universities. The agricultural colleges at 

Coimbatore, Poona, Nagpur and Lyallpur are already affiliated. 

The entrance qualifications have been raised in the case of Coimba
tore to the standard of the intermediate in science "\Yhile in Poona 
candidates are required to have undergone one year's university 
training. In the ca!'e of the two former institutions the course for the 
degree in agriculture extends over three years, in the case of the latter 
two, over four years. The Commission are of opinion that the entrance 
standard should be raised in all colleges to that obtaining at Coimba

tore and that under these conditions a three years' course should be 

sufficient. 

The Commission fully recognize that these colleges function at 
present mainly as training institutions for the staffs of the agricul
tural departments and that while conditions are slowly changing this 
is likely to be the case for some years to come. They agree that while 

it would be inad,·isable to give agricultural graduates preference over 
those in arts or science for appointments to other government depart

ments, in the case of such departments as revenue, co-operation and 
irrigation, they should be considered as on an equality with the latter. 

In connection with the staffs of agricultural colleges, the Com

mission emphasize the great importance of choosing men of a very 
high standard. They consider, for instance, that the position of prin

cipal should be looked upon as practically on a par with that of Direc

tor and suggest that where an able principal has through seniority a 

claim on the post of Director he should not be disturbed but his pay 
should be rais~d by a personal allowance to an equality with that of 
the Director. They further express the view that the professors and 

lecturers should not necessarily be drawn from the staff of the depart
ment. Where specially capable men are available outside they should 
be appointed to the college staff,even where they have not had definite 

agricultural tmining. They instance the policy followed at Rotham
sted where investigators have been ehosenmuch more for their know

ledge of the bat>ic sciences than for their knowledge of agriculture. 

They consider the question as to whether teaching should be divorced 

from research and rightly conclude that it is very inadvisable to llo 
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this. A science teacher who does not engage in research is likely·to 
la<?k inspiration. 

In higher agricultural education we have, in Mysore, lagged be 
hind British India. Our Hebbal Agricultural School was started in 
1913 with a two years' course and the matriculation standard was not 
insisted upon for entrance. In 192Q-1921 ·the course was extended 

·to three years and the qualification for admission was fixed at the 
University Entrance standard. Realizing that the school was more or 
less of an experiment it was started with a very modest initial expen· 
diture, buildings already existing on the Hebbal Farm being adapted 
for the purpose of the school. The only buildings actually con
structed for the school were those for the hostel. The total non
recurring expenditure on buildings upto the present has not exceeded 
Rs. 30,000. 

The passed students of the school have found employment large· 
Iy in the Department as agricultural inspectors. Of the total of 120 
students who have passed out tip to the present 48 are now employed 
in this way. The remainder are for the most part engaged in the 
cultivation of their own land or are in the employ of the large 
fertilizer organizations who have of recent years taken up extensive 
propaganda work in the State. The following gives the present 
employment of our passed students as far as is known 

Total number who have undergone full course 
between 1913 and 1928 120 

Number employed in the Agricultural Department. 48 

Number employed in other departments in Mysore 
and elsewhere 23 

Number in other employ where a knowledge of 
agriculture is required or engaged in cultivating 
their own land 33 

Number whose occupation is unknown . . 16 

Total 120 

The total number who have been trained in the school is not 
large and the number known to be engaged in employment outside 
of government service where a knowledge of agriculture is required 
is ~ust over 25% of the total. The probability is that this figure is 
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decidedly lower than the actual, for of those whos eoccupation iH un
known it seems certain that several are engaged in occupations where 

a knowledge of agriculture is required. I may point out here that 
during the past two or three years there has been a very marked in· 
crease in applications for seats in the Hebbal School. Our entrance 

. class last year was twenty-seven which is about 50% higher than 
that of any previous years. There are, I think, quite definite indi-· 
cations here as in British India that an increasing number are turn
ing to agricultural education for purposes other than ~- overnment 
employment. 

The establishment of an agricultural college in ~1ysore atfiliatecl 
to the University has been frequently discussed during the past ten 
years. The subject has been before the University Senate more than 

once and the Reorganization Committee appointed by that body 
has included a scheme for agricultural education in the University 
structure they propose. 

I have personally been opposed to early action in this connection 
for two reasons. In the first place, I did not see any real demand on 
the part of agriculturists in the State for higher agricultural educa

tion. It seemed, therefore, probable that a college, if established, 
would serve as one more training ground for government service 

and a fairly expensive one at that. In the second place, I knew that 

a well-organized agricultural college would be a costly institution 
and I was averse to diverting any of the too meagre funds allotted 
for agricultural development into any channels but those which 

were likely to prove profitable in the near future. I have, therefore, 

favoured the utilization of the funds available, for research and 

demonstration rather than for education. 

Let us consider the needs of the State at present as regards agri

culturally trained men. The Agricultural Department will undoubt
edly requir·e· a steadily increasing number of men for research as well 

as for demonstration work. For research work we are not confined to 
agriculturally trained men although undoubtedly an agricultural 
training would be beneficial. l\Iost of the staff in our so-callt'd scien. 
tific sections .(of botany, mycology, entomology and 'hemistry) are 
science graduates, not gracluates in agriculture. For demonstration 

work, for the management of experimental farms and for the running 
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o£ agricultural schools, agricultural training is absolutely necessary; 
I have already stated that we should have at least one agricultural 
inspector for every taluk and an assistant director for each district. 
In addition, men will be required for the various farms, for the organi
zation of cattle and sheep breeding work and for agricultural schools. 
For all these we shall require a minimum of 120 men who would 
certainly do their work more efficiently were they given training of 
the university standard. I£ we allow for the drafting of men to the 
scientific sections and for the training of men to fill posts in the 
college itself, probably a total of 150 men would be a modest estimate, 
If we allow an average period of service o£ twenty years we should 
have to replace 7 men per annum. We have, in addition, the needs 
of the Education Department for men to develop agricultu1·al in~ 

struction in middle and high schools. The demand in thii! direction 
might become very great indeed. However, the need in this direction 
would be chiefly for men who have had one year's training. We 
might possibly estimate the requirements of the Educational Depart
ment for agricultural graduates at two or three men per annum. 

There is also the question of employing agricultural graduate(! in 
other departments of Government such as the revenue and co
operative departments and their utilization in connection with the 
development of such large irrigation schemes as that under the Irwin 
Canal. I believe that in all these spheres, the employment of a num
ber of agricultural graduates would be highly desirable but it must 
not be forgotten that here they would be competing with the arts 
and science graduates of the qniversity and to a lesser extent with 
engineering graduates also. Added to this, we have the fact that the 
training of agricultural graduates is certain to be more expensive than 
that of any of the others mentioned with the possible exception of the 

engineeriJ?g graduates. 

Lastly, there are the openings for agricultural'graduq,te~ with 
large fertilizer companies, with land-holders and in the cultivation of 
their own lands. It is hard to gauge the requirements of fertilizer 
companies for the future. I personally anticipate a fairly rapid in
crease in the use of artificial fertilize~s, so the prospects of regula.r 
employment in this connection are, I think, moderately good. As 
regards the demand for managers of estates the scope for employment 

14 li' 
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in this direction is not likely ever to be large in 1\lysore. As regards 

the prospects of agricultural graduates as managers of their own 

estates, while I believe that we shall see a considerable development in 

this direction during the next fifteen or twenty years, the fact remains 

that only comparatively few large land-holders in the State at present 

realize the necessity of having their sons trained in agriculture. If 
the policy of forming agricultural colonies is accepted and pursued, 

as I believe it should be, we shall have taken a very distinct step 

towards the utilization of the brains of the country in connection with 

agricultural development. 

Taking everything into consideration, I believe the time is now 

ripe for considering the organization of an agricultural faculty in the 

University. The Re-organization Committee of the t'niversity 

Senate have made certain proposals in this regard. These proposals 

involve a two years' intermediate course in science which would be 

given in the Central College, Bangalore, followed by a three years' 

course in an agricultural college affiliated to the University. Success

ful completion of this course. would entitle the student to a diploma 

in agriculture. While I have little criticism to make of the scheme 

as a whole I am very strongly of opinion that a course extending over 

a total of five yea.rs would warrant the granting of a degree of B.Sc. 

in Agriculture which should be considered as the equivalent, for Gov

ernment employment, of the rPgular B.Sc. of the University. I may 

point out that in the case of ~Iadras, the agricultural degree granted 

is after a course of this length with the same entrance qualifications; 

while in Bombay, the Punjab and the Central Provinces the degree is 

granted under less severe conditions. The Royal Commission are also 

of the opinion that a course of the nature suggested is quite sutfici

ent to meet the requirements for a degree in agriculture. 

As regards the curriculum of the agricultural college, the Com

mission strongly emphasize the neerl of a study of the business aspect 

of acrri~ulture and consider that the subject of agricultural economics 
0 

should occupy a much more prominent place than it now generally 

does. In all the agricultural colleges of India with the exception of 

Poona where a chair of agricultural economics has been established, 

this subject is dealt with by the professor of agriculture. The. Com

mission rightly consider that questions relating to production and 

marketing are likely to assume a steadily increasing importance in 
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India. The subjects of farm management and farm accounts are ones 
that derna,nd greater attention than they now receive. The Com
mission consid~r that m?re thorough training in these subjects can 
best. be supplied through a supplementary practical course on a gov
ernment farm or private estate after graduation. As a matter of fact 
it is an established practice in Mysore to give all agricultural inspec
tors a year's training on one of our farms before they are sent out for 
district work. 

The question of instituting a short course of two years similar to 
that already existing at Lyallpur, Cawnpore and Nagpur should, I 
think, not concern us in the immediate future. If a demand arises for 
the institution of a course specifically to fit men for managing their 
own estates, the question will have to be considered. The provision of 
a regular three years' course and of a one year's course for teachers 
will, I believe, fully occupy the attention of the staff that can be 
provided for the college for a number of years to come. 

The Commission attach great importance to the establishment of 
short courses of a few weeks' duration at agricultural colleges for the 
benefit of the cultivators, and consider that the colleges should accept 
responsibility for creating a demand for them. Such courses were 
instituted in connection with the Hebbal School some years ago but 
had to be discontinued as there was no accommodation at Hebbal for 
housing ryots and others who desired to attend them. These courses 
had to do mainly with such subjects as the use of improved imple
ments and improved methods of jaggery manufacture. Somewhat 
similar courses have been held at the Marthur Farm but here again the 
absence of suitable accommodation has been a heavy handicap. 
While there has been no marked demand on the part of ryots for these 
courses it seems possible that had we beim able to conduct them 
regularly year after year a demand would have arisen. This is a 
question which should be taken into consideration in the future provi
sion of buildings at the proposed college as well as on the experi
mental farms. 

The important question of graduate training is dealt with last. 
Here the Commission pro·pose the strengthening of the Pusa Research 

• Institute so as to make it an adequate centre for research training for 
the whole of India. If this is done we should, no doubt, be able t~ 
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send our most promising men to the Institute instead of abroad as is 

at present done. While I should be averse to discontinuing entirely 

the granting of foreign scholarships, there is no doubt that India 

Rhould become self-contained in the matter of provision for research 
training in agriculture. 

CHAPTER XVI. 

Rural Industries and Labour. 

The expressed object of the discussions in this chapter is to con

sider how the villager can best use his spare time for the improvement 

o£ his position. It is pointed out at the beginning that, in the opinion 

of the Commission, the cultivator cannot be expected to be an expert 

in any thing but his own occupation. In other words there can, in 

general, be no satisfactory blending of two avocations. The culti

vator must, therefore, occupy the place of an unskilled labourer if he 

takes to an industrial occupation unless he is prepared to undergo 

the training necessary to become skilled at some type of industrial 

work. 

Elsewhere in their Report the Commission emphasize in general 

the fact that while the agriculturist has undoubtedly much spare 

time on his hands, the best way to utilize that spare time will probably 

not be in the taking up of a subsidiary occupation distinct from agri

culture but in more intensive cultivation which may be made posRible 

through the improvement of irrigation facilities and in community 

work for the improvement of village conditions in general. I am in 

entire agreement with this view. 

The kinds of subsidiary employment of an industrial character 

which may be open to agriculturists in their spare time are the fol

lowing :-(a) employment as unskilled labour in local factories such as 

rice mills, oil crushing factories, sugar factories and cotton ginneries, 

(b) employment as casual labour in brick-making and the making of 
roads; (c) employment in village industries such as weaving, silk-reel

ing, jaggery manufacture, extraction of oil in village presses; and (d) 
sale of his labour during periods of idleness to factories at a distance. 

I am not in a position to state to what extent agriculturists in 

Mysore are being employed in local hctorie~ of the kinds mentioned 

above or even in village indu~tries. There must, howeYet, have been 
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a considerable increase in recent years as the number of these local 
factories has undoubtedly grown. With the increase of factories un
doubtedly there will be an increased demand for the labour of our 
agriculturists but in Mysore at least there is little evidenee of move
ment of agriculturists over long distances. 

The Commission make a few specific suggestions with regard to 
employment of agriculturists in industrial occupations. The first of 
these is the manufacture of agricultural implements. They suggest 
that the demand that is likely to arise for improved agricultural im
plements will warrant the establishment of many more manufactur
ing establishments than at present exist. They suggest that if young 
men with agricultural experience receive engineering training they" 
should be particularly well eguipped for taking up the manufacture 
of these implements. 

While I agree that an agricultural background would be of great 
advantage to manufacturers of agricultural implements, I believe that 
these implements can be turned out most economically from large 
factories and that only in this way can uniformity of material be 
assured. There is a certain amount of local manufacture of improved 
ploughs in the Mysore State at present but I have seen little evidence 
that these local makers can compete with larger and more fully 
equipped factories. I personally consider that it is more important 
to supply to agriculturists implements of uniformly good quality and 
design at the cheapest rate possible than to encourage a number of 
local manufacturers to take up the business with the probable result 
that uniformity and quality of product would suffer. Other indus
tries which it is suggested might be taken up are paper ~anufacture, 
oil seed crushing and bone crushing. Of these I believe the second 
only has any prospect of development in Mysore. 

As regards typical village industries the Commission discuss 
band-loom weaving, pottery manufacture, rope making, sericulture 
and poultry raising. 

With regard to the first four, I should prefer to leave to the 
Director of Industries a discussion of the possibilities of their 
development as sources of subsidiary occupation for agriculturists. 
With regard to the last I qelie\·e a good deal of careful experiment is 
required before we can deciide as to the feasibility of attempting to 
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place poultry ra~sing on a higher basis than it is at present. I am 
personally somewhat sceptical of the prospects. 

Lac cultivation is another subsidiary industry dealt with by the 
Commission but as I know very little about its possibilities in the 
State I would suggest that the views of the Chief Conservator of 
Forests be obtained in the matter. I have not discussed the question 
of sericulture because in M.rsore it must be looked upon as a major 
agricultural indus try. 

The possibilities of developing fruit and vegetable production is 
dealt with in a separate chapter. The general conclusion of the 
Commission as to the possibilities of developing rural industries to 
·give employment to agriculturists are as follows :-

" But even with the aid o£ new ideas and assistance in training 
and marketing, the contribution \vhich rural industries can make in 
reducing the heavy pressure on the land is infinitesimal and in the 
nature of things they cannot, as a rule, hope forever to surviYe the 
increasing competition of organized industry. In some cases, wP are 
afraid that an altogether exaggerated importance is attached to their 
development whereas sound reflection would sho'v that their possible 
expansion is strictly limited. The position may be summed up as 
follows :-In villages generally, some increase in demand for local 
products may be looked for as new ideas of the values of life develop. 
In villages favourably situated for the establishment of small indus
tries such as rice and sugar mills, cotton ginneries and pn:sses, part of 
the agricultural population may find seasonal work as unskilled 
labourers. In the villages, many of the smaller cultivators find em

ployment in carting for their more prosperous neighbours and some 

may hire out their own labour to them. Where caste prejudices are 
not a difficulty, a few may find t>inployment as assistants to the local 

artisans. Near large towns poultry can be kept or vegetables, fruit 
and flowers can be cultivated. The women and girls of the family 
can· fill their leisure moments with the spinning of various fibres 
and also with the making of lace and embroidery, a cottage industry 
to which the Madras Department of Industries has paid special at
tention. In certain areas, lac cultivation and silk can be taken up 
and near forests employment can be obtained by the cultivators in 
their spare time in various ways. But the possibility of spare-time or 
subsidiary occupations depends very largely on the location of the 
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village and, as a getieral principle, it may be laid down that the chief 
solution of the problems of the cultivator is intensification or diversi
fication of his agriculture. Corporate action for the improvement of 
his village would, of course, give him something to do ; but this a waits 
the awakening of a public health conscience and the revival of the 
corporate spirit in the village. To put it briefly, the possibilities of 
improving the conditions of the rural population by the establishment 
of rural industries are extremely limited." 

The Commission next discuss the sale of la~our surplus and point 
out that as local industries grow the demand will increase. There is in 
other parts of India which contain large industrial centres a consider
able movement of agricultural labour to these centres. In Mysore we 
have no large industrial centre and while the Mysore Iron Works and 
the cotton mills of Bangalore and Mysore must absorb a certain 
amount of labour in the slack agricultural seasons, this cannot greatly 
affect the problem here. 

As regards the movement of. agriculturists for the purpose of 
working on plantations, this undoubtedly plays an important part in 
providing a means of livelihood for our surplus agricultural labour. 
Unfortunately such work clashes to a certain extent with that on the 
ryots' own fields but still there is quite a considerable movement to 
tea and coffee estates both inside and outside the State. Conversa
tion with planters, in general, leads me to believe that the demand is 
greater than the supply and the United Planters' Association of 
Southern India employs a number of agents in the State to recruit 
labour for those who are members of the association. The reputation 
of the Mysore agriculturists as labourers on estates is excellent. The 
fact that they are not now obtainable in numbers nearly as great as 
they used to be indicates, I think, clearly that the economic condi

tion of the ryot is improving. 
The question of the advisability of restricting emigration of labour 

from India or of the conditions on which such emigration should be 
allowed, is of only indirect interest to us in Mysore. As far as I am 
aware there is no emigration of Mysore people to foreign countries:. 

CHAPTER XVII. 
Horticulture and Plantations. 

The Commission recognize that there are, in the aggregate, con

siderable l:l!re!!-S devoted to fruit and vegetables which are not taken 
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into account in the st~ttisticul reports on agriculture. There are thus 
the back yards, the small strips between fields cultivated \Yith crop; 
and patches under wells where both fruits and vegetables are grown 
for home consumption. 

The chapter is concerned largely with the possibilities of fruit and 
vegetable culture for sale. The chief essentials for the intensive 
cultivation required for these crops are a rich and deep soil, plenty of 
manure and an assured and controlled water supply with, I might add, 
facilities for drainage .. The chief obstacles which have stood in the 
way of an extension of fruit cultivation in India, outside of those 
produced by the soil and climatic conditions, are the following :-:al 
lack of horticultural tradition, (b) the amount of capital reLiuired and 
the time it requires to bring the crop into bearing, (c) lack of expert 
advice, (d) difficulty of obtaining suitable varieties, (e) lack of trans
port facilities, and {j) difficulty of marketing. 

The Commission point out that an expansion of fruit cultivation 
must largely depend upon the d~velopment of home markets and 
further emphasize the danger of glutting the market in years of large 
production. They suggest the advisability of trials of both canning 
and drying as a means of utilizing surplus fruit but recommend that 
only one or two lines be tried in the first instance. 

As to vegetables the evidence they collected indicated that there 
has been a growth in the demand for high class vegetables. They 
consider here, as in the case of fruits, an investigation of home markets 
is desirable and that the prospects of market gardening are more 
hopeful than those of fruit culture. 

In regard to the relation of . gricultural departments to horti
culture it may be noted that throughout British India the work of 
developing horticulture has, as a matter of course, been entrusted to 
the agricultural department. It is only recently, however. that horti
cultural work has been taken up seriously. The Punjab Government 
have two fruit speehtlists and are appointing a vegetable specialist. 
Horticulture in the United Provinces has been in the charge of a 
deputy director since 1922 and training in horticulture is to be given 
in the Cawnpore Agricultural College. Similar developments are con

templated in other provinces as well. 
The Commis~ion indicate that there is important researeh work to 

be done notably in selecting and cbssifying suitable root stocks for 
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fruit trees. Finally they point out that a study of markets, present 
and prospective, is particularly important in connection with any 
scheme for the expansion of fruit and vegetable cultivation. 

Turning to Mysore we find, on the whole, conditions very similar 
to those in British India. Our climatic conditions are, on the whole, 
favourable for fruit cultivation although our soils are not particularly 
rich. We are undoubtedly heavily handicapped by the distance 
from very large markets. At present, with the exception of mangoes 
which are shipped out of the State in considerable quantities, practi
cally all our fruits find a home market. 

'l'he total area under fruits in the State is not known; the only 
figures we have are for mango of which there are about 10,000 acres in 
the State. If we exclude plantains, it is doubtful if all the rest of our 
fruits cover an area of more than 5,000 acres which would give a 
total area of 15,000 acres under fruits in the State. This is approxi
mately one four-hundredth of the total area under cultivation. 

Turning to vegetables the only crops that are given separately 
are potatoes (9,695 acres in 1926-27) and onions (7,941 acres in 
1926-27). Other crops such as coriander and chillies are grown 
largely as field crops in Mysore and hardly come under the definition 
of vegetables. The total area under market gardening can, I believe, 
not exceed 50,000 acres in Mysore and so represents about one hun-
dred and twentieth of our total area. ' 

The work of improving horticulture in Mysore is under a separate 
Department of Horticulture. I am personally of opinion that this is 
a wasteful arrangement. Horticulture is really a branch of agriculture 
and co-ordination of activities would, I am convinced, lead to more 
real progress. The services which could be rendered towards horti
cultural improvement through the highly trained staff and the well
equi)?ped.laboratories of the Agricultural Department are at present 
not being utilized owing to this lack of co"ordination. The organiza
tion of a separate horticultural school in which the fundamental in
struction must be the same as in an agricultural school is an instance 
of division of effort which, considering the insufficiency of funds that 
can be devoted to agricultural development, is, I believe, not war
ranted. 

The investigation of market6 in connection with fruit cultivation 
is, I believe, an important subject in Mysore. Owing to large pr?fits 

us 
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that have been niade by individual growers of fruits more parti
cularly apples, there has been a considerable movement towards the 
planting of orchards, more especially near Bangalore. While I am 
not prepared to say that a profitable market will not be found for 
all the fruit that is likely to be produced from the orchards already 
planted, I should like to refer to the experience of Canada and the 
United States where some years ago there was a rapid expansion of 
fruit cultivation leading to a glut of the market and unprofitable 
prices to the growers. ·I should like to emphasize that where an 
agriculturist is considering the investment of large sums of money in 
a perennial crop such as our fruit crops are, he should consider what 
the probable state of the market will be five or ten years from now. 
The fact that large profits are now being made from the compara
tively small areas planted to fruit trees in this State is no guarantee 
that similar or even profitable prices will rule if there is a rapid ex
pansion to ten times the present area. I would strongly urge the 
necessity of a careful study of markets in connection with efforts to 
expand fruit cultivation in the State. 

The question of plantation crops such as tea, coffee, rubber and 
cardamoms is dealt with very briefly in this chapter and need not 
detain us. Our main plantation industry is coffee and the organiza
ti~n that has been created for research in connection with this crop 
and the one that has been recently proposed to Government for 
demonstration and propaganda work throughout the coffee-growing 
area, will, I believe, lead to very decided progress in the near future. 

CHAPTER Xvl:II. 

Statistics. 

With much of the discussion contained in this chapter we are only 
indirectly concerned as it deals with all-India statistics. It is noted 
that there still exist considerable differences between the collection of 
statistics in various provinces but I believe we are, in l\Iysore, follow: 
ing what is the general practice in India and are providing for the 
all-India publications information on approved lines. 

The main Indian statistics are those published annually in the 
"Agricultural Statistics of India" of which Volume II is devoted to 
Indian States. The information given there includes total area, 
classified as cultivated (or sown and current fallows), uncultivated 
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(culturable waste and area not available for cultivation) and forests; 
area and crops irrigated ; total area under crops and under each im
portant crop; numbers of live-stock, ploughs and carts; the incidence 
of assessment on land ; harvest prices of important crops and average 
yield of principal crops in each province. The Commission consider 
that the period elapsing between the end of the year and the date of 
publication (eighteen months) is too long and that the practice of 
giving statistics by districts which was abandoned after 1920-21 
should be restored. 

Other all-India publications are (a) the Quinquennial Report on 
Average Yield per Acre for seventeen important crops, and (b) the 
statistics contained in the Indian Trade Journal. 

In addition to these there are crop forecasts which are published 
for eleven crops and also the annual ' Estimates of Area and Yield of 
the Principal Crops in India'. Other sources of statistical informa
tion are the annual reports of the various departments of agriculture, 
the annual review of agricultural operations, the publications of the 
Indian Central Cotton Committee and the reports of the irrigation 
and forest departments and the annual review on irrigation in India. 

A suggestion is made that the area under wells in the provincial 
reports on irrigation should be classified under three heads: (a) area 
under well'! iri use, (b) area under wells in working order but not used, 
and (c) area under abandoned wells. I am inclined to think that tills 
information would be hard to collect and that the results obtained 
would not be commensurate with the expense and trouble involved. 
A further suggestion is that a more detailed classification of the forest 
area indicating the total area actually under forests would be advan

tageous. 
The Commission also consider vital statistics, a question upon 

which I do not propose to touch. In another connection reference 
has been made to the very imperfect mortality returns for live-stock 
but as these figures though submitted to Government are not pub
lished, it need not' concern us here. 

In regard to the character of the information furnished the Com
mission are of opinion that the returns for area under crops are fairly 
accurate at least as regards the more important ones. They criticise, 
however, the classification of uncultivated land into 'cultivable waste 
other than fallow' and 'land not available for cultivation', They 
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consider these areas should be re-examined to ascertain to what 
extent they are related to the actual facts. ln their opinion a con
siderable portion of the area given as culturable waste is really un
suitable for cultivation. However, as is well known, the margin of 
cultivation is shifting and I am personally doubtful if much valuable 
information would be obtained from such an enquiry. 

As stated, the crops as returned by the village officials are consi
dered generally to be fairly accurate. With this I agree. However, 
here as in connection with the statistics of outturn, there is undoubt
edly, in Mysore at least, very little critical study of the statistics 
collected and I have yet to see a Season and Crop Report in which one 
who had even an elementary knowledge of local agricultural conditions 
could not find either glaring errors or at least figures so doubtful as 
to demand tracing back to their sources. I shall not here go into the 
questions of ' normal yield ' and 'condition estimates ' but should 
like to emphasize what is emphasized in this chapter and has been 
repeatedly stressed by the Board of Agriculture in India. That is the 
fact that unless and until there is a statistical section in the Agricul
tural Department which can study critically the figures collected, we 
cannot hope to see our Season and Crop Report what it should be. A 
recommendation in this connection was made as long ago as 1915 by 
a Special Committee appointed to go into the question of agricultural 
·statistics. This Committee reported as follows:-

" As to the question of agency for collecting and publishing agri
cultural statistics we propose that the duty of compilation should be 
transferred to the Department o£ Agriculture. This change would be 
logical and fitting and would bring the practice in this country more 
into line with what exists elsewhere under modern conditions, while 
it would enable the Agricultural Department to maintain a close and 
constant watch over the vicissitudes of agriculture. 

" In order to effect this change, the statistical staff employed in 
the offices of the Revenue Commissioner and the Director of 'Agricul
ture should be amalgamated and placed under the latter who should 

further be given the assistance of a trained ministerial assistant on a 
pay of Rs. 100 or Rs. 150 per mensem. The amalgamation may ren
der a few clerical bands superfluous in which case the savings obtained 
by di:;peusing with them may go some way in providing for the pay Of 
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the trained hand proposed to be employed. But whether this will be 
so or not, we consider that if statistics are to be kept correctly and 
on sound lines, at least one official with an aptitude for figures and a 
knowledge of statistical methods is necessary in the central office. 
There would, we conceive, be little difficulty in securing a man of the 
kind contemplated. An intelligent official who has studied mathe
matics may be chosen and got trained in the offices of the Director of 
Statistics and Director of Commercial Intelligence with the Govern
ment of India." 

No effective action has as yet been taken by Government on that 
recommendation. We have heard much in Mysore of recent years in 
regard to the necessity of having statistical estimates of progress made 
from time to time. I should like to emphasize that unless and until we 
are able to submit the basal figures of our agricultural statistics to a 
critical study, any advantage to be gained from the preparation and 
publication of such estimates would be largely illusory. The one real 
lesson for us -in Mysore from the chapter under review is the necessity 
of establishing in the Agricultural Department a statistical section to 
deal with the study, compilation and publication _of all agricultural 
statistics in the State. 

CHAPTER XX. 
Miscellaneous. 

This chapter deals with questions such as the development of 
agriculture in minor provinces, education in the principles of local 
self-government, meteorology and agriculture and the relationship be
tween Indian· Agricultural Departments and the International Insti
tute of Agriculture at Rome and the Imperial Institute in London. 
These questions have comparatively little interest to us, so I shall 
not discuss them. 

There is, however, one question discussed in this chapter which 
has definite reference to Indian States and so should interest us 
particularly. The Commission point out that though their terms 
of reference forced them to limit their enquiry to British India, the 
great importance of Indian States from the point of area and their 
essentially agricultural character has compelled occasional reference 

to them. 
They point out that the desirability of co-operation with Indian 

States has already been recognized in the constitution of the Indian 
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Central Cotton Committee and of the Board of Agriculture on both of 
which 1\Iysore is represented. They add:-" We have no doubt that 
the manner in which co-operation can be rendered more effective and 
more especially, the manner in which the Indian States can best be 
brought into the research organization, the establishment of which 
we suggest in Chapter III will receive early and careful consideration 
from the Government of India and the Rulers of the States. \V e are 
confident that it will become increasingly practicable to envisage the 
agricultural and veterinary problems of India as a whole and to 
initiate measures for their solution which will be operative in all 
parts of the country." 

I agree most heartily with the views expressed in this quotation. 
The relations between the departments of agriculture in British India 
and that of Mysore have always been of a cordial and helpful 
character. I should like to point out, however, that future relations 
must be on a basis of equality with the various provinces as far as an 
effective voice in the all-India organizations that have been or are to 
be created, is concerned. I believe that the place Mysore has occu
pied in the development of agriculture in India demands nothing less 
than this. 

Summary of the main Proposals made and Conclusions 
reached in the accompanying Note. 

CHAPTER III. 

0RGANIZATIO:-i OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH. 

(1) The association of the University with the Agricultural 
Department in the investigation of important problems connected 
with agriculture is a question worthy of serious consideration. For 

proposals connected with this, see pages 3-6. 

CHAPTER IV. 

1. The co-operation of the Geological Department with the 
Agricultural Department in the preparation of a combined report on 

geology and soils is suggested. Page 7. 
2. The potential importance of commercial fertilizers in the 

increase of crop yields in the State is emphasized. Page 10. 
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3. The establishment of a special section to deal with the testing 
and distribution of new varieties of crops is recommended. The 
Government of Mysore have ·already sanctioned proposals in this 
connection. Page 13. 

4. The importance of developing the agricultural engineering 
section of the Department to deal with the important question of 
designing and adapting agricultural implements for our conditions is 
emphasized. Pages 13-14. 

5. The development of a section to deal with the sinking of irri· 
gation wells and with lift irrigation in general is. discussed. Page 15. 

6. The possibility of close association between the Department 
of Industries and Commerce and the Agricultural Department in both 
these lines of work is considered. Page 15. 

CHAPTER V. 

SuB-DIVISION AND FRAGMENTATION oF HoLDINGs. 

1. Before any action is taken towards the consolidation of 
holdings a survey of selected villages should be made. This work 
might be carried out according to a definite plan by district economic 
superintendents, agricultural inspectors and co-operative inspectors. 

Page 19. 
2. The organization of such a survey might be considered as 

one of the functions of a Board of Economic Enquiry. Page 19. 

CHAPTER VI. 

· DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA. 

1. The work of demonstration and propaganda in the districts 
should, as far as possible, be co-ordinated by the economic commit
tee of the district board which should include in its membership 
representatives of the development departments. This would 
necessitate an association of the district board in the development 
of village panchayats. Page 28. -

CHAPTER VII. 

LIVE-STOCK. 

1. Experiments should be made on the utilization of g01nal 
lands for the production of fodder. Page :~8. 

2. The most important work in connection with the improve
ment of cattle is the organization of breeding on sound scientific 
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lines and on a sufficfent scale to supply 200 breeding bulls per annum. 
A scheme for the establishment of a breeding station to meet this 
need has sine been sanctioned by Government. Pages 41--H. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

FoRESTs. 

1. Experiments on rotational grazing in forest areas which are 
already planned should be carried out. Page 50. 

2. Afforestation' of waste lands is a necessary step towards the 
provision of adequate supplies of fuel and wood for agriculturists. 
Pages 51--54. 

CHAPTER IX. 

DISEASES OF LIVE-STOCK. 

1. The strengthening of the veterinary staff is necessary for the 
more adequate control of cattle diseases. Pages 56-59. 

2. The Serum Institute should be enlarged and developed to 
meet our needs for sera and vaccines for our important cattle diseases. 
It would lead to economy and efficiency if it could be organized as a 
branch of a central Institute of Public Health for human beings and 

animals. Pages 59-60. 

CHAPTER X. 

IRRIGATION. 

1. The development of well irrigation is very urgent and a 
special organization should be created for the purpose. Pages 61:i-U8. 

2. An agricultural survey should precede all hvge irrigation 
schemes and the Agricultural Department should be associated with 
the development of such schemes. Pages 69---70. 

CHAPTER XL 

CO:lDil'!'HCATIONS AND 1\IAitKETING. 

1. Prior to considering the question of the establi:;hment of 
controlled markets for agricultural produce, a market survey should 

be instituted. Pages 71-7:>. 

2. The organization of sueh a survey should be one of the func-
tions of a special Board of Econ01nic Enquiry: Page 7G. r 
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CHAPTER XII. 

FINANCE OF AGRICULTURE. 

1. A closer co-operation between the Revenue Department and 
the Agricultural Department should exist in connection with the 
granting of agricultural loans. Page 82. 

CHAPTER XIII. 

1. There should be an increased utilization of co-operative 
societies in connection with agricultural development. This can be 
brought about by a close association of the two departments con
cerned. Page 86. 

CHAPTER XIV. 

THE VILLAGES. 

1. The advisability of the establishment of a central Public 
Health Institute should be considered. Pages 92--93. 

2. Under existing conditions it seems advisable to utilize the 
existing agencies of district boards and village panchayats in the 
work of village uplift rather than to create special organizations for 
the purpose. Page 93. 

CHAPTER XV. 

EDUCATION. 

1. The organization of special vernacular agricultural schools 
should be taken up with great caution. Page 98. 

2. There should be a closer association between the Education 
Department and the Agricultural Department in the development of 
agricultural education in middle schoo~s. Pages 100-101. 

3. The question of the organization of an agricultural faculty 
in the University should be considered early. Page 106. 

CHAPTER XVI. 

RURAL INDUSTRIES AND LABOUR. 

1. There does not seem to be very great scope for the introduc
tion of special subsidiary industries for agriculturists .. More promis
ing lines of effort appear to be (a) intensification of agricultural 
production through education and the provision of more adequate 

16 
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irrigation facilities, and (b) corporate action for the improvrment of 

village conditions. Page 103. 

CHAPTER XVII. 

HoRTICt'"LTt'"RE AND PLANTATIONS. 

1. The present arrangement whereby horticultural propaganda, 

experiment and instruction is carried out by a separate department 

is wasteful. Page 13. 

:l. A careful consideration of markets and transport facilities is 

necessary in connection with any scheme for horticultural expansion. 

Page; 14. 

CHAPTER XVIII. 

STATISTICS. 

1. The organization of a statistical section in the Agricultumi 

Department for the critical study and compilation of our agricultural 

statistics is the first step to be taken towards their improvement. 
Page 117. 

CHAPTER XX. 

1. The future relations behwen the de putmcnt3 d :ogr:ndtme 

in British India and in tl:e Mysore Stn.l"e mn~t be on a bas's of equality 

as far as an effective voice in the All-India organizatiom, pnsP::t or 

prospective, iS' concerned. Page 118. 


